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ABSTRACT

The information presented in this report is a summary of the status of the Inertial Confinement Fusion
(ICF) program at the Los Alamos National Laboratory as of February 1985. This report contains
material on the existing high-power CO2 laser driver (Antares), the program to determine the potential of
KrF as an ICF driver, heavy-ion accelerators as drivers for ICF, target fabrication for ICF, and a
summary cf our understanding of laser-plasma interactions. A classified companion report contains
material on our current understanding of capsule physics and lists the contributions to the Laboratory's
weapons programs made by the ICF program. The information collected in these two volumes is meant to
serve as a report on the status of some of the technology components of the Los Alamos ICF program
rather than a detailed review of specific technical issues.



Inertial Confinement Fusion
Overview

by David C. Cartwright

T he accomplishment of energy gain through nuclear
fusion in laboratory experiments will require the
solution of a number of interesting, although very

complex, scientific and technological problems. Both the
Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) and Magnetic Fusion
Energy (MFE) programs have been somewhat overly
optimistic in their initial evaluations of the difficulties
involved in controlling nuclear fusion. In both programs,
most of the major problems were identified only after the
construction and operation of a new and usually more
powerful experimental facility. Researchers in both the
ICF and MFE programs are now trying to build solid
technical foundations for their programs in order to be
able to predict results under different experimental condi-
tions. Los Alamos completed construction of the Antares
CO2 laser facility in December 1983 and placed it on
operational status for experiments in ICF. Antares, the
world's largest operational laser, is the first in a series of
new. higher intensity ICF drivers and is the successor to
the smaller (< 10-kJ) Helios eight-beam CO : laser facility
at Los Alamos. The two others in the US are Nova, at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). to be
operational in the spring of 1985. and PBFA-II at Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL), to begin operation in the
fall of 1987. These three new facilities will permit ex-
perimentation with ICF targets under conditions of tem-
perature and pressure that more closely simulate those
required for an energy gain target.

The ICF mission statement for the Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory is as follows:
The Los Alamos ICF program is one of the main efforts
by the Department of Energy (DOE) to evaluate the
scientific feasibility of inertially confined fusion, using
intense lasers or particle beams to compress and heat

small masses of deuterium-tritium fuel to thermonuclear
burn conditions. The goals of the national program are:

• to support nuclear weapons physics research, and
• to do research on the potential of inertial fusion for

energy production.
Key technical elements within the ICF program are:

• the design and confirmation of performance of fuel-
filled targets requiring minimum input energy, and

» the development of a laboratory driver suitable for
driving such targets (at an acceptable cost).

Whether addressing weapons applications or possibie
long-term potential as an energy source, there is no
significant difference in the short-term program. In the
longer term, important scientific and engineering prob-
lems would have to be addressed before ICF could be
considered for commercial electrical power generation.
Since the primary source of the funding is the DOE
defense programs, the weapon physics goals will continue
to receive emphasis throughout this decade.

Since Antares has been in operation for more than a
year, and Helios was operational for 5 years before
Antares, it is appropriate to review our present under-
standing of ICF physics based on CO2 laser drivers. The
purpose of this technical review is to present our level of
knowledge of the coupling of CO2 laser energy to the
target, acquired by experiments with both the Helios arid
Antares laser facilities. In the subsequent chapters, :'u
scientific and technological progress that has been made
in the fields of plasma physics, capsule physics, materials
fabrication, CO2 and KrF laser systems, and heavy-ion
fusicn (in support of the ICF program at Los Alamos)
will be reviewed. A review of the Los Alamos program to
study the physics of laser fusion at short wavelength (that
is 1/4 urn) will be presented in a future publication.



GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ICF

Inertia! confinement fusion attempts to mimic on a
miniature scale the physics of a thermonuclear weapons
device. A fuel of deuterium and tritium (i>T) is heated
rapidly to temperatures highenbugh to promote fusion
reactions in the fuel, and at the same time, the fuel is
compressed to densities large enough to facilitate reaction
of a large * fraction of the fuel before cooling by
hydrodynamic expansion. However, the efficient use of
the DT fuel in ICF is much more difficult than in a
nuclear weapon.

The difficulty arises from the requirement to contain
(in the laboratory) the energy released by the fusion
reaction. This can be accomplished only if the yield is
sufficiently low, which implies a small mass of fuel. For
small fuel masses to support thermonuclear burn, in
which the energy produced by fusion reaction is used to
sustain the burn, the fuel must be condensed to high
density. Specifically, to trap the energy of the a-particles
produced in the DT fusion reaction, the areal density
(pR) must be equal to or greater than a certain constant
C. That is. a fundamental scaling parameter for all ICF is
the product of fuel density p and the radius R of the
volume containing the fuel. It can be shown that if the
product pR is equal to a constant, then the density to
which the fuel must be compressed increases as the
reciprocal of the square root of the fuel mass, that is. p ss
l/\/M. Achieving the required compression without
expending excessive energy from the driver is the basic
requirement of ICF.

Figure 1 shows schematically the various steps re-
quired to convert the incident laser energy into
hydrodynamic compression of the fuel. Information on
steps (a) and (b) is being obtained using laboratory
drivers such as Helios and Antares, but data concerning
steps (c) and (d) will require new and more powerful
drivers. Keep in mind that the objective is to achieve net
energy gain from the fusion reaction. Thus, it is important
to achieve as large an energy conversion efficiency as
possible at each step in the sequence. Because we know
that ICF will work at some larf-t drive energy, it is
important to determine energy conversion efficiencies
and energy requirements for each individual step as the
figure of merit for judging the potential for success for
laboratory drivers such as CO2. The remainder of this
introduction summarizes the scientific processes govern-
ing each step shown in the linkage of laser energy to fuel

compression in Fig. 1. What is treated as an assertion at
this level is explained, and qualified, in the articles that
follow.

CHARACTERISTICS OF CO2-IRRADIATED
TARGETS

When high-intensity laser radiation (<10 l i W/cm2)
strikes a solid surface, a plasma is formed. The infrared
radiation (10.6 urn) produced by the CO2 laser is ab-
sorbed by the plasma through a collective process known
as resonant absorption. This process, which we have
come to understand primarily through theoretical work,
converts almost all of the absorbed laser energy into
energetic electrons. The measured absorption for flat
surfaces is about 40%, and refraction of the incident light
in the plasma reduces the absorption to about 30% for
curved surfaces. The energetic electrons produced during
the resonant absorption process approach temperatures
of 80 keV. This distribution of so-called "hot electrons"
can exist superimposed on a second "cold" distribution
because there are very few collisions in the low-density
corona formsd around the target. Experiments show that
hot-electron temperature increases with laser intensity as
I04.

Because all of the energy absorbed from the laser beam
initially resides in the hot electrons, it is mandatory to
understand the subsequent transport of the electrons in
order to predict how energy can be delivered to other
portions of the target. Very large electric and magnetic
fields develop, for conditions characteristic of CO2-laser-
driven targets, as a result of the large spatial gradients in
temperature and density present in the plasma. The
magnetic Fields are confined to within a few hundred
micrometers of the surface and may exceed a megagauss.
Consequently, the magnetic forces dominate the motion
of most electrons, and their transport is not described by
mathematical solutions of the diffusion equations. The
self-consistent theoretical treatment of plasma motion
under the influence of an intense laser radiation field has
been a major accomplishment of the theorists in this
program.

For CO2 laser intensities exceeding 2 x 10'3 W/cm2.
the self-generated magnetic fields become large enough to
prevent hot electrons from returning to their origins on
the surface defined by the critical plasma density (10"
cm"3 for 10.6-um radiation). As a consequence of this
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Fig. I. Steps iii the conversion of incident laser energy into hydrodynamic work compression on the fuel. Source is Ref. 1.



magnetically enforced charge separation, ions are ac-
celerated away from the target surface. This ion "blow-
off' is not efficient in driving an implosion of the fuel
because the momentum per unit energy of the ions is low
and represents an energy loss for targets. Elaborate target
geometries have been designed that attempt to efficiently
recover the energy carried by the fast ions.

For good hydrodynamic coupling of momentum to the
fuel, the ablation of a large mass at the (low) velocity set
by the thermal energy content of the ablator material is
required. To minimize the energy needed to compress the
fuel, it is necessary to minimize preheat to an energy level
that places the fuel on an adiabat that does not greatly
exceed T s 5 keV at the time of maximum compression.
Further refinements are possible only if the central
portion of the fuel is elevated to ignition temperatures by
properly timed shock collisions. This central portion of
the fuel can then trigger heating of the remainder of the
fuel by local deposition of the a-particles released in the
DT reaction.

In the Los Alamos program, we have attempted to
capitalize on the great operational advantages of the CO2

laser, the most efficient and inexpensive high-power laser
available. To develop the next generation driver will
require several hundred million dollars of investment For
this reason, all conceivable ways of using the absorbed
energy in whatever form it might appear in the target
(electrons, ions, x rays, and so forth) are being carefully
and systematically explored. These efforts were reviewed
by external panels of experts in 1982 and 1983. In the
most recent review, the possible use of the large internal
magnetic fields to provide insulation from preheat by hot
electrons was suggested. Work in this regard has
progressed to the development and computational testing
of a novel target that combines advantages of both ICF
and MFE by inclusion of magnetic fields for inhibition of
electron thermal conduction. This target concept is now
being tested using the Antares laser.

CONTRIBUTIONS BY ICF TO THE
WEAPONS PROGRAMS

Almost since its inception, the ICF program has been
viewed as a potentially significant contributor to the
understanding of the physics of nuclear weapons design.
Numerous studies over the years have attempted to
define a role for ICF in weapons physics, identifying the
potential for equation-of-state measurements, opacity
measurements, thermonuclear burn studies once ignition
was achievable, and large-scale x-ray vulnerability facili-
ties once yields approaching 200 MJ were obtaineu

The contributions from the ICF program to the weap-
ons program are summarized below.

• One of the greatest contributions from ICF is its
unique computer code capability.

e The national IGF program would be critical to the
US defense program in the event of a comprehensive
test ban: treaty (GTBT) or a lowered threshold
(LTBT) on nuclear testing. New drivers such as light
ions (PBFA-II), lasers (for example, KrF), or HE-
driven concepts could provide a means of exercising
and maintaining design capability under a CTBT as
well as a means of addressing the feasibility of fusion
itself.

• Improvements in material fabrication developed
within ICF program have been important ingre-
dients in testing certain x-ray concepts for the
Strategic Defense Initiatives (SDI) program.

• The Antares laser facility is a unique source of x-ray
and microwave radiation and can be of direct use in
studying the response of materials to this intense
radiation. A future laboratory fusion facility could
indeed study vulnerability, lethality, and weapons
effects, particularly in the event of a CTBT.

• The physics of rare-gas halide lasers studied in the
ICF program is highly beneficial to SDI consider-
ations of laser weapons and their effects.

In addition to the early-identified results cited above,
both the weapons and ICF programs have benefited from
sharing and exchanging personnel. During its 12 years at
Los Alamos, the ICF program has attracted many
outstanding technical people to the Laboratory who
might not otherwise have come and helped them develop
in technical areas of direct interest to the weapons
program. Now the Laboratory benefits from their con-
tributions to other Laboratory activities.

THE FUTURE

Over 10 years of research have taught us a great deal
about ICF on a laboratory scale, and it is certainly more
difficult than originally envisioned. The inevitable ineffi-
ciencies in all the steps between providing incident energy
and igniting a fuel have plagued the program. However,
there still exists the certainty that ICF works well on
some energy scale, and in our quest to provide unlimited
energy by control of fusion, the workability of ICF
should not be overlooked. We are still far from ary
practical use, but the promise warrants a sustained
national effort. For at least the remainder of this decade,



we should fully utilize the potential of the research
facilities and the technology base we have already estab-
lished.

Should our attempts to devise a CO2 laser target that
will achieve high energy gain fail, technology develop-
ment programs for both a new laser system (KrF) as well
as an alternative to all lasers, a heavy ion-beam ac-
celerator, are in progress at Los Alamos. The purpose of
the KrF program at Los Alamos is to understand the
science and technology required to develop an efficient,
rep-ratable, low-cost, short-wavelength source of intense
radiation that can be scaled to meet future ICF driver
needs. !n the case of the heavy-ion program, the purpose
is to work with the other participants to identify and
begin resolution of the key technical issues associated

with a heavy-ion ICF driver. These programs are not so
much intended to provide a large target-shooiing capabil-
ity as to establish the cost scaling of these particular
systems for potential megajoule-level systems. The re-
search activities on these two advanced ICF drivers are
described in this review.

REFERENCE
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High-Energy-Density Plasma
Physics With Lasers

by David W. Forslund and Philip D. Goldstone

T his section is a preliminary draft being prepared
for publication in Los Alamos Science. It is
meant primarily as an introduction to the complex

plasma processes which occur in the process of laser
fusion.

To successfully fulfill the promise of inertial fusion, an
extremely wide variety of physical phenomena involved
with the flow of matter and energy must be controlled
with considerable precision. Experimental and theoretical
studies of the deposition of laser light and transfer of that
energy to particles have uncovered many new
phenomena that have altered many simple models for use
in fusion and that have greatly enhanced our understand-
ing of extremely high-energy-density plasmas such as
most probably exist in the atmospheres of white dwarfs
or in galactic nuclei, albeit on a much shorter time and
space scale. We must understand the physics of matter
from 10~~5-103g/cm3 over distances of lCT'-lO0 cm and
times of 10~l5-10~8s with particle energies ranging from
0.1 eV to 106 eV and magnetic fields ranging from none
at all to 103 T. The physics involved is nearly collisionless
plasma physics including the effects of spontaneously
generated magnetic fields, high-density collisional phys-
ics, the atomic physics of weakly to highly ionized
materials, and their effects on transport of photons of all
energies as well as particles. Frequently the processes are
far from equilibrium and require elaborate rate equations
to reasonably accurately describe the effects.

The biggest problem for inertial fusion in general, and
laser fusion in particular, has been the mechanism of
deposition of laser light energy into the target and
subsequent transport of that energy to the ablation
surface. The very properties of lasers that allow them to
produce extremely high power and intensity (which is
necessary for fusion) can work against a desirable form
of energy deposition. In particular, the wave nature of the
light, the high coherence, and narrow bandwidth all

contribute to peculiar collective effects in the deposition
that reduce the efficiency of several of the above steps. In
other words, these highly organized properties of the laser
tend to drive the hot plasma in the target far from
thermodynamic equilibrium with potentially serious con-
sequences. Although these processes are not favorable
for laser fusion, they enable one to achieve extremely
high-enegy-density plasmas with very high specific
energy per particle. In particular, laser fusion with CO2

lasers at 10 u.m is dominated by such effects and allows
the physicist to view such exotica in all their complexity.

In this section, we discuss a number of these unusual
collective processes as found in high-power COj laser-
target physics and briefly discuss some of the possible
relationships with processes taking place in other physi-
cal systems far removed in scale from ICF research. The
reader should note that shorter wavelength laser-plasma
interactions tend to be more coUisional, and the collective
processes discussed here are generally less dominant.

The collective mechanisms we discuss initially result in
the production of energetic electrons by the absorption of
laser radiation in the target corona. The hot-electron
energy then "cascades" into a number of energy flow
channels (magnetic fields, acceleration of energetic ions,
bremsstrahlung emission, heating of a dense "thermal"
plasma, and microwave emission). Whereas much of our
understanding of absorption processes has been theoreti-
cal because of the limited number of unambiguous
experimental signatures of these processes at
10 urn, our understanding of energy flow through this
hierarchy has largely been empirical, with theory provid-
ing explanation of our observations and a basis for
predicting scaling of these phenomena.1 In many cases,
these theoretical explanations have provided new
hypotheses to test experimentally as well as new insights
into how the energy flow might be altered.



THEORETICAL TOOLS

We will begin by describing the methods we have used
to study these processes and a H"le about how they have
developed and improved over the years. The inertial
fusion program has had a well-balanced program with
considerable strength in both the theoretical and ex-
perimental areas. Because of the extreme complexity of
the physics, it has been at the forefront in developing new
theoretical tools as well as experimental techniques. The
phenomena of interest change over time scales of
picoseconds with the entire experiment occurring in
about a nanosecond. Spatial resolution required to study
the physics of targets measured in hundreds of micro-
meters to millimeiers typically approaches 10 um (the
wavelength of the COj light). Since much of the truly
microscopic (submicrometer, subpicosecond) phenomena
cannot be readily measured, but strongly influence the
macroscopic behavior, computer simulation is relied on
heavily to couple the microscopic phenomena to macro-
scopic observables. The WAVE code is a 2D particle
simulation code that solves Maxwell's equations and the
relativistic Newton's laws for the particles in the self-
consistent three-component electric and magnetic fields.
It typically advances 106 particles on a grid of 103 cells
for 104 time steps to determine the processes that absorb
the laser light and transport the energy from the low-
density, hot-plasma regions to the denser regions. Only a
portion of the physical problem can be modeled because
one must limit the time step to a small fraction of the laser
period and the grid size to the distance light travels in one
time step. Consequently, the time that can be covered is
only a few picoseconds and the distance is only about 10
wavelengths of light. Because of the limited time and
space scale, the boundary conditions and initial condi-
tions for fields and particles are unknown and must be
estimated. Much of the skill in using the code involves
guessing the right boundary and initial conditions that
appear to be consistent with themselves, with
hydrodynamic calculations, and with experiment.

An implicit form of the code, called VENUS,2 has
enabled one to greatly increase the time step and grid size
(at the expense of some high-frequency phenomena) to
consider realistic spatial scales, which allows the study of
the central role of self-generated magnetic fields in elec-
tron transport and fast-ion emission. After their develop-
ment by the ICF program, these new-generation codes
rapidly spread to the magnetic fusion and space physics
communities. Although quantum mechanical and atomic
physics process are not included in these codes, they can

accurately describe the fully developed strong turbulence
that can occur in laser-plasma interactions, limited only
by the computer resources. To better utilize the results of
these codes, we test and evaluate various models to
obtain scaling laws that can be reliably extrapolated into
new regimes. For example, simplified models of the
propagation and absorption of light in the plasmas have
been verified as to their accuracy and range of validity
with the WAVE code. In the last decade, the improve-
ment in scale of problems accessible has increased by a
couple of orders of magnitude because of improvements
in computer hardware speed and in numerical algorithms
(VENUS). This has greatly increased our understanding
of the physical processes as discussed below.

EXPERIMENTAL TOOLS

In addition to the theoretical tools that have greatly
aided our insight into the complex processes in these
plasmas, a wide variety of experimental tools and tech-
niques have provided the basic empirical information
against which the theoretical models must be compared
in an iterative process. Overall energy balance can be
obtained by measuring the nonabsurbed light directly or
by calorimetrically measuring all of the ion and x-
radiation energy emitted from the target. Some hot
electrons escape the target and can be detected with
electron spectrometers; however, the bulk of the electron
energy is observable primarily by measurement of the
bremsstrahlung radiation from several kiloelectron volts
to large fractions of a megaelectron volt, where possible
with subnanosecond time resolution. Typically, electron
temperatures of hundreds of kiloelectron volts are ob-
served.3 A variety of instruments can be used to deter-
mine the spectra of accelerated ions.

The heated target material emits soft x rays that are
detected by multichannel soft x-ray spectrometers utiliz-
ing filtered vacuum x-ray (photo) diodes, along with
ultrafast oscilloscopes developed in the nuclear weapons
program, to provid' time resolution of about 200 ps.
Spatially restricting the area viewed by the soft x-ray
diodes enables measurement of the brightness tempera-
ture as well as the color temperature of a specific part of
the target surface. This is provided by multichannel x-ray
collimators. The small targets used in the ICT-' program
require that these collimators be made of precisely ma-
chined pinholes of approximately ISO um diameter,
aligned with respect to each other and the target to an
accuracy of 25 um using optical techniques.



Optical and x-ray emission can be spectrally resolved,
or imaged using simple optical cameras or pinhole
cameras, and either images or spectra can be time
resolved to tens of picoseconds using image-converter
streak camera. The detailed atomic physics of the
plasma corona, often far out of local thermodynamic
equilibrium, can be examined using high-resolution x-ray
and xuv spectrometers to observe the spectra from the
corona. Details of the spectra such as line broadening and
line shapes can be used together with detailed atomic
physics models as a probe of the plasma conditions
surrounding the ions of interest; this can be particularly
useful in spectroscopically examining the conditions of
the imploded fuel. The pinhole cameras, soft x-ray col-
iimators, and x-ray spectrometers must be close to the
target and must survive the intense x-ray and particle
debris "blast" from each shot.

Imaging of the target plasma in x-rays characteristic of
some transition of interest in the target or corona, for
example a K-line resulting from a hot-electron-caused
inner shell vacancy, enables the experimenter to track the
flow of electron energy.

Detailed microfabrication technology is used to pro-
duce complex targets, with specific materials placed at
strategic locations, so that their x-ray emission can be
used as a "tracer" to determine the amount, or the time,
of energy flow to these locations, as well as allowing
detailed examination of plasma conditions from a well-
defined region, without having to average over all densi-
ties and temperatures achieved in the plasma.

The availability of such a wide range of measurement
technologies, together with the detailed ability to design
experiments by microscopic modification of the targets,
has allowed us to develop a detailed empirical base
against which the theoretical picture of the processes
involved can be compared.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

• The insight gained from WAVE/VENUS simulations
and verification of various models has led to the improve-
ment in various physics packages in the 2D radiation
flow/hydrodyna nics code LASNEX and to a better
choice of input c editions to the code. LASNEX then is
used to model the hydrodynamics, electron transport,
and radiation flow and possible thermonuclear burn in
the target. Sometimes it can be used to evaluate models
by observation of their effect on the macroscopic target

behavior. LASNEX has postprocessing packages such as
TDG which allow it to generate directly outputs from
various diagnostic instruments such as pinhole photo-
graphs, streak camera images, bremsstrahlung spectra,
ion emission, and soft x-ray emission. Since the code also
calculates the source spectra, it can be used to assist in
the deconvolution of, for example, the electron tempera-
ture from the hard x-ray bremsstrahlung spectrum or the
compressed-fuel properties from the x-ray pinhole images
and x-ray spectra. By simultaneous modeling of a variety
of phenomena on a given target shot, the use of the code
greatly enhances one's confidence in understanding the
target behavior. Frequently there has to be an iteration in
LASNEX input conditions to match the experimental
data. In other cases suggestions can be made to modify
existing diagnostics or develop new ones to search for
specific predicted signatures of physical phenomena.
From this iteration process, new target concepts have
been developed in an attempt to better utilize the energy
flow.

LASER LIGHT TRANSPORT AND ABSORPTION

In large laser systems, the light must travel from the
last large optical surface a long distance through a near-
vacuum to the target. The intensity at the target is
controlled to a large extent by the focal properties of the
final optical element and is adjusted for direct-drive laser
fusion to achieve nearly uniform illumination at the
target. The initial illumination uniformity is not main-
tained, however, because as the target heats up, hot
plasma is blown off. Because the index of refraction • of a
plasma depends on density as n = 1 - coj/to2, where ©£ =
4 it ne2/m is the square of the local plasma frequency, co is
the laser frequency, and n is the electron density, the
propagation of light in this plasma is altered from what it
is in a vacuum. Linearly, the light may refract and not
strike the target where it was originally. Nonlinearly, the
light may break up into filaments because of localized
heating of the plasma or the finite pressure of the light
itself. This may cause local regions of light to be much
more intense than others, which may degrade the sym-
metry of the implosion or increase the energetic electron
generation.

A important first step in the overall energetics of laser
fusion is the determination of how much of the incident
light is absorbed in the target. Absorption is measured in
variety of ways including measuring the scattered light



from the target and measuring the integrated ion blowoff
kinetic energy from the target. Figure 1 shows the
absorption on spheres of various sizes as a function of
intensity as measured by ion calorimetry.4 Typically, at
the lower intensities shown at the left, the absorption is
about 30%, whereas at high intensities it can exceed 60%.

What are the mechanisms of absorption and how can
we identify which ones are actually operative in. laser
target experiments? Although inferences can be made
from a variety of experimental data, most of the informa-
tion on absorption processes have come from computer
simulations and analytic theory, which have been iterated
to reproduce the experimental data base. The simplest
form of absorption of laser light results from collisions of
electrons oscillating in the laser electric field with the
background ions. This process, known as inverse orems-
strahlung, works by randomly scattering the oscillating
electrons off the ions. Thus, coherent oscillation energy is
converted into random energy. By equating the
dissipated light energy, VE2/8TI, to the heating rate,

80

vti nmv2/2, where v = eE/mw, we find that the brems-
strahlung absorption frequency is v = vel n/nc, where nc is
the density at which cop = co. The absorption length for
light then is civ. Since the electron-ion collision frequency
vei varies as v~\ inverse bremsstrahlung preferentially
heats low-velocity electrons and thus keeps the plasma
close to thermodynamic equilibrium. If L is the density
scale height, then significant absorption occurs for roL/c
a 1. If we balance the absorbed energy with the electron
heat flux, we see that significant absorption only occurs
for

I < 5 < 10" Z L(cm)/A.',

where Z is the i c charge state, L is the plasma scale
length in cm and A. is the laser wavelength in micrometers.
Thus, for L x 1 mm and Z = 79, inverse bremsstiahlung
is negligible for the CO2 wavelength of 10 urn at in-
tensities above 1012 W/cm. Therefore, some form of
collective absorption that is somewhat less desirable than
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inverse bremsstrahlung must be relied on. At wavelengths
less than 1 urn (for example, the 0.25-um light of KrF
lasers), inverse bremsstrahlung is very important and
appears experimentally to dominate the absorption pro-
cess, although some undesirable forms of collective
absorption are still present to a modest extent.

An important quantity that affects the collective
absorption processes is the pressure of the incident
light wave, the so-called ponderomotive force.
F = top

2/W V |E|2 . It is a low-frequency force propor-
tional to the light intensity and the ratio of the plasma
density to the critical density of the incident light. For
example, at 1016 W/cm2, the pressure of the light at its
reflection point is about 5 Mbars! This large force is able
to distort the flow of expanding plasma at low densities
and is responsible for most of the instabilities induced by
the incident radiation in the underdense plasma.

Because of this strong ponderomotive force, two basic
mechanisms of collective absorption have been identified
as important in all laser-plasma interactions and
particularly important for CO2 lasers.

The first is called resonant absorption,36 in which the
electric field of an obliquely incident laser beam can
linearly couple to a longitudinal plasma wave in the low-
density expanding plasma. For a wave with an incident
angle 0. the electromagnetic wave is reflected from the
region n = nccos28 but may still tunnel to the resonant

matching point as shown in Fig. 2. At the resonant point,
the component of the electric vector along the density
gradient induces time-dependent density fluctuations at
the local plasma frequency. This acts as a source of
plasma waves and extracts; energy from inei incident'
electromagnetic wave. The conversion efficiency depends
sensitively on the incident angle and the scale length
between these two points. For angles of incidence of the
order of 20°, the scale length must be less than a
wavelength of light to obtain an absorption of greater
than 20%. In fa,ct, the large ponderomotive pressure
gradient of the reflecting light wave and the locally;
generated plasma wave produce a sharp density gradient
in that region, which allows resonant absorption be an
effective process. In Fig. 3, we show the sharp density
gradient from a WAVE simulation7 that extends to
densities far above the critical density. An important
experimental identification of resonant absorption at high
laser intensities is from the large second harmonic emis-;
sion of light produced. The nonlinear coupling of the
density fluctuations of the plasma wave to the incident
light produces the second harmonic through the current
j(2co) x v 6 n. Its intensity is proportional to the incident
light wave intensity and the plasma wave intensity. The
scaling of the second harmonic emission is a strong
function of incident laser intensity. At low intensity the
2co emission is proportional to I2. At high intensity, where

Resonant
Electrostatic

Field

"̂ "--J • / •

\ V"

n(x)

n cos2 6 F'g. 2. The resonance absorption process
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Fig. 3. Density gradients obtained from the WAVE code. (a)
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5n saturates because of nonlinearities. the 2co emission is
proportional to I.

WAVE BREAKING

Once the energy is piaced into the plasma wave, it is
quickly dissipated into the plasma by a number of
mechanisms. Because of the extremely high intensity of
the laser, the primary way in which it is absorbed is by a
process known as wave breaking. In this process a few
electrons can gain energies of hundreds of kiloelectron
volts in less than one laser cycle (about IO~14 s) over
distances of less than a micrometer as they are ac-
celerated by the plasma wave. The energy they gain is
proportional to the electric field of the plasma wave and
its width. Since the width is narrower because of the

steepened profile, the electron energy is reduced over the
one that would occur in some gentle profile.8 Although
the acceleration process is quite coherent, it is observed in
computer modeling to have a small random change from
cycle to cycle, which injects stochasticity into the dis-
tribution, resulting in a near-Maxwellian hot-electron
distribution.9 Although nearly all of the electrons at the
critical density can be heated by this process, only a small
fraction of electrons above the critical-density surface is
hot. Thus, we typically see a two-component electron
plasma consisting of a large numv-r of "cooler" electrons
with a small number of energetic electrons over a broad
energy spectrum that carry most of the heat. Because the
equilibration time between the two components is quite
long, this situation persists as long as the laser is at high
power. An example of the distribution of electrons at high
density is shown in Fig. 4. A major uncertainty in the
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Fig. 4. The heated-electron distribution from a WAVE simulation.

simulations is what the cool background temperature is.
Since it depends on the radiative cooling prccesses, the
expansion of the solid material, ionization rates, and so
forth, it cannot be determined self-consistently with the
WAVE code but must be modeled with LASNEX.
Nevertheless, this relatively simple theory has resulted in
a reasonable match between theory and experiment8 as to
the magnitude of the hot-electron temperature and the
nearly constant absorption of 20-30% that is observed
from 10'*-1015 W/cm2. The most spectacular confirma-
tion of this process is the observation in experiment and
simulations of high harmonics of the incident laser light.7

In fact, experiments as illustrated in Fig. 5 have shown
more than 35 harmonics of the incident light in the
scattered-light spectrum, confirming the extreme

noniinearity of the interaction in the steepened density
gradient. These high harmonics are a signature of the
extremely anharmonic character of the acceleration seen
by the electrons in the intense coherent resonant absorp-
tion plasma wave10 as shown in Fig. 6. The plasma wave
in the steep gradient sees a strongly spatially varying
restoring force proportional to (ojj. The maximum har-
monic content theoretically expected is up to the plasma
frequency of the upper density shelf. The experiment then
implies that the plasma wave is seeing densities up to
1000 times the critical density, or essentially solid den-
sity.

In recent years, however, experiments at higher in-
tensity and more extensive calculations have indicated
that this very steep gradient may not last for a long time.

35 33 25 23
Harmonic

19

Fig. 5. Harmonics of the incident 10-um light produced by
nonlinear coupling mechanisms in the steep plasma gradient.
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Fig. 6. The anharmonic restoring force on oscillaiing electrons
near the density jump.

(b)

When the high harmonics are time resolved using ultra-
fast optical streak cameras, they are observed to last only
during the rise time of the laser pulse, about 200 ps. This
is in part due to the expansion of the plasma outward
from solid density so that the plasma wave no longer sees
the strong acceleration at those high densities. In addi-
tion, the nearly constant absorption coefficient observed
at low intensity is observed to increase dramatically
above about 10" W/crrr as shown in Fig. 1. This
suggests that an additional absorption process occurs at
high intensity, which we attribute to a second mechanism
discussed next.

PARAMETRIC INSTABILITIES

A second mechanism of collective absorption involves
parametric instabilities, which are the nonlinear coupling
of the light through the ponderomotive force to various
plasma modes."-12 In these processes ihe ponderomotive
force couples the harmonic oscillator equations for

plasma waves with those for light waves at a different
frequency from the laser. Typically, the conditions for
instability are met most readily when the three natural
frequencies. cop co0, and co, and the three wave vectors, k,,
k\,, and k satisfy conservation of energy and momentum:

and

co, = con - co

k, = k0 - k.

where the subscript 0 represents the pump laser. 1
represents the scattered (light) wave, and no subscript
represents the plasma wave. The most important modes
appear to involve coupling of light waves to electron
plasma waves and ion sound waves. The coupling to
electron plasma waves, known as stimulated Raman
scattering, occurs at low densities, co2 < co2/4. and
excites a broad spectrum of electron plasma waves that
accelerate electrons to high energy over a long (typically
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Fig. 7. Hot-electron temperatures and absorption in a long-scale-length plasma from WAVE.
The solid curves correspond to a single pass of the laser light through the plasma. Dashed
curves correspond to a reflection of the laser light at the plasma boundary and two passes
through the plasma.

1-mm) distance. (The production of extremely energetic
particles is being harnessed in the beat wave acceleration
process. In this process, two lasers with a frequency
difference equal to the plasma frequency are used to
enhance the plasma wave amplitude over that generated
by Raman scattering itself.) This acceleration over re-
latively large distances contrasts to the resonant absorp-
tion process described above. In addition, right at the
quarter-critical density, the incident light can directly
decay into two plasmons. The nonlinear state of these
instabilities depends strongly on the density scale length
and temperature of the underdense plasma. Un-
fortunately, plasma simulations are not able to self-
consistently calculate the large-scale underdense plasma
blowoff, and the experiments at 10 urn have been unable
to measure it Therefore, only representative calculations
can be made in which one estimates the plasma initial
conditions. These suggest that, as the plasma scale
lengths approach a millimeter, this process may begin to
dominate. The hot-electron temperature and absorption
scaling from simulations are shown in Fig. 7. The hot-
electron temperature is much higher at moderate in-
tensities than it is from resonant absorption.

An additional coupling path of light to ion sound
waves in underdense plasmas (known as stimulated
Brillouin scattering)13 results in less plasma heating be-
cause of the greater mass of the ions, although it has the
potential of reducing the absorbed laser intensity. Calcu-
lations suggest that the ion waves become nonlinear so
rapidly that the light is not scattered away but merely
adds to the plasma heating rate. This heating rate,
however, is lower than that from electron plasma waves.
This process may be much more important at short laser
wavelengths, where the ion sound waves do not become
as nonlinear.

In addition to backscattering, there are also self-
focusing and filamentation instabilities of the incident
light.14 Ponderomotive force-driven filamentation has a
similar gain length to BriUouin scattering when the ions
are very warm, T, = Te. At low intensities there is a
thermal self-focasing instability resulting from brems-
strahlung heating that can reduce the density in a chan-
nel, refracting the light within the channel, which raises
the intensity and further heats the plasma. This latter
process may be particularly troublesome at short wave-
lengths. This instability can be viewed as arising from the
strong anisotropy in the pressure of the incident light
wave.

A number of parametric instabilities at the critical
surface have been identified theoretically.15 However, the
steep density gradients induced by the ponderomotive
force severely reduce these instabilities.

If fusion with CO2 lasers is to work, one must stay at
intensities and plasma conditions that do not allow
parametric instabilities to develop and that rely on reso-
nant absorption in a steepened density gradient to main-
tain the lowest hot-electron temperature. These condi-
tions appear difficult to achieve at best. As mentioned
earlier, some additional absorption process appears to be
occurring above 1013 W/cm2. Recent simulations at an
intensity of 2.5 x 10" W/cm2 run for tens of picoseconds
instead of only a few picoseconds4 (made possible by the
substantial increase in size of the Los Alamos computer
facility) show a similar phenomenon. Figure 8 shows a
contour plot of the density surface late in time. Note that
the originally smooth, sharp density gradient has begun
to break up and become rough. Associated with this
roughness is a substantial increase in the absorption
coefficient from about 25 to 60%. At the same time, the
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Fig. 8. Contour plot of the density late in time.

hot-electron temperature increases by a factor of 2 or 3
over that calculated for resonance absorption on the
initially smooth surface. At 1016 W/cm2, the surface is
observed to become even more turbulent. Basically, the
parametric instabilities at the critical density that were
suppressed by the sharp gradient appear to become
dominant at high intensity. This process may explain the
increased hot-electron temperatures (hundreds of kilo-
electron volts) observed on Helios at high intensities.1'3

We see then that the large amplitude of the laser
radiation results in a highly nonequilibrium state of the
plasma. It is so far from equilibrium that, for example,
classical shock waves are altered. The region where
resonant absorption occurs corresponds to a phase tran-
sition between a hot plasma in the presence of the laser
light to a colder plasma without the laser light present. In
this region rarefaction shocks16"18 are generated, which
have very different properties from conventional shock
waves. Matter is put into an extremely unusual state that
is probably only reproduced in exotic astrophysical
situations. The fact that most of the absorbed laser

energy is placed into a tew energetic particles signifi-
cantly reduces the implosion efficiency of fusion targets
and makes the task very difficult.

FAST-ION GENERATION

Just as there are collective effects that control the
absorption of laser light, collective plasma effects can
also dominate the transport of electrons into targets. The
hot-electron pressure in the corona can collectively ac-
celerate the coronal ions to extremely high energies by
collisionless processes. In the simplest model, a small
number of electrons leave the target, but the nonzero
impedance and inductance of the target support stalk
allow electrostatic potentials of hundreds of kilovolts to
develop at the target, confining the remainder. The
confined electrons accelerate ions by working against the
coronal plasma as they try to escape. Experimental
measurement of the fast-ion energy shows that a substan-
tial fraction of the absorbed laser light goes into fast ions.
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particularly at high intensity (Fig. 9). For targets that are
thick to hot electrons, so that an electron has only a single
chance to bounce off the electrostatic sheath surrounding
the target and work against the coronal ions, theoretical
calculations (ignoring albedo effects) indicate that the
fraction of energy in fast ions cannot exceed 5-10%,
which is the fraction of electron energy lost in reflecting
from the expanding plasma. Thus, we infer from these
data that a mechanism exists to trap the electrons in the
corona, allowing them to lose more of their energy to fast
ions. This process is generically known as flux-limited
transport. That is, there is some process that reduces the
mean penetration velocity to less than it would be from a
simple diffusion model. One process that can cause this
phenomenon involves the generation of intense magnetic
fields by the high-energy electrons themselves.

For a laser spot of finite size on a target surface or for
not completely uniform illumination of a target, there is a
temperature gradient along the surface over the laser
spot, a strong density gradient along the surface over the
laser spot, and a strong density gradient normal to the
surface under the spot. These density and temperature

iOO

gradients, which are perpendicular to each other, cause d
magnetic field to be generated by the curl of the am
biopolar electric field:

The generation rate is extraordinarily high with a field] of
1 MG reached in 1 ps with a density gradient of 10 unji, a
spot size of 100 urn, and a temperature T of 50 keV?. In
the time it takes an electron to cross the laser spot,, the
field is strong enough to reduce the gyroradius o|' an
electron to less than the density scale height. The elec-
trons can no longer free-stream into the target buj are
confined by the magnetic field. In VENUS simulations19

the electrons ExB drift along the target surface to great
distances from the initial laser spot.20 This reduces the
transport inward under the laser spot and enhances the
electron energy carried far from the laser spot. One pf the
consequences of the self-generated fields is that rminy of
the ions are accelerated in an intense ion jet or jMume
normal to the target surface. j
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Fig. 9. Fast-ion production efficiency as a function of hot-electron temperature (from the
APACHE hard x-ray spectrometer) and intensity.
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Figure 10 shows the angular distribution of ions
leaving a disk target as measured by calorimeters with
three different thresholds provided by filtering. The plume
has half-width at half maximum of about 10°, in excellent
agreement with particle simulations using VENUS. For
targets smaller than about 1 mm, including small spheres,
the effect is "washed out," and the ion angular distrubi-
tion becomes more isotropic. The effect is also washed
out in thin targets, where electrons can travel from the
laser spot by reflexing through the shell and disrupting
the current flow that creates the magnetic fields. This
acceleration process is quite equivalent to the one that
occurs in intense ion diode experiments except that it is
much higher intensity than any conventional diode. The
accelerated ions could be used to drive a fusion target
except that the collimation is not of sufficient quality to
allow a large separation beween the diode and the ion
target to prevent electron preheat. Experiments also
suggest that ion emission may remain large at high
intensity when the illumination is more uniform. At this
point there is no conclusive theory that would reproduce

this effect. Measurements of the ion velocity distributions
with magnetic analyzer spectrometers [so-called
Thomson parabolas, which are ion spectrometers with
parallel E and B fields and which produce velocity
spectra N(v) along parabolic tracks in the detector plane
with different parabolas for each Z/A] indicate that much
of the ion energy is carried by hydrocarbons independent
of the target material. These hydrocarbons are surface
contaminants on the target that are accelerated to the
highest velocities in part because the lowest Z ions are
accelerated most rapidly in the complex multispe-iss ion
expansion. Although the ion spectrum from such a
multispecies expansion is r?rr.arkably complex" and
diflieuli to calculate theoretically, its gross properties are
deceptively simple. As the ion mean energy is not far
above that required to penetrate a 0.5-um nickel filter, we
can determine the ion "spectrum" by a set of trans-
mission measurements in an array of differently filtered
calorimeters. Figure 11 shows examples of such ion
spectra for high- and low-intensity cases. Not only are
these transmission curves well behaved, they can readily

10 20 30 40 SO
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Fig. 10. Fast-ion angular distribution: • all inn energies, o E > 100
keV/amu, A E > 500 keV/amu.
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be fit to an isothermal expansion model taking the hot-
electron temperature T directly from the brcmsstrahlung
measurements if we assume Z/A x 1/2. Transmission
data as in Fig. 11 are useful in evaluating target design
concepts. For example, the mass required to stop one half
of the ion energy is an important parameter that can be
used to determine whether this ion energy is exploitable in
target design.

Whereas ion stopping powers are a weak function of Z,
very heavy ions (such as tantalum and gold) have an
appreciably shorter range than protons or carbon. Based
on an analysis of the multispecies ion expansion, we
conjectured that if low-Z surface contaminants could be
removed, atoms of high-Z target material could be
accelerated to similar velocities (the fastest proton in a
typical expansion, measured with time-of-fiight scin-
tillator detectors, typically has a velocity of about 2x10 '
cm/s). In an experiment in which tantalum targets were
heated with electron bombardment to white heat to drive
off hydrocarbon, we observed energetic tantalum ions.
The fastest ion observed corresponded to an energy of
500 MeV for tantalum, and Thomson opectrometer data

confirmed the absence of protons in the expansion while
indicating that the tantalum ions were as much as 60
times ionized.

For targets with thickness less than the hot-electron
range, electrons can pass through the target many times,
reflecting off the expanding plasma sheath each time.
This can greatly increase the absorbed energy placed into
fast ions.

ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

Despite that fact that conditions produced in a target
by a COj laser are not favorable for producing fusion,
they result in some of the highest energy density plasmas
yet produced in the laboratory. For example, the hot-
electron source produced by the laser is equivalent to a
high-current, low-impedance electron beam source with a
current in excess of i08 A and voltages of hundreds of
kiloelectron volts. This results in a source impedance of
about 0.001 n, much lower than can be produced by any
conventional pulsed-power source. At the same time, this



intense "thermal" electron beam produces a reasonably
collimated jet of space-charge-neutralized plasma travel-
ing at speeds of 108-10* cm/s and maintaining its
coUimation over distances of at least 4 m. Although the
distance scales and time scales are perhaps 25 orders of
magnitude smaller, these jets are reminiscent of the
galactic jets that have been so clearly identified from
high-resolution radio wave photographs. This similarity
extends even to the microwave emission of these objects,
as we will discuss shortly. We argue here that the ability
to measure not only the optical emission of these objects
but also the ion motion directly makes study of these
phenomena particularly attractive in the laboratory and
highly complementary of the elegant astrophysical
measurements. The intense magnetic fields that are in-
timately related to the generation of these ion jets are also
known to be important in the accretion of matter in white
dwarfs. Although we cannot, of course, study this accre-
tion process directly, the detailed study of the
mechanisms of acceleration and the verification of theo-
retical models could have a profound impact on
astrophysical models.

An important means of knowing of Lhe existence of
galactic jets comes from their radio emissions. However.
there remains considerable debate as to the processes that
dominate in the production of microwaves from these
extended objects. Similarly, in experiments done on
Helios and Antares, we are able to observe these plasmas
in the microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Quite remarkably, these plasmas appear to be incredibly
bright in the radio spectrum. In the range of 0.1-5 GHz.
over a gigawatt of power is observed. Likewise, in
measurements of emission in the 26- to 40-GHz band,
nearly I GW has been observed. This is 0.01-0.1% of the
incident laser light converted to microwaves. At the same
time, the source is nearly a point source and has a pulse
shape that nearly follows the laser pulse shape, with a rise
time of 0.2 ns. The surprising efficiency of emission may
be coupled to an enhanced level of plasma waves in the
expanding corona, which couple efficiently to microwave
emission. This is one of the important candidates for
emission from galactic jets as well as from solar flares. A
more detailed invesu^ ition of these processes in the
laboratory could allow a significant discrimination be-
tween various theories of emission (such as synchrotron
radiation or plasma wave emission) in astrophysical
plasmas. Besides just measuring properties of the unique
plasma produced by intense CO2 laser light, the op-
portunity also exists for studying the propagation of the

plasma plume through other ambient plasmas that could
be imposed in the target chamber. This could shed light
on the propagation of energetic ion jets through ionized
plasmas. Do they maintain their physical integrity as they
expand through the plasma? Is microwave emission
altered a= they strike another plasma? What is the
emission in the submillimeter part of the spectrum?
Theory suggests that it is much higher than at longer
wavelengths. If one compares a normalized spectrum
from a typical Antares target with that of the Crab
nebula, for example, there is a striking similarity. Is this a
coincidence or is there something in common between
some of the emission processes? The uncovering of a
wealth of exotic plasma behavior at extremely high laser
intensity raises the possibility of new and important
experiments that could not have been imagined a decade
ago. The understanding of such processes already ob-
tained from our theoretical and experimental efforts may
provide insights valuable to our understanding of
astrophysical processes.
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The KrF Laser:
The Advance Toward Shorter

Wavelengths
by Reed J.Jensen

I f energy is added to water in a swimming pool
by using wavelengths comparable to the dimensions
of the pool, water quickly peaks and sloshes over the

edge. If, however, shorter wavelengths are used, the
water, though rippling with motion, remains in the pool.
There is an analogous problem when one uses laser
energy to drive the implosion of a small fusion pellet. If
longer wavelengths, say in the infrared, are used, then a
portion of the energy "sloshes over" into undesirable
modes (such as a few very hot electrons) that dissipate
rather than drive the implosion. As our understanding of
the physics of laser fusion has increased, awareness of the
importance of fusion drivers with shorter wavelengths
has likewise increased.

However, building an efficient, high-intensity laser that
emits short-wavelength photons is a difficult balancing
act for a number of reasons. The balancing becomes
obvious when we look at the expression for laser gain. In
a simple two-level laser, the gain coefficient (g) obeys the
relationship

8 *-2/ts

in which tjpont is the lifetime of the excited state against
spontaneous emission and X is the wavelength of the
emitted photon. The gain itself is proportional to the
factor «g.

As we go to the high excitation levels needed for
shorter wavelengths, tne lifetimes of excited states tend, in
general, to become short. This means the gain coefficient
increases—an apparent advantage (although transition
strengths can reverse this trend). But a short lifetime also
means the excited atoms spontaneously emit their energy
quickly. This latter fact is a disadvantage because the
emitted photons stimulate further emissions, resulting in a

phenomenon called amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE). In large-volume systems, such emission is
parasitic, draining energy away too quickly and reducing
system efficiency. In other words, it becomes difficult to
store large amounts of energy in the lasing medium.

If this trend is resisted by the use of a system that emits
short-wavelength photons from an excited state with a
moderate lifetime, then the gain coefficient drops because
of the factor k2. For example, a system with about the
same upper-level lifetime as that of the CO2 laser but
emitting at a wavelength of 0.1 micrometer (urn) rather
than 10 urn will have an inherent decrease in the gain
coefficient of a factor of 10,000. This would make the
gain, proportional to e8, negligible. However, UV system*
almost always have a much shorter lifetime that can
result in a high gain.

There are exceptions to these trends that provide
promising laser systems in the mid-ultraviolet, but in this
region technical difficulties with optics and windows add
to the difficulty of the balancing act. For example,
common optical materials absorb strongly at these wave-
lengths. In essence, conventional optics will not suffice
for wavelengths shorter than about 4 um, and truly
novel techniques must be used.

THE KRYPTON FLUORIDE LASER

We are currently developing ai'Los Alamos the kryp-
ton fluoride (KrF) laser—a system that balances these
facets to yield a highly efficient laser able to emit intense
bursts of short-wavelength photons. For example, the
KrF laser operates at -j um, close to the short-
wavelength limit for optics but, fortunately, just on the
conventional-optics side. The excited-state lifetime of the
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system is short—due both to spontaneous emission and
to deactivation from collisions—making it impossible to
store significant energy in the lasing medium. Counter-
balancing this disadvantage is the laser's high gain, which
yields a system able to amplify efficiently a rapid series of
short pulses. As a result, considerable energy can be
stored outside the laser during the beam's flight to the
target Such storage is accomplished by using a novel
multiplexing scheme in which time-of-flight differences
cause the series of pulses to meet simultaneously at the
target Thus we are developing a system that will be able
to generate short, intense pulses of \ -urn light highly
desirable for the study of the physics of laser fusion at
short wavelengths.

An Overview of the Laser

In early 1975 J. E. Velazco and D. W. Setter at
Kansas State University suggested using krypton and
fluorine gas as a lasing medium,1 and in June 1975 J. J.
Ewing and C. A. Brau at AVCO Everett Research
Laboratory reported the first laser oscillation for the
highly efficient KrF system.2 The potential energy curves
shown in Fig. 1 illustrate the major reason for the high
efficiency. The ground state is repulsive, and the
"molecule" readily dissociates into neutral krypton and
fluorine atoms. As a result there is no accumulation of
molecules in the lower laser level, and a significant
population inversion can be achieved. The main laser
transition occurs between the B 2Li excited state, made
up of an attractive Kr+F~ ion pair, and the X 2£i
ground state. This transition can be pictured as the ion
pair reverting back to the dissociating molecule by
transferral of an electron from F~ to Kr+ and emission of
a photon with a wavelength of j (im.

Gain. Measured gain coefficients for the KrF laser are
in excess of 10 per cent per centimeter, so that a 1-meter
amplifier would have a gain of e10, or about 20,000, per
pass through the amplifier. As pointed out above, such
huge gains will not allow storage of large amounts of
energy in the lasing medium as a population inversion;
die excessive gains cause a loss of upper-level population
by amplified spontaneous emission. By using the multi-
plexing scheme, however, we are able to extract the
energy as a series of short pulses while the laser is being

pumped. This extraction suppresses the gain by reducin;
the gain coefficient according to the equation

where g0 is the gain coefficient at low intensities (thi
small-signal gain), I is the laser intensity in the medium
and IMt is the so-called saturation intensity (an intensity
based on photon energy, the stimulated emission cros:
section, and the upper-state lifetime of the lasing me
dium).

It is apparent that if energy is extracted from ttu
amplifiers while the laser is running at an intensity three
times Iut , there will be a fourfold decrease in the actua
gain coefficient. This reduction will bring the system gtur
down from about twenty thousand to a few hundred.

12

8 -

,»~I_I—•••• ^—. # Lasing Transition

Repultive
Co»slent KrF

3 5 7

Interatomic Distance (A)

Fig. 1. The potential energy diagram for the KrF laser. The upper
state of the lasing transition (B !£j) is one of the states
for the Kr*F~ ion pair. The lower state (X 2E^u)
is one of two covalent states that are repulsive and so dissociate,
eliminating KrF molecules from the lower level and ensuring a large
population inversion. [(Adapted from P. J. Hay and T. H. Dunning,
Jr.. Journal of Chemical Physics 66, 1306 (1977}|.
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Gas Kinetics

In a practical sense, the efficiency possible in the
system is determined by how atoms are pumped into the
upper laser level. Typically, the energy is added by
ionizing a gaseous nurture that includes argon. The
argon atoms play an active role by forming intermediate
sjjecies, as shown in Fig. 2, a simplified flow chart for the
gas kinetics of the Ar-Kr-F2 system. Initially, all three
types of atoms are ionized (here using an electron beam),
but the path (1) that produces the largest population of
KrF ion pairs (KrF*) in the upper laser level involves
M%. The second most important path (2) involves the
ArF ion pair (ArF*). Once the KrF ion pair is reached,
the desired exit channel is, of course, dissociation to Kr
and F and emission of a photon.

The efficiency for conversion of pump energy to upper-
state population could conceivably be increased by using
more direct or lower energy channels to the KrF ion pair.
In fact, immediate gains in efficiency can be realized by
increasing the amount of krypton in the mixture, al-
though this gas is more costly. Such an approach would
emphasize the path (3) in which krypton is ionized
directly—a more efficient route because of krypton's
lower ionization energy.

Undesirable Absorption

Many of the species pictured in Fig. 2 absorb light of
KrF frequency. What constraint does this place on the
design of the KrF laser? Generally, for any absorbing

Electron Beam

Ar

Products

hr + 2Ar + F

Products

1 \-
' Products

Products

Fig. 2. Kinetic pathways for the KrF laser. Initially, all three atoms in the Ar-Kr-F2 gas mix are ionized, but the most important
path (1) to the KrF ion pair(KrF*)passes through Ar* and A r intermediates before a krypton atom is ionized. The Kr* ion then
combines with a previously ionized fluorine atom. The second most important path (2) also starts with Ar* but then forms on ArF
ion pair (ArF*) before exchanging with a krypton atom. Path (3) is energetically favorable because krypton ionizes easily, but the
path only becomes important as the amount of krypton gas in the mix is increased.
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species there is an intensity at which the absorption
saturates—that is, the light overpowers the absorption
process and starts to pass freely through the system. The

uence for this condition is given by

where x is the relaxation time and a is the absorption
cross section for the absorbing species.

Unfortunately, some of the absorbing species in the
KrF laser gas have low values of TO and do not saturate
at fluences used for the design of this laser. The system,
therefore, has a practical upper limit on the growth of
fluence m the losing medium. In other words, we have
another balancing task; as intensity or fluence increases,
the gain saturates but absorption by other species does
not. It is believed that the limiting fluence for the KrF
system is about 10 to 100 megawatts per square cen-
timeter. Greater intensities can only be reached by using
optical focusing and other techniques that are applied
beyond the last amplifier.

Electron Beam

Ionization of the laser gas mix also has its difficulties.
The gas contains fluorine, a halogen, which is an efficient
electron scavenger. In fact, the formation of F~ by
electron attachment plays a key role in the pumping
scheme of Fig. 2. However, standard gas-discharge tech-
niques used with many gas lasers generate electrons with
energies of a few tenths of an electron volt (eV). Because
attachment energies are also of this order, such a dis-
charge has trouble sustaining itself if electron scavengers
are present.

Further, in a standard ionization-stabilized discharge
system, there is a tendency for the discharge to constrict
into a few very hot arcs. This phenomenon leaves most of
the gas unpumped, whereas the gas in the vicinity of the
arcs is far overpumped and overheated. Even though a
preionization device may help generate more homogene-
ous current flow, the discharge still tends to constrict into
hot arcs because of the temperature dependence of the
coefficient p in the electron replenishment equation,

e" + M — M+ + (3e- .

In other words, the number of secondary electrons
generated when a primary electron collides with atoms in

the medium increases rapidly with temperature, >#d any
area of enhanced conduction quickly forms an arc.

The solution to tiies& problm^
especially severe at the higher intensities required in
amplifiers, is to ionize the gas directly by pumping with
an electron beam. In this case, the electrons enter the
laser volume with energies of several hundred kiloelectron
volts, and any difficulties with electron attachment are
o v e r p o w e r e d . . . • • • - . . • > ' ^ :.v.,-:••:, •••.;•• j

Likewise, an electron. team device avoids runaway
arcs by injecting electrons directly into the gas through!
thin foil windows (Fig. 3). Electron homogeneity is
established by field emission and propagation physics in
the vacuum region around the cathode. The resulting
even distribution of the primary electron current from the!
electron beam dominates all physics in the laser volume.
Thus, the primary current in any particular volume of gas
does not depend upon the conductivity of that gas.

Typically, electrons enter the laser volume at energies
of 400 to 800 keV. In primary collisions gas ionization;
generates secondary electrons with an energy loss to the'
primary electron of about 30 eV per ionization. Thus
each primary electron requires thousands of collisions to
deposit its energy in the gas. Beth primary and secondary
electrons participate in the various pumping and attach-
ment processes shown in Fig. 2.

With this pumping technique we find that for Ar-Kr-F2

mixes about 24 per cent of the energy of the beam
appears as population of the upper laser level. Once
again, we see that the KrF laser has high intrinsic
efficiency. The exact value of the efficiency depends, of
course, on the conditions of the gas and the pumping
circuit (for example, use of more krypton in the gas
mixture should increase this value). So far, an overall
efficiency from wall plug to laser beam of 4 per cent has
been achieved. Such efficiency is still a little less than is
achieved for the CO, laser, but by using improved gas
mixtures and electrical delivery systems, we should
achieve efficiencies greater than 10%.

High Repetition

Because KrF is a gas laser with relatively high effi-
ciency, it can be pulsed at high repetition frequencies. To
prepare for a subsequent pulse, the gas needs time for all
intermediate fluorides to revert back to the elements and
for electron beam-induced shock waves to damp out.
This is achieved by exchanging the gas between pulses
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Fig. j . A scehmatic of the diode for generating the electron benm.
When the switch trigger is au.vated. high voltage surges from ngh to
!ef' i >n the cathode, where electrons are ejected toward the anode
screen. These electrons also flow through a screen tha: eliminates
iiray secondarv electrons and then through. 2-mil titanium foil in;o the
volume of the laser cavity. The electrons are emitted at energies of
several hundred kiloelect.on volts, and about 95 per cent are trans-
mitted througn the foil where they uniformly excite th: laser gas.
Critical to the desiisn is the cylindncal high-voltage bushing (insulators
and SFJ that is between the switch and the cathode ana wmch
prevents undesirable arcing back toward the switch. To give an idea of
the sue of these electron-beam devices, the emitting surface of one: of
the cathodes in our recent large KrF amplifier (the Aurcira system I
measures 1 bv 2 meters.

using modestly sized pumps. Also, spurious impurities,
formed by fluorine attack on surrounding materials, are
removed during the exchange with filters and "getters"
i metals, such as sodium or calcium that react with the
impurities). Using these techniques. KrF lasers have been
operated at repetition frequencies greater than a kilo-
hertz.

THE LOS ALAMOS PROGRAM

Los Alamos has been heavily involved in the de';elop-
nent and use of KrF and other rare-gas-halide lasers
since 1976. The work was done originally for the laser
isotope separation program, and. in the first year, KrF
Users v/ere used to generate macroscopic samples of
photolytic UF, from UF6. At that point we were develop-
ing high beam quality, multijoule gas-discharge (rather
tian electron-biaam) lasers. In the late 1970s. Los Alamos
pioneered gas cleanup schemes that paved the way to the
long-lived rare-gas-halide lasers. These efforts culminated
in a KrF laser that ran at 1 joule per pulse and 500 pulses
per second. We also developed, jointly with Rocke?.dyne.
another KrF laser that doubles this repetition rate.

At present we are constructing a prototype KrF laser
system &;• uses electron-beam pumping in the amplifiers
and that will demonstrate the production and extraction
of laser energy and the optical techniques needed for a

KrF fusion laser. The system is called Aurora, and its
various components—from the KrF oscillator through
four stages of amplification—are shown sche-
matically in Figs. 4 and 5. The gas-discharge oscillator
will emit a single beam consisting of a 5-nanosecond.
I-joule pulse. To achieve optical multiplexing, the or-
iginal beam will be split into 96 beams before being sent
through the various stages of amplification. The final
amplifier, called the Large Aperture Module (LAM), will
have a lasing volume that is 1 meter by 1 meter by 2
meters long and an output totaling about 15 kilojoules ir,
the 96 beams.

Multiplexing

A prime motive for optical multiplexing is cost. It has
been estimated that a cost minimum can be achieved for
KrF laser fusion if there are from 50 to 100 beams, each
less than 5 nanoseconds in duration, derived from a single
elecu-ical pulse. Rather than build 100 systems, we intend
to use a single optically multiplexed system—a key
concept to be demonstrated by the Aurora laser.

Multiplexing starts with the time and angle encoders
(Fig. 5). which will take the original 5-nanosecond pulse
and split it into 96 angularly separated beams. Each
beam travels a different distance so that each is dela' -A
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Sinqle
Beam
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Aperture
Module
(LAM I
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"To Lajer
-«-Diagnostics/

96 Beams

Fig. 4. The power amplifier chain for the aurora KrF laser system starts with a single i-jcule beem and ends with about 15
kilojoules divided among 96 beams.

Time Encoder
and

lectron Beam

i-'.v 5. A >:onceptual layout for the Aurora laser system. The single beam with 5-nanosecond pulsewidth from the KrF oscillator
is diviaed by the time encoder into a train of 96 temporally separated beams. This splitting is. accomplished with aperture dividing,
the use of partially reflective mirrors called beam splitters, and different path lengths for each beam. Preamphfication also takes
place in the same apparatus. The angle encoder aims each beam so that it will pass through the central region of both intermediate
amplifiers. Final amplification to 15 kilojoules takes place in the larg; aperture module. The oscillator is driven by gas-discharge
techniques, but the higher intensities in the amplifiers require pumpinj; by electron beam. A (Demultiplexing arrangement is needed
after the LAM if the 96 beams are lo be brought to the target simultaneously (see Fig. 6).
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differently; the resulting output consists of a train of 5-
nari.. xond pulses. Because the pulses are angularly
separated, each passes through the amplifiers from a
slighJy different direction. The amplifiers are pumped for
a relatively long time—about 600 nanoseconds—while
ihe train of short pulses traverses their volume.

The same time-delay concept can be applied in reverse
after the final amplification to cause ail the beams to
arrive at the target at once. A simplified version of this
pan of the system is shown in Fig. 6, illustrating how the
time-of flight for each beam would allow that all beams
beams meet simultaneously at the target.

As noted earlier, the mult.plexing technique allows us
to take advantage of the high gain and high efficiency of
the KrF gas laser to generate a short, high-energy pulse
on target. The energy of the electron beam discharge is
stored in the variously delayed flights of the 96 beams.
Moreover, low-cost laser ene"gy is provided by using one
system in which the amplifiers run for a relatively long
:ime rather than by using many short-pulse systems.

Figure 7 is a photograph of the final amplifier under
construction. The large oval-iihaped features are magnets

that provide a 3-kilogauss guide field to direct the
electron beam straight into the laser chamber. The two
large cylindrical tubes are water dielectric transmission
lines that transmit the 1.3-megavolt electrical pulse to the
cathode. One of those cathodes is pictured in Fig. 8 lying
on a workbench with the carbon felt emitter surface
upright. Figure 9 shows the amplifier being discharged to
produce ultraviolet power.

The Aurora laser system will provide experience in
nearly all of the issues involved in building a very iarge
KrF laser fusion driver. We will gain experience not only
in large KrF amplifier construction and operation but
also in running a whole series of amplifiers with final flux
close to the limiting flux for the system. A major issue in
this, or any, large KrF laser system is damage to the
windows and mirrors. We must develop coatings with
good refiective or transmissive properties that also are
resistant to fluorine attack and optical damage. At
present, the size of apertures—and, therefore, the overall
system cost—depends very sensitively on the threshold
for optical damage. Work being performed at Los Ala-
mos and by optical component suppliers is providing
greatly improved damage performance.

Longest Path
to Target

Last Pulse
in Wave Train

Target

Fig. ft. A simp ilied optical angular multiplexing device. The five beams from the decoder represent a
iram of pulses ihat are separated in time. By adjusting path lengths so that the earliest pulse (crossing
from bottom left to upper right) has the longest time-of-flight and the last pulse (crossing horizontally)
has the smalles1. time -of flight, the pulses can be brought together at the target simultaneously.
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Fig. 7. The KrF laser system's final amplifier, thr LAM, under construction.
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I

Fig. 8. One of the electron beam cathodes for the LAM with the emitting surface upright.



Fig. 9. The LAM being discharged to generate ultraviolet power at a wavelength j |im.
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bv Allan Hauer

mce practical inertial fusion conditions can occur
only in very highly compressed mattt-. a thorough
understanding of dense imploded plasmas and their

production is essential. In this section, a description is
given of work that has been done on the diagnosis and
modeling of dense plasmas and their creation by laser-
driven implosion. Six characteristics of these dense
plasmas are of particular interest:

1. Average (electron and ion) density and temperature
in the compressed core.

2. Spatial variation of density and temperatures
across the core.

3. Temporal variation of core conditions.
4. Velocity history of the implosion. (This parameter

is highly coupled to the efficiency with which
energy is imparted to the dense compressed
plasma.)

5. The temporal history of neutron production and the
total yield for DT-fiUed targets.

6. Integrity (or break up) of the imploding "pusher"
shell and its effect on compressed core conditions.

LASER-DRIVEN IMPLOSION EXPERIMENTS AT
LO.S ALAMOS

Dense plasma implosion experiments at Los Alamos
have been performed with CO2 lasers as the drivers. Most
of the diagnostic and modeling techniques that have been
developed as part of these experiments are. however, of
general applicability to all of ICF irrespective of the
driver. Some aspects of this implosion/dense plasma
work have actually benefited from the hot-electron abla-
tion of characteristics of CO2 laser drive.

The basic interactions involved in laser-driven im-
plosions are illustrated in Fig. 1. With CO2 lasers, most of

the absorbed energy is initially chanrsled into a hot-
electron distribution. The hot electrons are produced near
the critical electron density region for CO2 (ne ~ 10"
cm"1), and the ablation occurs in denser reg:ons deeper
within the target. The distance between the critical and
ablation surfaces is larger for longer laser wavelengths.
Scattering of the hot electrons between the critical and
ablation surfaces tends to symmetrize and smooth any
initial nonuniformities in the laser illumination. The
greater distance between the critical to ablation surfaces
in CO2 experiments tends to make symmetrization a
more prominent effect than in experiments with shorter
wavelength lasers.

DIAGNOSTICS FOR DENSE PLASMAS

Figure 2 illustrates a typical target used in high-
compression laser-implosion experiments. Although
many other target variations have been tested in the Los
Alamos laser fusion program, this configuration can be
used to illustrate many of the relevant aspects of im-
plosion diagnostics.

Within the target is a glass shell filled with a variety of
gases that is determined by the experiment of interest. DT
is used as the fuel for thermonuclear yield, and spec-
troscopic diagnosis of plasma temperature and density is
accomplished by seeding the DT fuel with a small amount
of higher-Z material, such as necn or argon. Analysis of
line emission from the higher _' material is one of the
most direct diagnostics of compressed density.

The thick layer of plastic surrounding the glass shell
reduces the preheat of the fuel due to suprathermal
electrons and allows an ablative implosion of the shell. In
earlier work of this type1 only the thin glass shell was
present, and long mean-free-path electrons tended to
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Fig. I. Basic interactions invoked in producing laser driver -mplosions.

Polyethylene
Coating
10-100 .̂m

Fig. -. Tvpicai target used lor CO, implosion experiments.

uniformly heat the entire shell and cause it to explode.
The plastic outer coating slows the electrons and enables
ii slower ablative implosion that produces very dense
plasmas ot a few g cm* density."

In diagnosing much higher density implosions that will
be possible in the near future, it might be desirable to
construct the gas-containing shell completely out of low-
Z material. It is anticipated that these implosions will
reach very high pR's in the pusher, and the low opacity of

plastic shells might still allow for radiation diagnostics of
the compression.

The diagnostics of these very dense plasmas fall into
live major categories:

1. X ray spectroseopy
2. X-ray imaging
,i. Time-resolved x ra\ detection
4. N'jclear product measurements
5. Particle (ion) detection

By using information from such a wide variety of meas-
urement techniques, a comprehensive picture of the laser
implosion can be formed.

X Ray Spectroscopy

Spectroscopic analysis of emission from the higher Z
material in the fill gas provides the most comprehensive
information on plasma densr- and temperature. The
general features of x-ray spe^ ., from a laser-imploded
plasma when argon was used as the high-Z diagnostic
trace element are shown in Fig. 3. The three traces
represent a progression (top to bottom I to higher densi-
ties. Qualitatively, we see that the lines become broader
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Fig. 3. X ray spectra observed from the implosion of various targets
producing diiTerenl tinal densities

as the density rises. The top trace was obtained from an
exploding pusher target irradiated with a 3.5-kJ (CO,)
laser energy and represents a compressed electron den-
sity of about 9 < 1O22 cm '. The middle trace was
obtained from a target with a coating of 25-um (CH2)r

(and 4.5 kJ laser energy on target). The compressed
electron density here is about 4 >; 10" cm"3. The final
trace was produced by a target with 50-um (CH,)X

coating and about 5.8 kJ of laser energy. The compressed
electron density is about 7 - 10" cm"'. In the experiment
represented bv the top trace of the figure, the laser heats
the glass shell directly, and lines due to calcium and
po'issium (which are impurities in the glass) are excited.
When a layer of about 25 urn of plastic is added, these
lines are suppressed.

Analysis of the profiles uf these lines is one of the
primary diagnostics of compressed density.* An impor-
tant part of this analysis U a comparison with theoretical
profiles, which are calculated as a function of density for

"See Ref. i. In addition to the temperature dependence of line profiles,

this reference also discusses other aspects of theoretical line profile

calculations relevant to plasma density diagnostics.

helium-lil.e and hydrogen-like emission. Some of the first
helium-like profile calculations were performed as part'of
the Laboratory's implosion diagnostics program.4 in Fig.
4, we show the results of detailed fitting of theoretical
profiles to experimental points. Because the x-ray line
spectra are time integrated, the value of compressed
density obtained by this profile fitting represents an
average value during the compressed phase.

Electron temperatures are measured by using both
"line ratios" and "continuum slopes." The continuum
slope method is the most straightforward, although it is
sometimes complicated by hard x-ray background (due
to the fast electrons). When special precautions are taken,
temperature measurements of ±50-eV accuracy are
possible. Line ratio measurements are complicated by the
very dense plasma conditions as the high density causes
only a relatively small number of the members of a series
to be present while causing the low-quaniumnumber
transitions to be optically thick. This usually makes line
ratios between ionization stages of a given species the
best choice for determining the electron temperature.
This, of course, introduces a dependence on electron
density and the self-consistency between the density and
the temperature must be carefully checked.

Time-integrated x-ray spectra (in this energy range) are
measured using crystal-dispersing spectrographs. For
example, the spectra in Fig. 3 were taken with a PET
crystal whose (002) reflection planes have a 2D spacing
of ''.74 A.

Spatial resolution orthogonal to the dispersion
(provided by a slit) allows accurate determination of the
spatial distribution of emission. Careful characterizations
have been made of the instrument profiles and response
functions of such measurement systems as well as the
effects of the spatial distribution of the radiating sources.
Such information is carefully accounted for in comparing
the measurements with theoretical modeling.

Enerqv Deviation Itont Line Cpnter
I rydbfir'|Sl

Fig. 4. Plasrrid density measurements are obtained from the fining of
theoretical line profiles to experimental points.



In the period around peak compression, most of the
pusher is relatively cold (~300 eV) and deiae. Con-
tinuum radiation from the core thus passes out through a
relatively long path in material that is considerably colder
than the fill gas, which produces absorption features in
the spectrum. Analysis of these features can be used lo
determine the conditions in the pusher and can be
important in overall characterization of the implosion. In
Fig. 5, we show such an absorption spectrum produced
by silicon ions in the glass.

Position

Reference Emission
Spectrum

Fig. 3. Silicon absorption spectrum.

In the section below, on the stability of laser driven
implosions, we show how more detailed information can
be obtained from absorption spectra.

X-Ray Imaging

The primary auxiliary method for the measurement of
density is the determination of radiation source sizes by
x-ray imaging. As mentioned above, the emission from
the compressed core is usually spatially resolved by
placing a slit perpendicular to the plane of incidence on
the crystal. This produces one-dimensional spatial resolu-
tion orthogonal to the dispersion direction. Unfolding
techniques3 have been developed that allow determina-
tion of the source distribution. These techniques account
for ihe integration along the line of sight and also take
into account th«- finite size of the slit. By spatially
resolving several optically thin lines, we can obtain a
rough indication of the temperature variation within the
compressed core. Knowing the average diameter of the
compressed material and the initial fill pressure, we may
determine a compressed density.

Fig. 6. X-ray image of a laser-driven implosion.

Broadband two-dimensional x-ray imaging of the com-
pressed core can be performed with pinhole cameras or x-
ray microscopes. In Fig. 6, we show an example of such
an image. These images are primarily useful in diagnosing
the two-dimensional symmetry of the implosion. Im-
plosion symmetry by itself is an important implosion
characteristic that will need to be studied in great detail
the future.

By selective filtering of the images, gross indications of
the temperature and density gradients in the compressed
core can be obtained. These images do reveal one
interesting characteristic of CO2 laser-driven implosions
That is. even with significant non-uniformiiy in the
illumination, the hot-electron symmetrization effect tends
to produce rather symmetric compressed cores.

Time-Resolved X-Ray Detection

Time resolution of broadband x-ray emission gives
useful information on the velocity characteristics of the
implosion. The subnanosecond time resolution required
can be obtained with fast x-ray diodes or with an x-ray
streak camera. In Fig. 7, we show an x-ray streak photo
of an imploding target. In this particular case, the target
was a thin (unfilled) gold shell irradiated with about 5 kJ
of energy from the Helios CO2 laser. The long pulse of
soft radiation comes from the heating and ablation of the
shell. The short burst of somewhat harder radiation
comes from the implosion when the shell collapses to a
compressed core.

Information such as this can be useful in characteriz-
ing the velocity time history of the implosion. Such
information is particularly important as very high com-
pressions are reached and stability questions become
especially important.
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Fig. 7. Streak measurement of the temporal profile of x-rays from a
laser-driven implosion.

Nuclear Product Measurements

Yield from thermonuclear reactions is, of course, the
end-product goal of ICF. When targets, such as that
shown in Fig. 2, are filled with DT, significant thermonu-
clear neutron yield can be achieved. For example, on the
Helios laser system with about 5 kJ on target, yields of
near 10' neutrons per shot were achieved.

Neutron yield measurements can be used to provide an
estimate of compressed density. The yield can be written

Y = n ^ <ov> V At , (1)

where

nlon = compressed ion density,
(rjv) = velocity-averaged cross

section for DT reactions,
At = reaction or confinement time, and
V = reaction volume.

Unfortunately, in the temperature range in which we are
presently operating, <ov) varies roughly as T'on. Inac-
curacy in the measurement of Tlon thus (at present) makes
the density determination only an order-of-magnitude
estimation. It is, however, a very useful cross check to
compare with more accurate density estimates from
spectroscopy.

Time-resolved measurements of neutron production
can provide important information on the characteristics
of the implosion. For example, the timing of the peak of
neutron production with respect to the rise of the laser
can give an estimate of the implosion velocity. In Table I,
we show measured laser rise-neutron delays as a function
of plastic thickness for targets like that illustrated in Fig.
2. Total energy on target was about 5.5 kJ. These
correspond to implosion velocities between 8 x I06 and
3 x 107 cm/s. The width of the time-resolved neutron
signal can also be used to estimate the ion temperature of
the compressed core.

TABLE L Laser Rise-Neutron Delay vs
Plastic Thickness

Plastic Thickness

fom)
Delay
(nsec)

20
40
60

0.850
1.4
2.1

MODELING OF LASER-DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS

Numerical hydrodynamic codes are the primary meth-
ods used in analyzing these implosions. It is important to
use these codes to simulate experimental diagnostic out-
put. A strong interaction between theory and experiment
can thus be established, which is of benefit to both.

Most implosion simulation work has been done with
the Lagrangian hydrodynamic code LASNEX.6 Non-
LTE (local-thermodynamic-equilibrium) ionization
dynamics and radiation transport are handled in real time
(that is, in line with hydrodynamic variations) with an
average ion model. Detailed radiation behavior, such as
transport of an individual line profile, is handled in a post-
processing mode. In other words, we assume that the
detailed radiation behavior does not affect the overall
dynamics of the problem. The output of temperature and
density data is then used to calculate particular radiation
information.

When we attempt very detailed comparisons between
theory and experiment for laser plasmas, the question of
non-LTE behavior arises. Because x-ray diagnostics are a
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primary source of information on implosion dynamics, it
is important to carefully model these radiation signatures.

The following simple considerations indicate the im-
portance of non-LTE analysis in predicting radiation
signatures. For a level to be in collision-dominated (CD)
equilibrium with higher levels, we ignore pressure ioniza-
tion effects and use the following criterion taken from
Griem :7

N, > 7 x 10'8-
(nf2 cm (2)

where Nc is the electron density (cm }\ n is the principal
quantum number, EH is the ionization energy of hydro-
gen, and Tc is the electron temperature. For example, for
n = 2. and Z = 18. Ne > 4 x \0u cm"3, while for n = 3.
Ne > 1.1 x 1O23 cm~-\ The state n = 2 is not in local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) with higher levels in
past CO, laser implosion experiments (such as those
utilizing targets like that shown in Fig. 1), while n = 3 is
usually close. The helium- and hydrogen-like resonance
lines often have a large optical depth, which brings n = 2
much closer to LTE than it would otherwise be (through
absorption from the ground state). Clearly, to deal with
questions such .-.:• the detailed transport of optically thick
lines (for exampie, Lyman a and Is2-Is2p in Fig. 3), a
detailed non-LTE radiation model must be utilized.

In order to calculate the radiation from these laser-
driven implosions, an extensive collisional-radiative
model has been constructed.* The time- and space-
varying nature of the emitting region is included, al-
though the final comparison U with a time-integrated
spectrum. By calculating a large number of spectral
features (line intensities, profiles, etc.), we can obtain a
substantial confirmation of plasma conditions. The col-
lisional-radiative model incorporates overall plasma con-
ditions that are predicted by a one-dimensional version of
LASNEX. Experimental measurements provide a
substantial number of constraints on the choice of input
conditions to these calculations. These measurements
included (a] thermonuclear yield measurements, (b) ion
temperature obt&hied from neutron temporal broadening.
(c) implosion times from time-resolved neutron signals.

*In collaboration with the Plasma Radiauon Group at the
Naval Research Laboratory.

(d) hot-electron temperature measurements, and (e) ab-
sorbed energy measurements. The calculational proce-
dure is thus composed of two steps. LASNEX calcula-
tion of the overall plasma conditions (where experimental
measurements affect the choice of LASNEX initial con-
ditions) constitutes the first step. In the second step,
detailed radiation characteristics are calculated with the
coilisional-radiative (CR) model (using LASNEX-calcu-
lated input conditions). A flow diagram illustrating the
calculational procedure is given in Fig. 8.

An example of the results of such modeling is given in
Fig. 9 for a target quite similar to that shown in Fig. 2
that was irradiated with about 4 kj on the Helios laser
system. The final compressed electron density was about
3.5 x 1023 cm"3. The neutron yield was about 2 x 10".

Detailed comparisons between theoretical modeling
and experimental measurements for a variety of
diagnostics such as imaging, spectroscopy. and nuclear
measurements can provide a comprehensive picture of
laser-driven implosions.8 In future experiments, it will be
vital to continue this pattern of detailed comparison and
feedback between theory and experiment.

STABILITY OF LASER DRIVEN IMPLOSIONS

One of the most crucial issues for the ultimate success
of ICF is the stability and uniformity of the imploding
pusher shell. The uniformity could be disrupted by
classical hydrodynamic instabilities (such as Rayleigh-
Taylor) that occur at the interface between different
density materials. Disruption of the symmetry could also
be caused by other effects such as nonuniformities in the
ablation drive.

Several preliminary experiments have been performed
to develop diagnostics of shell stability. The experiments
can be divided into two general categories: acceleration
and deceleration phase experiments that study break up
and instability early in the implosion and near stagnation,
respectively.

Acceleration Phf se Stability

The acceleration phase work has been done with
cylindrical-shell targets that have been imploded with
relatively uniform eight-beam CO2 laser illumination.
Typically, about 5 kJ was incident on target. Cylindrical
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Fig. 8. Flow diagram of the calculational procedure used in simulating x-ray signatures of laser implosions.

configurations offer many advantages in stability experi-
ments. -The open geometry facilitates diagnosis while
testing the: effects of implosion convergence. The cylin-
drical geometry is also convenient for comparison with
some types of theoretical modeling.

In the present work, the targets were cylindrical shells
of copper and aluminum with and without plastic coating.
The basic target configuration is illustrated in Fig. 10.
The targets were about 200 |a.m in diameter with walls
about 2 urn thick. The uncoated shells behaved much like
explosive pushers, whereas the plastic-coated targets
behaved similarly to the quasi-ablative targets used in the
implosion experiments described earlier.2 The eight
beams were independently targeted (and defocused)
siround the cylindrical surface of the targets.

In addition to the simple shells, some of the targets had
initially imposed perturbations, as shown in Fig. 11,
which were arranged tc maintain a constant wall thick-
ness. The, period of the perturbations was about 25 um
with an amplitude of 0.5 um. The axial perturbations
(Fig. ! la) are compatible with the cylindrical symmetry
in LASNEX, which permitted the results from LASNEX
calculations to be used for some preliminary scoping of
the types of growth expected.

The implosions were diagnosed primarily with x
imaging of self-emission. Several pinhole cameras <
arranged to provide imaging along, and perpendicula
the cylindrical axis. In Fig. 12, we show a compar
between the implosions of coated and uncoated c;
drical shells (viewing along the cylindrical axis), rr
from images that were filtered for iibout 1.5-keV ra
tion. The comparison here is very similar to the explc
versus semiablative studies done in the high-density st
of spherical implosion experiments. Also shown in
12 is an image taken with a view perpendicular to
axis, which confirms that it is possible to obtai
relatively uniform implosion all alon;; the cylindrical
(that is, the views in Fig. 12a and 12b are not end effe

V-'e now turn to the targets that contained prearrar
perturbations. Targets that contained perturbations \
always coated with plastic so that perturbed ve:
unperturbed comparisons are only nade for the st
ablative case. In Fig. 13, we show a comparison of t
on pinhole camera views for unperturbed and pertur
cases. In all cases where perturbations were present,
compressed core is significantly larger (weaker o
pression) and is surrounded by a halo of radia
material that, in many cases, contains a periodicity.'
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Fig. 12. X ray images of the implosion of coated and uncoated cylindrical shells.
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PEBTUBBATIQHB

Without Perturbations With Perturbations

Fig. 13. X-ray images of the implosion of coated and uncoated cylindrical shells.

print in Fig. 13 does not adequately show thus periodicity.
The nature of this structure is being analyzed further.

The basic conclusions from these preliminary experi-
ments are as follows:

© Strong, uniform cylindrical implosions can be
produced. The CO2 laser is actually an advantage
here, giving added symmetrization.

© Evidence of shell breakup was observed in the case

of initially perturbed cylindrical targets,
o Cylindrical configuration experiments offer a num-

ber of advantages in stability/shell breakup experi-
ments.

Compression Phase Stability

The compression phase stability studies were
performed on targets that are quite similar to that shown
in Fig. 2.

This series of experiments was designed to be a first
test of diagnostic techniques appropriate for studying the
breakup of imploding shells. Figure 14 shows the basic
target configuration used in these tests. Glass shells
(about 350 ]im in diameter) were filled with about 12 atm
of DT. In some of the targets, the DT was seeded with
about 0.1-0.2 atm of argon. Some of the shells were then

KCI Layer
0.5 /xm

Spherical
Glass Shell

— 350

Polyethylene Costing
40 /xm

Fig. 14. Target configuration used in spherical shell break up experi
ments.



coated with about 0 5 um of potassium chloride. Other
targets contained no potassium chloride coating but were
fabricated from glass shells with a high content of
calcium and potassium. Finally, the targets were coated
with about 40 |.im of plastic, which made them similar to
the targets used in the high-density series described
earlier.

When such targets are laser imploded, there are typi-
cally large temperature gradients in the compressed
cores. These gradients can be utilized in the diagnosis of
shell stability.

Spectroscopic observation of potassium and chlorine
radiation served as the signature of shell breakup. These
species could only radiate if they penetrated into the
central high-temperature regions of the compressed core.
If the potassium chloride remains in the outer portions ol"
the shell, previous experimental measurements and theo-
retical calculations show' that it would be at a temperature
of about 250 eV. This is too low a temperature for
efficient excitation of hydrogen- or helium-like potassium
and chlorine lines. The argon lines are used to accurately
characterize the compressed core conditions. With
careful spectral analysis, this information will allow a
determination of thr amount of shell material mixed into
the core.

The targets were chosen to be slightly larger than those
in the high-density series, and this produced a weaker
compression. Because in this series we were primarily
interested in development of the measurement technique,
we wanted a larger compressed core that could be more
easily diagnosed (for example, easier x-ray imaging).

The eight beams of the laser were focused 300 urn
beyond center, giving a Thm (determined from x rays) of
about 100 keV. In Fig. 15. we show a typical spectrum

obtained in these experiments. The argon lines show an
implosion of modest density (ne ~ 2-3 x 1023 cm'3) with a
temperature of about 600 eV. This temperature would be
more than adequate to strongly excite chlorine lines. The
most striking feature of the spectrum in Fig. 15 is.
however, the strong chlorine and potassium absorption
features. These features indicate that most of the
potassium chloride has remained in the cold outer regions
of the shell: in other words, there is little evidence of shell
breakup. The spectra remained very similar to that in Fig.
15 throughout this experiment. In Table II. we sum
manze the parameter variation present in this series of
experiments. Over the range of parameters in Table II. no
evidence of breakup was observed.

Some evidence of breakup was observed in the follow-
ing case:

s The target had no potassium chloride coating but
had a high cone- uration of potassium in the glass
shell itself.

• There was significant laser beam imbalance.
In Fig. 16 we show an example of this case, and a

definite potassium emission feature is noted. There is also
some evidence of weak absorption features to the left of
the potassium line. Potassium would thus have been seen
in both absorption and emission, which indicates partial
shell breakup. This is the type of information that we
hope to quantify in future experiments.

The initial aspect ratio (pusher thickness/diameter) in
these experiments was relatively low (-4). In future
experiments we should strive to increase this. This mav
require replacing the plastic layer with a thin metal layer
(to increase the aspect ratio). This, in turn, may favor the
use of backlighting to diagnose the compressed core.

K AbioriMicn

Feaiurei

Fig. 15. Typical x ra> spectrum obtained from the implos.on of a target similar to that in Fig. i-4.
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TABLE II

EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS

Inner (glass) shell 0.8 urn < t < 1.8 urn
wall (t)

No. laser beams (b) 6 < b < 8

DT gas fill pressure 8 < P < 15
P (atm)

The Use of Backlighting and Absorption Spectroscopy

In the diagnosis of very dense implosions, the
temperatures may sometimes be inadequate for self-
emission to be a useful diagnostic. In such cases it may be
possible to use an external source of radiation (such as
another laser-irradiated target) to backlight the imploding
target). In a more sophisticated sense, it may also be
possible to use an external source of radiation to perform
absorption spectroscopy and obtain more detailed infor-
mation than could be obtained with a simple shadow-
graph. This possibility is in fact already demonstrated by
the spectrum shown in Fig. 15.

The absorption spectra represent "self-backlighting,"
with radiation from the core passing out through the cold
absorbing layers. The information is, however, the same
as would be obtained if the probing radiation were from a
completely external source. As an example of the type of
information that can be obtained from spectra such as
that in Fig. 15. we consider a simple analysis to obtain the
average pR of the potassium chloride layer.

For one of the absorption feat'-.,, es (which corresponds
to a particular ionization state) we can write:

Ar l s z - 1s3p

IK .̂dv = — N
me

(3)

where
K. - absorption coefficient
N = number of ion? in the gruund state, and
f = average oscillator strength for the transitions in-

volved.
We note that

Ar Is — 2p

Fig. 16. X-ray spectrum showing potassium emission feature.

where R is the path length through the absorbing me-
dium.

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4), we can write approx-
imately

l(v)
iv = — f [pR] .

me
'5)

Using Eq. (5) for the spectrum in Fig. 15, we obtain an
average value of pR of about 10"4 g/enr. This is
consistent with values predicted by hydro simulation.

In the near future, absorption and backlighting tech-
niques should provide a wealth of implosion diagnostic
information.

SUMMARY

Techniques have been developed for measuring many
characteristics of the very dense plasmas produced in
laser-driven implosions. Measurements have been com-
pared with theoretical modeling to provide an accurate
picture of these implosions.

Methods are currently under development for address-
ing the crucial question of implosion stability, one issue
that is central to all of inertial confinement fusion.
Preliminary tests of some aspects of these ideas have been
successful.

I = (4)
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In the future the density of these implosions will
increase and alterations and extensions of the diagnostic
methods discussed here will be required. One of these
extensions will involve the use of an auxiliary laser
plasma x-ray source to backlight and probe the com-
pressed plasma.
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by C.R. Mansfield and W. H. Reichelt

he concept of using short-pulse, high-energy lasers
to drive fusion reactions dates back to the early
1960's, but fusion experiments became possible

only after the development of large, powerful glass and
gas laser systems proved feasible in the late 1960's and
early 197O's. A generic laser system (Fig. 1) for fusion
experiments consists of five basic blocks: (1) a short-
pulse generator with amplifiers in which the short pulse of
0.5-10 ns and appropriate spectral characteristics is
created; (2) the main power amplifier, which amplifies the
pulse energy to design points during its transit; (3) the
target chamber, which provides the necessary experimen-
tal vacuum environment where the optical energy is
brought to focus on the target; (4) the optical train; and
(5) the control systems that connect the short-pulse
generator, power amplifier, pulsed power, target systems,
and the optical train into an integrated unit.

The main thrust of fusion laser development at Los
Alamos National Laboratory has, until recently, been
directed toward CO2 laser systems. Carbon dioxide lasers
are usually operated at a wavelength of about 10.6 urn,
although many other lasing wavelengths are possible. The
earliest work at Los Alamos concentrated on the produc-
tion of I n s pulses and the amplification of those pulses.
The largest uncertainties in the early program centered
around the design of large, energetic amplifiers. Two
general types of amplifiers arose out of the early work.
The difference in the type depends on the means of
development of a stable electrical discharge. The first
type of amplifier operates with a self-sustained electric
discharge. The second type is one in which the electrical
discharge is maintained by means of an external source of
electrons (electron gun). In the second type, the high-
energy electrons injected into the gas produce a stable

TARGET SYSTEM

POWER AMPLIFIER

iJOULE

PREAMPLIFIER

PULSE GENERATOR

Fig. I. The major components of a high-energy laser system. The fifth major component, the control system, is not shown.
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low-impedance region of ionization into which energy
can be deposited from a second electrical energy source.

The electron-beam (e-beam)-con trolled discharge laser,
a technological breakthrough, was invented in-
dependently at Los Alamos and at the AVCO Everett
Research Laboratory. It was scalable to large apertures
and was the most efficient system known. We recognized
from experiments and analyses that to scale to large
amplifiers, the e-beamcontrolled devices were required;
hence, our development effort was directed primarily
toward electron-beam-sustained devices. Since the self-
susiained discharge lasers were efficient and relatively
_asy to build and maintain, commercial applications soon
became apparent and such lasers quickly became com-
-nercially available. The need for amplifiers in the An-
dres class of energy output (10-20 kj) has not found
;ummercial application, so this type of laser continues to
ie specially built for a particular use.

The hardware development effort was augmented by
in intensive analytical effort that led to a general under
landing of the physical processes occurring in CO, laser
lischarges. This analytical effort has carried on through
he years and has provided the foundation for each
.uccessive laser system designed and built at Los Ala-
nos. The 15 >r Los Alamos effort has recently cul
ninated in the completion of the Antares laser system,
'urrently the world's largest operational laser system.

The elements of the electron-beam-sustained amplifier
are shown in Fig. 2. Electrons are generated in the gun
section either by thermionic emission from hot filaments
or by field emission from refractory metal blades. Elec-
trons are accelerated by high electric potentials (200-500
kV) and pass through vacuum-tight foil windows into the
gas lasing volume; the primary electrons create secon-
dary electrons in the CO2 gas mixture. When the high
electric field from the main power source is applied to the
preionized gas region, the secondary electrons are ac-
celerated and undergo inelastic collisions with the gas
molecules. Through these collisions the gas molecules are
raised to excited vibrational states (Fig. 3). As the pulse
passes through the discharge region, it stimulates the
emission of photons from the excited molecule. The
molecular transition energy is transferred to the pulse,
amplifying its energy. The amplification of the discharge
medium is characterized by the quantity eeL, where g is
the net gain per unit length and L represents the length of
the gain region. In general, gL values are about 6-8 in
typical laser amplifiers.

The importance of the preionization of the laser gas is
emphasized by the faci that the electric field strength in
the discharge region required to create good secondary
electron excitation results in voltage differences of about
500 kV in regions of reasonable size. Without the
preionization of the gas. catastrophic high-voltage arcs
would form.

p.

i .

• 2 0 0 - 5 0 0 hV
PULSED
SOURCE

20 U

- 200-800 kV
PULSED
SOURCE

PRESSURIZED
LASING QAS

LASINQ VOLUME

HIGH VACUUM

ELECTRON GUN

Fig. 2. Elements of an electron beam sustained gas discharge laser. The beam of electrons
from ihe electron gun ionizes the laser gas. Energy can then be uniformly deposited in the gas
by the main gas discharge.
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COLLISIONAL DEEXCITATION

(b) LASING

Fig. 3. Dynamics of the laser process: (a) deposition of electrical energy in the laser gas by
secondary electron collisions with gas molelcules; (b) extraction of the optical energy from
the excited gas molelcules.

ANTARES AMPLIFIER DESIGN

The design of the Antares power amplifiers is the result
of evolution through the earlier designs and completed
systems. The first system fabricated was similar to the
one shown in Figs. 2 and 4a.

In this configuration, one electron gun served one
amplifier The final singie-power amplifier had an optical
aperture of 25 cm. In the interest of design economy and
to reduce the number of pulsed-power systems required
to drive the electron guns, the next generation system
used one gun to serve two amplifiers as shown in Fig. 4b.
The Gemini (2-beam) and Helios (8-beam) laser systems
successfully used this design of dual optical beam mod-
ules. The optical aperture of these systems was scaled up
to 35-cm diameter. Figure 4c indicates a patented but not
fabricated design in which one gun served four amplifiers.
The ultimate logical extension of thought then led us to
use one gun to serve an annular laser amplifier as shown
in Fig. 4d. This indeed represents schematically the

Antares power amplifier configuration; it is a 12-sector
annular design with a 46-cm optical aperture. The evo-
lution of the design of power amplifiers at AVCO Everett
Research Laboratory followed a similar path and re-
sulted in the design of an annular system.

The original design goal of the Antares laser was to
reach scientific breakeven with laser fusion. To this end
Antares was designed as a six-amplifier system with an
output of 100 kJ in a I n s pvlse. By 1980, sufficient
questions had arisen from the experience with Helios and
the advancement of computer models to give doubt as to
whether this goal could be reached. These questions
centered on the efficiency of the coupling of the 10-|im
laser light with the target As a result the goal of Antares
was changed tu one of evaluation of CO2 as a laser fusion
driver by extrapolation of the Helios data to higher
energy. With the new goal in mind, the Antares system
was redesigned as a two-amplifier system that would be
capable of delivering 40 kJ to a target in a 1-ns pulse.
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Fig. 4. Evolution of the design of high-energy gas discharge lasers. The sharing of one electron gun by se\eral dis
charge regions creates a considerable savings in complexity and cost.

The analytical efforts resulted in computer modeling
codes that were refined as the early hardware systems
came on line and as data from experimental operations
became available. These refined codes provided the basis
for the engineering design of the Antares laser system.
These codes enabled us to predict the engineering
parameters for any system cor.figurations and included
(I) selection of CO ; gas mixtures; (2) specification of
discharge sizes, pressures, gas voltages, and currents: and
(3) prediction of electric and magnetic effects on the
discharge and gun current trajectories.

As shown in Fig. 4d. the general design of the Antares
power amplifiers consisted of 12 discharge regions
spaced in an annulus around a central electron gun. This
design was further refined to have four discharge regions
spaced uniformly along the length of the amplifier. The
final result was a system with 48 discharge regions of 33-
cm thickness, a 35.7-cm trapezoidal half-width, and a 75-
cm length. This annular design represented a compac
packaging concept and was a radical departure from the
configurations of previous laser systems.

Before the Antares design, the lasing mixes consisted
of CO,, N,. and He. One reason helium was used was
that it permits the desired electron energies to occur at

lower electric fields in the discharge, thereby reducing the
chance of high-voltage potential arcing. In a system as
large as Antares. helium recovery is both necessary and
expensive. Calculations indicated that higher energv
could be stored in He-free mixtures, which would result in
higher energy extraction The use of He-free gas mixtures
would result in a more efficient laser amplifier. However,
high-pressure. He-free electric discharges required higher
voltages (~500 kV) than had been used previously. It was
not known if high-voltage cables and terminations were
practical under these operating conditions. Substantial
magnetic effects were predicted on the discharge unifor-
mity. Parasitic oscillations both linear and circumferen-
tial in the high-gain amplifiers were of major concern and
not amenable to sufficiently reliable calculations.

SYSTEM PROTOTYPES

The technical uncertainties prompted the construction
of a prototype amplifier that could reasonably duplicate
power amplifier sizes and problems. The prototype design
was full scale in diameter. The gain region was longer
(150 cm vs 75 cm) than the length of each of the four gain
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subsections in the ampiiuer design. The longer gain length
provided a rigid test of magnetic field effects in that they
were more severe than those in the actual amplifier
designs. Only 3 of the 12 prototype discharge channels
were electron-beam-sustained discharge channels. In the
other nine channels, the discharge was simulated by the
use of conductors.

The prototype amplifier answered many of the uncer-
tainties in the Antares design:

• A new design of an efficient electron gun was
demonstrated. This electron gun incorporated a self-
biasing grid for current regulation.

• High-voltage, Helium-free operation proved to be
successful.

• A prototype inductnnce-capacitance energy storage
network worked well.

• Cables and cable terminations designed for 500-kV
operation performed as expected.

• Satisfactory gain distribution across the discharge as
well as gain shaping in the individual channels was
demonstrated.

• Parasitic oscillation thresholds were demonstrated
to be manageable.

The prototype p-ogram demonstrated that adequate
performance could be expected from the Antares power
amplifiers. The major physics and engineering uncertain-
ties in the design were resolved and the program could
proceed on schedule.

There were other prototype programs in progress at
the same time as the power amplifier prototype. These
prototypes included beam diagnostics and beam align-
ment. The beam alignment prototype was a major under-
taking in itself. This prototype consisted of a layout of a
single sector of the optical train including computer
control of all of the necessary elements. The later
prototyping proceeded in parallel with the fabrication of
the power amplifier. Careful planning of the experimental
programs was required to bring these later prototyping
efforts to the hardware stage in time to fit into the
construction schedule.

In the prototype program, we developed antireflecting
surfaces, which were optically black at A. = 10 urn, that
proved effective in parasitic suppression. These were
based on LiF, an excellent absorber of 10-um radiation.
Antireflecting surfaces were made by LiF plasma spray-
ing or by the application of LiF-loaded paint. The
prototype itself yielded data that were used to further
refine the computer codes necessary to improve the
Laboratory's modeling capability.

FINAL ANTARES CONFIGURATION

The present Antares laser system (Figs. 5 and 6) is
combined result of earlier experience with the tr
previous laser systems and the extensive prototype t
ing.

In the Antares system, the front end must delive
100-J, I n s pulse, to each of the main power amplif
with the proper combination of energy, CO2 line cont
contrast ratio, and pulse shape. The front end is
oscillator-preamplifier chain as indicated in Fig. 1. 1
short-pulse generators (Fig. 7) are currently in plao
the Antares system: one from the Gemini laser syst
which represents reliable, "old" technology, and a sec
that is just becoming operational t d represents state
the-art development. The new short-pulse generator
permit long-pulse (to 10-ns) shaping currently require
inertial confinement fusion experiments. This oscill;
system is shown in Fig. 8. It consists of three indep«
ent, single-line cw oscillators that are grating tunec
operate on a specific wavelength. The amplitude
pulse length of each independent oscillator output p
can be selected. The independent pulses are combi
and amplified in the first preamplifier stage. An elec
optic switch (a Pockel ceil) is used to switch out the f
combined pulse length. The switch provides the
propriate energy contrast ratio.

The pulse is divided into two by a beam splitter,
beam for each main power amplifier, before the f
stages of preamplification. The final preamplifier stag
called the driver amplifier. This amplifier (Fig. 9
patterned after the Helios amplifiers (Fig. 4b) with
exception that the driver amplifier electron guns are g
controlled devices. The driver amplifier electron g
produce two beams of 250-kV electrons with a cun
density of 50 mA/crn2. The amplifiers operate with a
mix of N2:CO2 at a pressure of 1200 torr. The po
source for the discharge is a Marx generator, wr
develops a voltage pulse with a peak voltage of 300
The optical train in the driver amplifiers is configured
three-pass, on-ar.is, Cassegranian system. The 1-J in
to the driver amplifiers is amplified to 100 J and sen
the power amplifiers as an annular beam with an oi
diameter of 15 cm and an inner diameter of 9 cm.

The power amplifiers must accept the 100-J out
from *he driver amplifier and raise the pulse energy to
15- to 20-kJ design level at its exit. The final des
configuration is shown in Fig. 5.
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POWER AMPLIFIER

The general configuration of the power amplifiers is of
12 active sectors in an annular array around a central
electron gun. The dimensions of the amplifier are in turn
controlled by the necessity of keeping the laser energy
fluences below the damage threshold for optical
materials. In the case of mirrors, absorbed energy from
the beam can cause surface melting if the incident energy
flux is too high. The high electric fields associated with
the short, powerful light pulses cause dielectric break-
down in transmissive elements when the light flux is
above damage threshold. The best transmitter of 10-um
radiation is NaCl. The only windows in the system are
needed to form the boundary between the target vacuum
and ambient air and between the target vacuum and the
iasing gas. The state of the art in fabrication of NaCI
along with the damage threshold and the required output
in turn determine, respectively, the total output area, the
size of the individual sectors, and ultimately, the number
of sectors. For polycrystalline NaCl, an 18-in. diameter
is the state of the art. Allowing for optical mounting,
1000 cm2 is available in each sector then available with
12 sectors for beam passage. A reasonable average

energy flux is 1.7 J/cm2. Each of the 12 sectors can
deliver 1700 J or a total of 20.4 kJ for a power amplifier.
The copper-surfaced mirrors are designed for fluxes of 4
J/cm2.

P O W E R A M P L I F I E R
PARAMETERS

E L E C T R I C A L

The size of the optical windows determines the size of
the individual discharge regions. To keep within those
limits and provide a reasonable discharge region from the
standpoint of the electrical requirements, the discharge
regions were designed with a nearly trapezo-dal cross
section as is shown in Fig. 10. From the data obtained
during work with the prototype amplifier and the results
of the computer modeling, the laser mix was cnosen as
4:1 N2:CO2. At a pressure of 1800 torr and with four
gain regions of 75-cm length, lasing conditions with
sufficient energy storage is reached with a specific electric
field of 10 V/cm-torr and a current density of 7 A/cm2.
These requirements in turn demand that the anode
voltages be nearly 550 kV and the discharge impedance
be airound 2.5 ohms.
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Fig. 6. This photograph shows many of the details of an Antares power amplifier. The structure in the middle is the power amplifier and the input/output optic module. The main power feed lines
can be seen to enter the power amplifier in four regions. The electron gun Marx, the structure on the left, is the power supply for the electron gun.



Fig. 7. The multiline oscillator (foreground) «nti the Gemini oscillator (background) are located in the oscillator room of the Antares front end



ANTARES FRONT END OPTICAL SCHEMATIC

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 8. Optical schematic of the Antares fiont end. The pulses that are amplified by the power amplifiers are formed in the front end. A short pulse is generated in the oscillator
and then amplified to be a 100-J. 1-ns pulse after two stages of amplification.



™5 ft- '

Tig.". Th- drv»r «niniifier is located in the amplifier room of the Antares front end. The two optical paths louow the

beam forming optics are located on the table at the left.

black tubes that extend out of the amplifier. Part of the



AMPLIFIER SHELL

- ELECTRICAL FEED

SUPPORT BUSHING

ELECTRON GUN
WINDOW

DISCHARGE GRO';MD PLANE

DIELECTRIC DIVIDERS

Fig. 10. Cross section of a portion of the gain region in the Antares power amplifier. Twelve
independent gain regions are electrically and optically separated by dielectric (nonconductive)
dividers. Each group of 12 regions is electrically driven from one anode. Six electrical feed
lines supply each anode.

The time constant of the relaxation of the upper CO2

laser level of 4.5 us makes short pump times more
efficient. A laser pumping time to peak gain of 3 us was
selected as a compromise between desirable high pump-
ing efficiency (short pulse), low current density (long
pulse), and large circuit inductance (long pulse). Lower
current densities produce lower magnetic fields and,
thereby, less undesirable electron beam deflection. Large
circuit inductances a;e easier and less costly to achieve.
The characteristics of the Marx generators, which power
the gas discharges and the electron gun, are shown in
Table 1. The design gain of he laser is 2.7 m"1; hence, the
amplifiers were designed to achieve a single-pass gain of
8.0. The physical size of the Antares power amplifiers

and their relationship in the laser hall can be seen ir. rig.

11.

POWER AMPLIFIER OPTICAL SYSTEM

The optical layout of the Antares system is shown in
Fig. 12. This figure gives the relationship between the
various segments of the optical system. The power
amplifier optical system is designed as a two-pass, off-
axis Cassegranian system. A single sector of the power
amplifier optical train is shown in Fig. 13. The input
100-J, annular beam is subdivided into 12 segments by a
machined polygonal copper mirror. The input segments

TABLE I. Key Parameters of the Energy Storage System"

V0(kV)

Power Amplifier 1000/1200C
Electron Gun Marx 525/600

" Vo = Open circuit voltage;
VL = Peak load voltage;
I = Peak load current

VL(kV)

I 450/550
475/550

I(kA) Q(C)

150/200 ~1.0
20/25 -0.1

Q = Charge transfer;
L = Marx inductance;
C = Marx capacitance.

L(uH)

- 2 . 4
-3 .5

C(uF)

0.420
0.375
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Fig. 11. The Antares Laser Hall. The room containing the two power amplifiers is nearly th size of a football field.



ANTARES FACILITY SCHEMATIC

-POBER AMPLIF IER—

-AKOCES

ELECTRON
GUN —

LASER
-BUILDING
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BUILDING
WALL

EARTH SHIELDING COVER

TURNING _,
CHAMbERj

TARGET / * \ 2
nun nmp /

MOTORIZED,
MIRROR

VACUUM
BEAM LINE

" P I T
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ROOM

FRONT END ALIGNMENT
STATION

SHORT PULSE GENERATOR

TARGET _,
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MOTORIZED
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TARGET

MOTORIZED
FOLD MIRRORS

Fig. 12. The Antares optical system is laid out in four major segments. These segments are the front end. the from end alignment
station, the power amplifier, and the target system.

have an area of about 10 cm2. Each of the 12 sector
beams is brought to a focus in a spatial filter fabricated
from LiF. The plasma generated at the focus lasts for
several microseconds and serves as an optical shutter to
prevent the return of back-running beams to the front end
where with further amplification they could do major
damage. The pulse is then introduced into the power
amplifier as a divergent beam. After its first pass through
the four gain regions, it is reflected and collimated by a
concave mirror for a second pass through the discharge
region. The 5-J input energy insures that as the pulse
makes its second pass through the discharge, virtually all
of the available energy stored in the amplifiers is ex-
tracted. As the 12 beams exit the power amplifier, they
are compressed h to an annulus of 1-m2 area and an outer
diameter of nearly 1.5 m.

PARASITIC OSCILLATION SUPPRESSION

In a high-gain cavity, as exists in the Antares systen
the suppression of parasitic oscillations is of critic;
importance. Nonreflecting, optically black surfaces {i
10 nm) are required. During the early stages of testing, a
of the exposed surfaces within 5 cm of the beams wer
coated with a paint loaded with LiF. Even though th;

paint had a very low reflectivity, oscillations were er
countered when the amplifier was pumped at a singk
pass gain greater than about 2.7. A great number c
possible parasitic modes were identified, some of whic
were characteristic to the Antares mechanical desigr
One of these was a ring laser mode in which a ray fror
the amplifier collimating mirror could strike an off-axi
surface after passing through the four gain region:
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VACUUM INPUT WINDOW
TURNING MIRROR
POLYHEDRON MlSROS
TURNING MIRROR
TROMBONE MIRRORS
FOCUS MIRROR
SPATIAL FILTER
INPUT WINDOW

9-12 RELAY MIRRORS

13 ABSORBER WINDOW
14 BACK REFLECTOR
15 OUTPUT WINDOW
!6-l7PERISC0Pe MIRRORS

f-vt?

Fig. i3. One sector of ^ e power amplirier optical train. The cross-sectional area of the optical beam increases in proportion to the
energy so that the energy density remains below the damage threshold for optical materials.

undergo a Fresnel reflection ofT the output window, and
return to the collimating mirror through the four gain
regions. It was necessary to design a set of baffles coated
with plasma-sprayed LiF. After installation of these
baffles, the stability threshold of the entire system rose to
a net gain of 6.0. The addition of saturable absorber to
raise the stability limit to a net gain of 8.0 provides a very
small loss in net amplifier output. As a result of the use of
plasma-sprayed LiF baffles, the Antares laser is one of
the. if not the most, stable high-power lasers ever built.

TARGET SYSTEM

The target system contains both the target vacuum
system and the target optical system.

Target Vacuum System

The beams from both of the power amplifiers travel
through a vacuum from the output of the power amplifier
to the target. The system (Fig. 14) is made of stainless
steel, enclosing a volume of about 1000 m \ which can be
maintained at a pressure of 2 x 10~5 torr. The pumping
time to reach this pressure, about 8 h, is limited by the
possibility of damaging target diagnostic equipment. The
power amplifiers are connected to the target chamber by
!.5-m-diam beam tubes. The target chamber is an 8-m-
diam cylinder closed on both ends with spherical caps to
produce a 7-m-long volume. The vacuum is maintained
with cryogenic pumps. Two pumps are mounted on the
target chamber and two pumps are mounted on each of
the beam tubes. Targets are inserted into the target
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Fig. 14. The target vacuum system includes the beam tubes and the target chamber. Only one of the beam tubes leading from the power amplifiers is visible in this photograph. The target
vacuum system encloses a volume of about 1000 m\



chamber through an air lock and transported on an
inclined track to their central position. Final positioning
of a target is performed by the use of two large reference
telescopes with a resolution of 10 |im.

Target Optical System

The 12 beams are compressed into an anr.ulus with a
1.5 m major diameter as they enter the target vacuum
system. The individual beams are set to be slightly
convergent as they leave the power amplifier. The beams
would be brought to a focus at a point about 800 ft from
the power amplifier if there were no further focusing. At
the turn chambers, the beams are grouped into three
clusters of four beams by directing them toward the fold
mirrors in the target chamber. The positioning of the fold
mirrors in the target chamber can be seen in Fig. 15. The
three sets of fold mirrors direct the beams outward
toward the 24 focusing mirrors. The focusing mirrors are
diamond-machined, off-axis parabolas that operate at an
/-number of 6.3. The net result is that a target is
illuminated on six sides by six beam clusters of four
beams each.

A pointing accuracy of 25 urn is required at the target
position for each of the 24 beams. At the request of an
experimenter, the beams may be independently directed
to any point within a 1-cm volume. The focal spot size is
diffraction limited by the polyhedron mirror to 200 urn.

ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

Seismic and thermally induced movement generated
by the impulse loading in the gas required an alignment
system to bring the 24 beams to the proper pointing and
centering on the optical beam paihs. The optical align-
ment system was chosen after experimental consideration
of several approaches. The present "see-through" system
was fully prototyped with actual hardware and computer
controls before the decision was made to implement it.
The alignment system is designed to automatically align
168 optical elements.

Alignment of the optical system is carried out in two
stages. First, the system is aligned with visible light.
Second, the fold and focus mirrors are adjusted with acw
CO, laser.

The visible alignment system relies on a video tracking
system to identify light sources. The error signal from the
tracker that characterizes the difference between the

measured and the expected positions of the light sources
is fed into a computer-controlled feedback loop that
generates the signals to control the stepper motors on the
appropriate mirrors. A typical feedback loop is shown in
Fig. 16. The light sources are fiber-optic elements, which
in some cases are imbedded in mirrors and in other cases
are placed into position by movable arms. Secondary
alignment is achieved by projecting a CO2 laser beam
througn che entire optical train and sensing its position at
the target. This correction eliminates dispersion errors
between visible and CO2 wavelengths that arise chiefly
from the wedged exit salt windows. The system has
demonstrated alignment accuracies at the target of about
40 urn.

BEAM DIAGNOSTICS

The large apertures and high energy densities of the
optical pulse required that new approaches be taken in
diagnosing the quality of the Antares optical beams. New
calorimetric techniques were developed to meet these
needs. The energy transmitted at several points in the
system is measured to provide an indication of the
operation of the system on each shot. The following data
are measured on each shot:

® total energy exiting the front end in each beam line,
© total energy entering the input salt window of the

power amplifier,
© total energy entering each sector of the power

amplifier,
o total energy entering the target system on each beam

line, and
o wave shape of the total pulse entering the target

system from each beam line.
Since the measurements of amplifier energy must be

made on a noninterference basis, a means had to be
devised to sample a fraction of the beam energy. The
measurement of the output of the power amplifiers
presented a particular problem in that the space required
to sample all of the sectors would have been prohibitive.
To overcome this difficulty, the decision was made to
sample the integrated output of the entire amplifier. This
was accomplished by designing the output salt windows
with a wedge angle between the surfaces and arranging
the positions of the windows so that the second Fresnel
reflection from each window produced a beam that was
directed toward the center of the beam tube. The con-
figuration :-i shown in Fig. 17. By proper choice of the
wedge angle of the windows, the 12 sector beams were
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Fig. 15. This is a view of the target chamber as seen from the turn chamber. The grouping of the beams into three groups of four beams can be seen in the antiparasatic baffle at the center of
the photograph. The targets are mounted within the structu-e a' the center of the scene.



LIGHT SOURCE
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- D E S I R E D POSITION ISo .To l

-OBSERVED POSITION (XB.Ve)

MIRROR

MOTOR DRIVER

VIDEO TRftCKER COMPUTER

Fig. 16. Alignment of the optical train is carried out in several stages by a computer-controlled fee'.'jack loop. Visible light
sources at critical locations are centered in lhe field of view of a TV camera by feeding the alignment error tc a computer that in
turn drives the stepper motors on a mirror in the correct direction to minimize the alignment error.

OUTPUT SALT WINDOW

(.96 OUTPUT ENERGY)

TURNING CHAMBER
FULL POWER
CALORIMETER

TURN CHAMBER MIRROR

Fig. 17. The full output energy of the Antares power amplifiers is measured by sampling the Fresnel losses that occur at the output salt
windows. About 4% of the incident light is reflected at each window surface. The output salt windows are fabricated and mounted so that
the doubiy reflected beams from all 12 sectors overlap on c calorimeter located at the turn chamber.
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made to intersect at a point near the turn chambers. Since
only about 4% of the incident beam energy is reflected at
each surface, the energy in each sector beam was at-
tenuated by a factor of about 0.0016 when it arrived at
the turn chamber. This attenuation kept the total energy
(12 sectors) arriving at each calorimeter below the dam-
age threshold of the material used for the calorimeter.

A new type of calorimeter was developed to measure
the wide aperture beams found in Antares. These
calorimeters use a Kapton/copper laminate as the ab-
sorber material. Kapton is an excellent absorber at 10.6
urn and has a relatively high laser damage threshold. The
temperature ris? of the copper backing is directly related
to the energy incident on the calorimeter to the degree
that the calorimeters may be treated as a tertiary stan-
dard. Calorimeters of this design were inserted into each
sector of the alignment system to characterize the output
of the alignment system and to calibrate the operating
calorimeters located at the turn chambers.

SYSTEM CONTROL AND DIAGNOSTICS

During the initial design of Antares, it was recognized
ih&r manual operation of the system would be extremely
difficult because of the size and complexity of the system.
We considered the experience of the preceding laser
systems in the control requirements for Antares. The
decision was made >.o tie all of the functions—charge and
fire,alignment, diagnostics, and so forth—into a common
integrated contr^i network. Because of the complexity of
the system., the decision was also reached to have no
hard-wired logic within the system but to base all of the
system operation on software. The control system is
based on a network (Fig. 18) of distributed computers.
The migrated control computer, a PDP i 1/60, controls
the timing and firing of t!.- system. Data archival is
carried out by a PDP 11/70. Operation of each of the
nain pulsed-power systems and of the optical alignment
and beam diagnostics are carried ou: by three PDP 11/60
minicomputers. The minicomputers download software
?nd operating parameters to LSI-11 microcomputers
located throughout the system. Communication between
the LSI-11 microccnputers is handled by the minicom-
puters.

The data are digitized and transmitted over fiber-optic
cables throughout the computer network (a total of 40
km of fibers). Ail operation data are archived and are on
screens and available for future use. There are no tra-
ditional control panels. The interface between the oper-

ator and the machine is established by means of touch-
sensitive display screens. The displays are created and
can be changed through software programming.

SYSTEM STATUS

All of the subsystems in Antares were essentially
complete in October 1983. At that time energy had been
delivered from both amplifiers into the target vacuum
system at the 15 'vJ-level. The quality of the beams
produced by the power amplifiers can be judged by th*
burn pattern (Fig. 19) that was obtained at the turn
chamber of beamline-2. When diffraction at the edges of
the beams is taken into account, it can be seen that the
output energy density is very uniform. The spatial
coherence of the output cai be judged by the Fresnel
bright spot occurring in the shadow of the mirror that
injects the beam into the power amplifier (the notch in the
outer edge of each individual burn pattern). By the end of
December 1983, targets had been shot with all 24 beams.
The present record energy delivered to target is 27.5 kJ in
a Ins pulse.

In the 12 months following the commencement of the
target-shooting program, the operation of the Antares
system has continued to improve. The system passed
through a period of 6-8 months that can be classed as
adolescence, during which problems with the system were
found and corrected and the confidence in the system was
gained. The Antares laser has now become an adult,
operational system. The present system capabilities are
broad. The overall range of the capabilities of the system
include the following:

• Delivery of 30-35 kJ to target in a 1-ns pulse
• Variable pulse length from 1-10 ns
• Independent alignment of the individual beams to 24

positions within a 1-cm3 volume
• Alignment precision to 40 urn
• Variable delay of pulse arrival at target

±1.5 ns within one power amplifier
± 100 ns between power amplifiers

The times to align the system are dependent on the
alignment precision required by the experimenter. If the
required tolerance is greater than 200 urn, then the
system has been shot at 25-minute intervals. When the
best possible alignment has been required, then two 24-
beam shots and/or three i2-beam shots have been re
corded in a single day. The key machine parameters are
listed in Table 2, where a comparison is made between
the design parameters and the achieved operating results.
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Fig. 18. In the Antares Integrated Control Network, over 40 computers are linked together to control the entire laser system.
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Fig. 19. The lase' output from one power amplifier was recorded by burning this pattern into a sheet of photographic paper. The lotal
energy required to produce this burn pattern was about 8 kj and was delivered in a single I n s pulse. The uniformity of the laser outpul can
be judged from the uniformity of the burn pattern.



TABLE II. Key Machine

Parameter

e-Gun voltage
e-Gun current
e-Gun current density
Anode voltage
Anode current
Discharge current density
Average electric field
Pressure
E/p
Average gain length
Average output fluence
Energy

Parameters

Design

525 kV
25 kA
50 mA/cm2

550 kV
220 kA

7.0 A/cm7

18.0 kV/cm
1800 torr

10.0 V/cm-torr
8
1.7J/cm2

20 kJ

Operational

510kV
20 kA
40 mA/cm2

475 kV
190 kA

6.0 A/cm1

1<.5 kV/cm
i 700 torr

9.1 V/cm-toiT
7.5
1.3 J/cm2

15 kJ

A vigorous targei shooting program is nc.v under way.
A fueled target such as the one shown in Fig. 20 has been
shot in order to demonstrate the production of neutrons
and to verify the operation of the various target
diagnostic systems. Figure 21 is an open-siiutter photo-
graph of a shot where about 20 kJ of energy was directed
onto a target.

During the testing of the Antares subsystems and their
integration, most design goals have been attained. Not

enough experience has been obtained to verify advertised
or mean times between failures of die equipment. Some
redesign was necessary, particula.ly to attain the voltage
hold-off of the electron gun and to eliminate gain-limiting
parasitic oscillations in the power amplifier. Based on
limited gain and energy measurements in the driver and
power amplifiers, we now believe that Antares will attain
its final goal, delivery of 35- to 40-TW pulses to inertial
fusion targets.
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Fig. 20. A 200-um-diam glass microballoon like the ones that would be Tilled with a mixture of
deuterium and tritium for an energy extraction experiment. This particular microballoon (un-
filled) was shot with only one beamlet and only about 1 J from the front end to demonstrate the
size of a beamlet focused on the target. The hole drilled Hy that shot can be seen on the right side
of the microballoon.
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Fig. 21. Flash of light from a target shot vith about 20 kJ of energy from Antares. The target inser-
tion mechanism (on the left) , covered with a plasma sheath. The plasma sheath results from the in
teraction of the plasma and light from the target with the surface of the target insertion mechanism.
The object at the upper right is an x-ray pinhole camera. The circular pattern on the lower right is
the specular reflection off of the tool marks on the mounting plate located below the target.
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by Richard Mah, David V. Duchane, and
Ainsiie T. Young

INTRODUCTION

usion targets, where; for the laser program or the
particle beam j 'Ogram. are not difficult
to picture oecause they are simply a series of

concentric spheric?! shells. Yet realization of this simple
design poses extraordinary difficulties. The targets are
small, less than a millimeter in diameter overall. Each
shell must possess specific properties ranging from
strength at low densities to high atomic number and
density for improved compression. The tolerances are
exacting—10 times more so than those common in the
aerospace industry. No wonder we sometimes feel that
the target designers are asking us to fabricate the im-
possible from some imaginary material! Every effort
must be expended to meet the designers' demands,
however, for their theories and computer codes can be
verified only by experiments with real targets.

We have had considerable success in target fabrica-
tion, developing new technologies, new materials, and
new tools. We will outline some of these developments
and then briefly indicate the value of our efforts to other
areas of technology.

FUSION TARGETS

Figure 1 shows the components of a typical fusion
target An overall view of much of our programmatic
research and development can be gained by considering
the fabrication of each component, beginning with the
innermost.

Tamper

The spherical shell known as the tamper transmits
implosive force to the deuterium-tritium fuel, thereby

compressing it to the density at which fusion occ •=. Lik(
all the other shells, the tamper must be extremel)
spherical, uniform in thickness, and smooth. (Thesi
requirements follow from the goals of symmetric im
plosion and clean bum.) Impermeability to the gaseou:
fuel, strength, and resistance to embrittlement by the fue
are primary considerations in selecting a tamper material
Commonly used materials include glass and metals rang
ing from beryllium to gold. We focus here on meta
tampers since glass tampers are available simply b;
selection from commercially available hollow glas
spheres.

We fabricate metal tampers by electroforming, whicl
involves electrochemical deposition, electroplating, o
autocatalysis of the desired metal on a sacrificia
spherical substrate. Electroplating, which is applicable t<
conducting substrates of metal or metallized glass, is
well-developed technique made unusual in this applies
tion by the exacting tolerances on thickness uniformity
by ths requirements o.i both physical and mechanics
properties, and by the necessarily small size of th
substrates. Figure 2 shows an apparatus we have de
veloped for electroplating spherical substrates srnalle
than 500 urn in diameter. Constant, random motion c
the spheres between two cathodes asf.iues that all sin
faces are uniformly plat"d.

Conducting substrates larger than 500 um in diamete
are electroplated in a track-plating apparatus. Uniforr
plating is achieved in this apparatus by the randor
lolling of the spherical substrates, each within a res'ricte
area, over the surface of a flat cathode (fhe track). A
advantage of track plating is that the plated material
mechanically worked during plating (by contact of th
spheres with the track) and thus has superior mechanic!
strength and fine grain structure.
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Fig. I. Schematic of a lypical fusion target. Each component plays a specific role
in conversion of energy from the driver to tru implosive energy necessary for fusion
of the fuel.

Tampers can be deposited on nonconducting
suhstrates by autocatalysis. or "electroless" plating. In
i his process the substrate catalyzes reduction of the metal
imm a meiastable solution. Although finding a substrate
material with appropriate catalytic action is difficult, the
process produces tampers of very uniform thickness and
uith very smooth surfaces (Fig. 3). Electroless plating of
substrates smalle; than 500 urn in diameter is performed
in an apparatus in which the spheres are kept in constant,
random motion in a reaction chamber by alternating the
flow direction of the metastable solution.1"

.Some recent target designs call for tampers of metals.
such as beryllium and aluminum, that cannot be de-
posited from aqueous solution. We are. therefore, in-
vestigating electrodeposition from organic solvents and
possibly molten salts. The major obstacle in this research
is the hazardous nature of such deposition media, in the
meantime, other processes called physical vapor depo-
sition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) are
used to provide tampers from a number of materials not
current! ,• obtainable by electrochemical processes.

The term PVD includes electron-beam evaporation,
-.pu'tenng, and ion plating. To achieve uniform depo-
sition on spherical targets with these line-of-sight
processes, we have designed doi'ble-axis rotators that
onen: all areas of the sphere equally (on the average)

toward the vapjr source.3 We are also investigating the
possibility of levitating smaller targets during coating by
use of a vibrating "bouncer pan" or with a molecular
beam (Fig. 4>4 Nevertheless, the PVD process is
hampered by its low deposition rate (<0.001 in.Ai) and
the Imitation of being able to process only 1-12 targets at
a time.

In the CVD process, a gaseous compound of the
material for the target (WF (, for example) undergoes
chemical reduction or thermal decomposition on the
surface of the target substrate. The desired metals are
deposited on small targets in a bed of substrates fluidized
by the reactive gas. This produces a fluidized bed, a
churning mass of particles that is formed by directing a
flow of gas upward through a volume of particles of
appropriate size and density. The continuous, random
motion of the fluidized substrates ensures that all surfaces
are exposed (on average) to the same temperature and
gas flux, and very uniform coatings are deposited even on
substrates with complex geometry. In addition, the col-
lisions among the substrates provide a peening action that
helps to break up growth patterns in the deposit that
would normally produce large, columnar grains. As a
result, the coating usually consists of fine, equiaxed
grains and is thus strong an'] smooth.5
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Fig. 2. An apparatus for electroplating small (less than ~500 urn in diameter) conducting spheres. The spheres are forced against
one and then the other of two cathodes of fine-mesh screen by alternating the flow direction of the electroplating solution. The
constant, random motion of the spheres assures uniform deposition of the plated material. The large polyethylene balls prevent
agglomeration of the small spheres.
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Photomicrographs of 14-nm-thick nickel tampers
ed by autocatalysis (electroless plating) on a
al glass substrate. The intact sphere (a) and the
cd sphere (b) show, respectively, the great smooth-
'.d the thickness uniformity that can be obtained
is electrochemical process.

Fig. 4. Magnifying video display for monitoring physical
vapor deposiuon on spherical substrates levitated by flow of
gas through an arrpy of fine capillarv lubes. Shown on the
MJICCII iaiong with its shadow) is a levitated hollow glass
sphere, which is 300 um in diameter.
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Cushion

The cushion provides a stand-off distance between the
tamper and the ablator. This cushion, ideally a "struc-
tural void," originally consisted of full-density low-Z
polymeric materials, but more recently has been made of
rigid plastic foam. When the cushion layer consisted of a
full-density polymer, two techniques were used. The first
technique involved micro- and ultraprecision machining
to produce hemishells that were later assembled around
che tampers. This technique will be described in more
detail in connection with fabrication of ablators. The
second technique (described here) involved two methods
for direct deposition of a polymer from the gas phase: the
low-pressure plasma (LPP) process and the vapor-phase
pyrolysis (VPP) process.

In the LPP process, a radiofrequency voltage between
two electrodes produces a low-pressure plasma of the
rnonorneric material, which then polymerizes on the
tamper surface. Small tampers (less than 500 urn in
diameter) are levitated above vibrating shaped electrodes
during the coating process. Pulsing in the monomeric
vapor and maintenance of the electrode temperature
below ~ 10°C forms very smooth layers with thicknesses
between 1 and —60 um from such monomers ss p-
xylylene and cycloacetetraene (Fig. 5).6

In the VPP process, p-xylylene is pyrolytically de-
graded to the reactive diradical species, which then
polymerizes over the surface of the object to be coated.
We have adapted this well-known process to deposit
uniformly thick, smooth layers on stalk-mounted or
levitated tampers. The uniformity in thickness of a 600-
um-thick cushion layer prepared by the VPP process
varies by less than 3%, and its smoothness is marred only
by a few micrometer-sized "bumps." Greater surface
smoothness of thinner layers can easily be obtained by
increasing the turbulence of the reactive gas. We have, for
example, prepared defect-free coatings up to 70 um thick
with surface irregularities of less than 0.1 um from peak
to valley.6

Both the surface smoothness and thickness uniformity
of these deposited cushion layers can be greatly enhanced
by lapping tech tuques originally developed for metals and
since refined for polymers. These techniques will be
discussed below in connection with the fabrication of
ablators.

More recently, better hydrodynamic performance has
been achieved by using plastic foamj. These must have
very low density (0.05 g/cm3 or less) and small cell size
(less than 5.0 urn in diameter). They must be free of

impurities and amenable to fabrication to precise
tolerances. Such foams were unknown before their devel-
opment at Los Alamos.

We make foams of this type by cooling a homogeneous
polymer solution in such a manner as to induce an
inverse phase separation (that is, of solvent from solution)
at the temperature at which the polymer and solvent
become immiscible (the spinodal point). The polymer
forms a foam matrix, and the solvent forms discrete,
uniform droplets in this matrix. Removal of the solvent
droplets from the matrix generally results in a porous,
open-cell plastic foam in which the voids are replicas of
the solvent droplets. The foam is rigid when made with
polymers that are inherently inflexible. The density of the
foam is determined by the concentration of the polymer
solution.

We have prepared small-cell, low-density, rigid foams
from such polymers as polystyrene, poly(4-methyl-l-
penetene), tradenamed TPX, and substituted celluloses
and starches. Hemishells of these foams can be made by
inducing the inverse phase separation in an appropriate
mold. In some cases, micromachining can be used to
improve the dimensional properties of the foam material.
Foams made from TPX have a very uniform structure,
but the low compression strength of such foams (about
10 lb/in.2) makes them difficult to machine to exact
tolerances by normal techniques. To eliminate this dif-
ficulty, we have developed a polymer-solvent system in
which the solvent droplets are solid at room temperature.
The solid solvent reinforces the delicate cell walls and
thus protects them from damage during machining. The
solvent is then extracted wiih alcohol.7

Ablator

The energy of the radiation from the driver is deposited
in the shell known as the ablator (see Fig. 1). The
absorbed energy causes material to be ejected outward
from the ablator, producing a "rocket" effect that trans-
fers inward momentum tn the tamper, which results in
compression of the fuel. Ablators are fabricated from
various materials primarily by machining.

The small sizes and close dimensional tolerances typi-
cal of fusion targets dictate that ablators be machined
with ultraprecision tools. With such tools and single-
crystal diamond tool bits we can. for example, produce
surfaces with a peak-to-valley roughness of 0.05 urn.

An important aspect of precision turning is the con-
stancy of rotational speed and accurate rotational motion
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Fig. 5. Scanning electron micrograph of a 300-fim-diam hollow glass sphere laser fusion target
coaled by the low pressure plasma process with a 5-um-thick layer of parylene. Note the surface
smoothness of the coating.

provided by air-bearing spindles. W<; have available two
small lathes with air-bearing snindles and vibration-
isolating magnetically coupled drive motors. We also
have a larger ultraprecision lathe (Fig. 6), built to Los
Alamus specifications by Fneumo Precision, inc., that
combines the features of air bearing spindles and
slideways with those of computer control. This lathe is
used for metal optics and other high-precision fabrication
at Los Alamos. To increase our machining capability we
are now preparing specifications for another lathe with a
programmable rotary axis and the same accuracy as that
of the Fneumo lathe.

Although the surface finishes produced by ultra-
precision turning are excellent, they can be further im-
proved (except on many face-centered-cubic materials)
by lapping, or polishing with fine abrasive particles. By
using submicrometer-sized grit and air balancing to
check the progress of the lapping, we can obtain surfaces
that are smoothed to about 0.003 \im peak to valley.
1 hese are the smoothest surfaces attainable with a
mechanical technique. Shapes other than spheres or
hemispheres can be lapped with special equipment.8
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Fig. 6. Ultraprecision lathe built lo Los Alamos specifications by Pneumo Precision, Inc. The position feedback system of this
machine, which is based on laser interferometry, has a resolution of 0.025 urn. Its low-friction air-hearing slideways allow precise
contouring, and any surface of revolution can be generated by simp' programming. The slideways are mounted on a ryassive
granite block, which in tum is supported on three air-bag vibration isolators. With this la'.he we use single-crystal diamond tool
bits for machining most plastics and some nonferrous metals. We use cubic boron nitride and conventional carbide tool bits for
machining materials (such as beryllium) that are incompatible with diamond tool bits.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

It is not surprising that our efforts on the multifaceted
tajk of target fabrication have led to materials and
technologies cf interest and benefit to other research and
development programs. We mention briefly a few of these
other applications to indicate the variety of problems in
which materials science plays a fundamental role.

• The polymeric foams developed for the cushion
layer may benefit biomedical research. Porosity is
considered essential in synthetic veins and arteries to
provide anchoring points for biological species that
inhibit the natural tendency of the body to build up a
thick layer of scar tissue around foreign objects. The
synthetic vascular prostheses currently in use, pri-
marily woven Dacron and Teflon structures, have

pores that vary widely in size. In contrast, the cells
of the foam produced by the inverse phase separa-
tion process are remarkably uniform and can be
made in the range of 25 urn in diameter, the size
believed to be most desirable for biological uses.9

A process called chemical infusion, which was de-
veloped for smoothing polymeric surfaces, may also
benefit biomedical research. Experiments on labora-
tory animals have indicated that s'licone rubber
veins infused by this process with stearate ions may
be rejected less often than are untreated rrtificial
veins.10

Miniature coaxial cables fabricated in support of
inertial confinement fusion experiments may sim-
plify surgical removal of brain tumors. High-fre-
quency electrical signals transmitted through such a
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cable, which is less than 0.1 mm in diameter, may
enable the destruction of cancerous cells without
damage to surrounding tissue."12

© Laser welding, the method used to braze fill tubes
onto tampers, may greatly simplify fabrication of
radioactive components. Components of plutonium,
for example, must be welded in a glove box, and with
conventional techniques this condition necessitates
contamination of expensive welding equipment. In
contrast, a laser welding beam could be directed
onto the component through special glove-box win-
dows and could even be transported throughout a
facility along optical fibers.

« Tools like those developed for uniformly costing
target components by physical vapor deposition are
now routinely used for coating rare-earth radio-
chemical tracers on experiment nuclear weapon
components.

15 High-strength single-crystal whiskers, which were
fabricated and studied for possible use as support
structures in laser fusion targets, are now the key
component in the Los Alamos structural ceramics
program. These whiskers of silicon carbide or silicon
nitride have tensile strengths approaching 4 000 000
psi. Composites of such whiskers and ceramic
materials have very high tensile strengths and high
resistance to fracture.

Clearly, target fabrication and the associated research
and development encompass many diverse endeavors.
Formerly, these were pursued at several scattered Labo-
ratory sites. But since the fall of 1 9 8 J . most of our
activities have been gathered ir a single, specially de-
signed building, the Target Fabrication Facility. This
facility includes clean rooms for target assembly, a
laboratory in which the targets are filled with the deute-
rium-tritium fuel, a machine shop, and laboratories for
electroplating and physical and chemical vapor depo-
sition, for developing and producing polymer foams, for
laser welding and solid-state bonding, and for
characterizing the various target components. Beyond
the obvious .advantages of space and equipment, the
facility allows greater ease of communication among
those involved in materials science, fabrication tech-
nology, and materials characterization.
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Heavy-Ion Fusion
by Roger O. Bangerter

I t is widely believed that many proposed fusion
devices would produce energy if they could be made
large enough. Stars and thermonuclear weapons

are two demonstrated examples that support this belief.
In p a b u l a r , because thermonuclear explosives are in-
ertially confined, the scientific feasibility of inertial con-
finement fusion (ICF) has already been demonstrated at
large scale. Sufficiently large magnetic fusio.. devices will
almost certainly also produce net antrgy.

Large devices, however, might not make good environ-
mental, engineering, or economic sense. Thus, for com-
mercial applications of fusion, the important question is
not whether fusion can produce energy—but rather,

Can a fusion energy system be built that makes good
environmental, engineering, and economic sense?

Fusion scientists have always implicitly recognized that
this question i? the important one, but in recent years the
question has bten stated explicitly with increasing fre-
quency and urgency.

For example. Lawrence Lidsky of MIT has been
extremely critical of some proposed fusion devices be-
cause, in his opinion, th?y do not make good engineering
sense. His article,1 widely quoted in the media, has further
focused attention on the importance of engineering and
economics in fusion energy production.

ION BEAMS

Interest is increasing in what we call heavy-ion fusion
because it is an approach that appears to offer significant
advantages for a real fusion power—a plant that would
make good environmental, engineering, and economic
sense.

The idea of igniting inertial-fusion targets with intense
ion beams is not new. Researchers realized in about 1975
that more than 50 years of engineering development had
culminated in long-lived, efficient accelerators that cculd
reliably produce ion pulses at high repetition rates (1
hertz and higher). Furthermore, the beams from these

machines are now focused over large distances onto small
targets. An example of such a machine is the LAMPF
accelerator at Los Alamos (Fig. 1). Experiment* now
reenforce the theory that interaction between the ion
beam and the target is devoid of many of the problems
(such as low absorption and hot electrons) that have
plagued laser fusion.

From an engineering standpoint, such accelerators
appeared suitable to drive an inertial fusion power plant.
Accelerators were not considered seriously earlier be-
cause all existing accelerators were low-power devices by
inertial fusion standards. However, by 1976 many re-
searchers concluded that the power problem was not
fundamental.2 In fact, it appeared that several types of
accelerators, including radio-frequency linear ac-
celerators (rf linac., sy.. .-nrotrons, induction linacs. and
pulsed-power diode- might provide adequate power
(greater thai: ^'i!i *<z•-. >n short bursts of about 10
nanoseconds). Tiw ciic -acy and pulse repetition rate of
synchrotrons are io«' compared with the linac systems.
Therefore, research on synchrotrons for ICF has nearly
stopped, but research programs are active in the other
three technologies in the United States and abroad.

Although pulsed-power diodes are included among the
accelerators that might provide adequate power, we must
recognize that diodes lack the demonstrated lifetime and
pulse repetition rates of rf linacs and induction linacs.
There are other important distinctions between ion diodes
and the other accelerators. Diodes are limited in voltage.
At present, ion diodes operate at less than 10 megavoits
(MV). The highest voltages contemplated are several
times that. If we assume 10 MV is typical, we must
accelerate 10 megamperes (MA) of cur/ent to achieve the
required 1014 watts. By contrast, both rf linacs and
induction linacs are multistage devices. There is no
difficulty, in principle, in accelerating ions to arbitrarily
high ene gies. There are, however, two practical dif-
ficulties: .ost and ion range. Cost is discussed later; ion
range, which is discussed now, is an important considera-
tion that bears directly on the type of accelerator that can
be used for inertial fusion.
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Fig. 1. LAMPF, the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility at Los Alamos, a one-half-mile-long linear accelerator that
produces a beam of protons with a maximum energy of 300-million electron volts and an average beam current of 1 milliampere.

Range

To provide adequate pressure to implode a target,
specific energy deposition in the outer layers of the target
must exceed about 20 megajoules per gram (MJ/g). For a
spherical target, the specific energy deposition is given by
E/4nr , where E is beam energy (in MJ), r is the target
radius (ir. cm), and R is the ion range (in g/cm1). For
typical values of E (several MJ) and r (several mm), R
cannot exceed several times 0.1 g/cm2 and still satisfy the
20 MJ/g criterion. In fact, ion ranges less than 0.1 g/cm2

are preferable as such ranges increase the specific energy
deposition for a given target radius. High specific energy
is expected to improve target performance.

Ion range as a function of ion kinetic ene-gy is shown
for several different elements in Fig. 2. If we take 0.1
g/'cn;2 as the desirable ion range, protons or other light
ions are acceptable with kinetic energies in electron volts
(eV) up to about 0.01 gigaelect.on volts (GeV); however,
iieavy ions, such as lead ions, allow kinetic energies up to
about 10 (JeV. Diodes, with 10 MV that can accelerate
protons to kinetic energies of 0.01 GeV, are thus suitable

0.01 0.1 1 10 100

Kinetic Energy (GeV I

Fig. 2. Ion range as a function of kinetic energy for a variety of ions.
Heavy ions allow the use cf multistage accelerators with high energy
beams but, at the same time, keep the range of the ions in the desired
region, at or below 0 1 g/cm3.
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for light ions; multistage accelerators, for heavy ions. (In
common usage "light-ion fusion" is nearly synonymous
with "ion-diode fusion," and "heavy-ion fusion" is nearly
synonymous with "multistage-accelerator fusion.") At 10
GeV the current required to achieve 10" watts of singly
charged heavy ions is only 10 kA rather than the 10 MA
required for diodes. This difference of three orders of
magnitude in current requirement is one of the distinc-
tions between light-ion fusion and heavy-ion fusion.

Perhaps a more fundamental difficulty with diode
devices is that all of the beam energy is delivered at a
single accslerating gap. This results in highly stressed
components, and it is not surprising that these diodes
have not demonstrated adequate lifetime or pulse repeti-
tion rates. Some suggested diode-fusion devices employ
multiple accelerators to obtain the required beam power.
This relieves, but does not eliminate, the problem of
highly stressed components. In the remainder of this
discussion, we consider only multistage accelerators for
which, fortunately, 10 GeV is a reasonable voltage.

There is also a major difference in the requirements for
the two types of multistage accelerators; with rf linacs,
storage rings (sometimes called accumulators) are
necessary to achieve the required 10 kA, whereas induc-
tion linacs should not require storage rings, (n fact, the
design current for the advanced test accelerator (ATA)
electron induction linac now coming on-line at the Law-
rence Livermore National Laboratory is 10 kA, and
about 7.5 kA has already been achieved.

The U.S. program focuses on induction accelerator
research, whereas the Europeans and Japanese are study-
ing rf linacs for heavy-ion fusion. Although much of what
we discuss here applies to both types rT .nuitistage
accelerators, we will emphasize the induction linac,
which, in its -..implest form, can be thought of as a series
of transformers with the beam as the secondary. The
current to the primaries is provided by capacitors and
switching devices (Fig. 3). Each transformer is energized
only while the beam passes through it.

We now return to the question of cost.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR POWER PRODUCTION

To understand why accelerators are attractive for
fusion, it is necessary to examine the requirements that
must be satisfied by any commercial power plant. We
consider three general issues relevant to nearly all power
plant technologies: environmental acceptability, total
plant capacity (usually roughly proportional to plant cost
C), and the cost of electricity re.

Although ail methods of energy production have some
environmental impact, fusion should be acceptable Fu-
sion plants can, in principle, be several orders of magni
tude better than fission reactors in limiting undesirable
production of long-lived radioactive isotopes.1

As mentioned e*.Her, the size of a fusion device is
important. Power companies prefer plants of small cosi

Induction Core

\
Capacitive

Energy Storage

I
Switch

Fig. 3. The induction linac as a series of transformers with the beam acting as the secondary.
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and capacity. There are several reasons for this prefer-
ence. Large power plants, costing perhaps several billion
dollars, can severely strain the capital assets of even large
utility industries. Moreover, large plants, which offer little
flexibility in terms of siting and market size, are slow to
construct (a major problem for the nuclear industry) and
produce large perturbations on the power grid when they
go off-line. Perhaps more importantly, high cost can be a
severe impediment to the introduction of any new energy
technology.

The third consideration, cost of electricity, can be
illustrated conveniently with total plant cost in two
dimensional space, as shown in Fig. 4. Consider a
reference point located at C equal to 2.5 x 10' dollars and
re equal to 50 mills per kilowatt hour. If either h plant or
electricity can be made more economically, it is
beneficial; therefore, the areas labeled 'better" and
"worse" are clearly better or worse, respectively, than the
reference point. The situation is not as clear in the areas
labeled with question marks. For example, a utility might
choose to incur higher plant capital costs to reduce the
price of electricity.

We now examine the features of a power plant that
would enable us to move in the "better" direction, and
one ICF feature is particularly attractive. The driver and
reaction chamber are relatively independent components,
and the fusion energy release occurs in a volume of space
smaller than the volume of a pea. The energy yield of
each target can be varied by large factors; the plant
capacity can be varied by even larger factors by adjusting
both the yield and the pulse repetition rate. Thus, in
principle, there is much flexibility in the design of ICF
plants, ana small plants are possible. For this feature of
ICF to be useful, the dpver and .eactor chamber must be
inexpensive >o i*i the cost of electricity can be low.

The size and cost of a reaction chamber are related
directly to target yield so that smaller yield means smaller
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cost. Also, both target yield and driver cost decrease with
drive, energy. Thus it should be economically advan-
tageous to reduce driver energy and, at the same time,
increase the driver repetition rate to obtain the desired
thermonuclear power output. There are, however, limits
to this strategy. One is the maximum repetition rate at
which the driver can operate. Another involves the
product of driver efficiency x\, target energy gain G, and
the efficiency e of the reactor and turbines. A simplified
power flow diagram of an ICF power plant is shown with
these parameters in Fig. 5. Clearly r|Gt must exceed
unity to produce any net power. Because € is typically
about one-third. n,G i:. required to be greater than three.

To have enough net power to be economical, it is
commonly assumed that r|G must exceed about 10. In
reality, the lower limit for r|G depends on the cost of
drivers, reaction chambers, turbines, generators, and so
forth. The simple criterion of n.G < 10 is adequate here.

Target gain calculated as a function of driver energy3 is
shown in Fig. 6. These curves are based on single-shell
targets, and the range shown is appropriate for both
heavy-ion accelerators and short-wavelength lasers.
More complex multiple-shell targets give somewhat
higher calculated gain, but the physics uncertainties are
larger and fabrication is apt to be more difficult. Figure 6
shows that attempts to lower driver cost by decreasing
driver energy also decreases target gain G; 'he require-
ment for T]G can then be met only if the driver has high
efficiency T|.

Quantitatively, we expect that r| should be about 0.25
for heavy-ion accelerators. We could then satisfy our r\G
criterion with target gains as low as 40. By contrast, a
KrF laser is unlikely to have an T\ that exceeds 0.05,"
which would require a target gain in excess of 200. Using
the top curve in that figure, we see that a gain of 40 can
be achieved with an input energy of 2 MJ so that the yield
would be about 80 MJ. On the other hand, to achieve a

"Since this document was prepared. Los Alamos advances in KrF
technology indicate that efficiencies of over 10% are possible.

Fig. 4. Cost considerations for z" electric generating plant. Because
the cost of electricity is approximate!/ proportional to electric output
divided by capital cost, sloping lines (two of which are shown)
correspond to constant electric output. The point represent a typical
fusion power plant design. Heavy-ion fusion is attractive because it
has many attributes that might allow power planls to operate in the
region labeled "bef.er."

2 4

Capital Con ot Plan, C iGS)
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Driver

Pellet

- ijGeFP = P
iGcF = 1
r?Gf= 1/F

Fig. 5. A simplifuu power flow diagram for an ICK plant. Of the
power P coming from the turbines, a fraction F is recirculated ( P j ,
and a fraction (I-F) becomes the useful power generated by the plant
(P,^). The equations show the relationship between F and the product
of dnvtr efficiency n, target energy gain G. and the efficiency t of the
reactor anri turbines.

gain of 200 requires more than 20 MJ of input energy,
and the corresponding yield would be greater than 4000
MJ. Thus, the size and cost of a reaction chamber is
expected to depend strongly on driver efficiency. Because
KrF lasers are one of the most attractive laser candidates
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Fig. 6. Calculated target gain as a function of driver energy for single
shell targets. The range shown is apDropriate for both heavy-ior
accelerators and short-wavelength lasers. However, the high efficiency
of the heavy-ion accelerators should allow these devices to operate a
a gain of around 40 rather than at the gain of 200 expected for lasers
thereby lowering the size and cost of the reaction chamber.

for ICF. it is evident that high efficiency is a verj
important advantage of accelerators over lasers. Design
ing single-shell targets with gains higher than those showr
in Fig. 6 might be possible. Indeed, some current esti
mates of target gain exceed those shown; however, ever
the gains illustrated in the figure have not been demon
strated. Accelerator fusion has a larger safety factor thar
does laser fusion, based on these considerations.

Driver Requirements

Other driver features that enable one to move in thi
"better" direction are reliability and durability. Lov
reliability increases the cost of electricity because I
reduces the output of a given capital investment. Gooc
durability is important because high repair and replace
ment costs increase the cost of electricity. The drive
features necessary for economically exploiting th>
favorable flex-bility of ICF are

1. low cost,
2. high repetition rate.
3. high efficiency.
4. reliability, and
5. durability.
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These five features lead us io the consideration of
accelerators as inertial fusion drivers. Features 2 through
3 have either been demonstrated at existing accelerators
or appear to be reasonable extrapolations of existing
technology.

The cost of accelerators, the first item on the list, has
been, and remains, an issue. It might be possible ia build
a 3-MJ accelerator for about five hundred million dollars.
Although this compares favorably with proposed laser
system , pursuing cost reductions is still very important.

There are additional requirements that must be satis-
fied. Some of these, such as favorable implosion
dynamics, are nearly driver-independent and are dis-
cussed elsewhere in this review. However, three driver-
dependent requirements are discussed here:

1. high peak power,
2. an ability to focus the beam, and
3. acceptable physics for the beam-target interaction.

Peak beam power greater than 10'4 watts is required,
as noted earlier, and this has not been demonstrated at
existing accelerators. The second requirement, the ability
to focus the beam, is related to high power. Target gain
decreases with increasing focal-spot radius—at least for
focal radii greater than 1 or 2 mm. Adequate focusing
has been demonstrated at existing accelerators but never
at the power levels required for ICF. These two require-
ments are discussed if the next section.

The interaction between beam and target must behave
properly, in that the beam must be absorbed bin must not
penetrate too deeply into the target Moreover, the beam
must not produce secondary particles or photons that
preheat the fuel and prevent efficient compression. The
beam-target interaction has been a critical issue for laser
fusion, and some laser-light wavelengths are almost
certainly unacceptable for ICF applications. Discussion
of the interaction physics follows the next section.

HIGH POWER AND BEAM FOCUSING

High power and beam focusing are related because,
although sinple ions can be aimed with very high
precision, the mutual interaction of a large number of
charged particles (space-charge forces, for example) com-
plicates matters. This mutual interaction is also a prob-
lem for acceleration. During acceleration the beam must
be held together both transveisely and longitudinally by
applied focusing fields. Tra.nsvers" focusing is usually
provided by electrostatic or magnetic lenses. Long-

itudinal focusing is provided by time-varying accelerating
fields. If beam power or current ts increased, the repulsive
space-charge forces of the beam ultimately overpower the
applied focusing fields. In some cases the interaction of
the beam with the accelerator structure can produce,
instabilities that limit the beam power to values far lower
than the limit set by the lens strength.

Phase-Space Density

Liouviile's theorem also sets important limits on power
and focusing. As it is usually applied to accelerators, this
theorem states that the six-dimensional phase space den-
sity of ions at the end of the accelerator cannot exceed the
phase-space uensity at the ion source. (Beam-cooling
mechanisms that violate this condition do not seem
applicable to heavy-ion fusion.)

The target radius limits the two transverse spatial
dimensions of the focused bear. For a R '̂ep energy, the
peak power requirement limits the longitudinal extent of
the beam. Because of effects such as third-order aberra-
tions, v.."; it can be realized with focusing lenses puts an
upper limit on the angular divergence of the beam
approaching the target Because angular divergence is
roughly proportional to transverse beam momentum, this
translates to corresponding upper limits on transverse
beam momentum. "Chromatic" aberrations of the lens
system (the fact that ions of different momenta have
different focal lengths) place an upper limit on the spread
of longitudinal momenta in the beam. Thus, the target
plus the final lens system place an upper limit on the six-
dimensional phase-space volume of the beam emerging
from the accelerator. This corresponds to a lo'ver limit on
the phase-space density of the beam because the number
of ions is fixed by target considerations. Fortunately, the
pnase-space density available from practical ion sources
is orders of magnitude larger than the lower limit so that
the LiouviRe consiraint can, ir. principle, be satisfied.
However, in all real accelerators there is some growth in
occupied phase volume.

For many applications it is useful to consider six-
dimensional phase :pace to be a product of three two-
dimensional phase spaces. The volume or area of each
subspace is referred to as emittance: the growth of
occupied phase volume, as emittance growth.

One important question for heavy-ion fusion is
whether the phase volume constraint can still be satisfied
in the presence of realistic emittance growth. There are
several potential sources of emittance growth. For rf
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linacs, a large number of turns are used in the storage
rings to obtain the required current amplificauon. In this
process of multiturn injection, some unoccupied phase
space is unavoidably mixed with occupied phase space
resulting in substantial emittance growth—probably a
factor of- 2 or more in each transverse dimension. This
source of emittance growth does not exist for induction
linacs.

Other pou-rual sources of emittance growth in both rf
and induction linacs include nonlinear space-charge
forces, imperfections in the accelerator, and instabilities
that involve interactions between the beam and the
accelerating structure or interactions between the beam
and any residual ?,as in the reaction chamber from the
previous explosion. Many of these effects have been
stud •-•••i anaiytica'Jy and numerically with encouraging
results, but perhaps the most encouraging comes from a
series of experiments in progress at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory.4 In these experiments it has been possible to
transport a highly space-charge-dominated beam through
a transport channel containing more than eighty elec-
trostatic lenses without observable emittance growth.

Experimental Results

As al! real beams have nonzero emittance. the particles
m a beam will, in general, not move exactly along the axis
of a transport channel. If a single ion is injected off-axis
(in position or angle), it oscillates about the axis with a
frequency (or wavelength) determined by its charge,
mass, and momentum and by the strength of the lenses
(restoring force). We call such oscillations betatron os-
cillations. If a large number of particles are injected into a
channel, their mutual repulsion works against the restor-
ing force of the lenses, and the wavelength and amplitude
of the betatron oscillations increase relative to the single-
particle values.

It is convenient to compare the relative importance of
the lens-focusing forces and the space-charge forces by
comparing the parameters that appear in the equation for
the betatron frequency u:

o : = u>J - I/leu,., (1)

Here co0 is the betatron frequency in the absence of space
charge, and ubp is the so-called beam plasma frequency
given by

)bp
(2)

where q and m are, respectively, the ion charge and m.
and n is the ion density of the beam. As ion density
space charge increases, the plasma frequency increas
reducing the betatron frequency. It wouid not be surpi
ing if beam instabilities occur when a>bp becomes co
parable to coo. Indeed, analytic theories, based on ide
lzed particle distribution functions, show that this is
case.

Another way of characterizing the strength of focus
is in terms of "phase advance." Most commonly,
lenses in an accelerator are quadrupole. These len
have the property of focusing in one transverse direct
and defocusing in the orthogonal transverse direction,
alternating the orientation of the lenses so that in ei
plane every other lens is focusing or defocusing, a
called alternating gradient channel is obtained. It is v
known in optics that when a focusing lens is preceded
followed by a defocusing lens of equal strength the
effect is focusing. Thus an alternating gradient chan
focuses in both transverse dimensions. Each pair
quadrupole lenses (including the contiguous lens spaci
is referred to as a cell. The change in phase of
betatron oscillations as the beam passes through one >
is called the phase advance per cell r , which is denotec
in the absence of space charge.

In general, small values for a/a0 are desirable beca
they correspond to high current. Unfortunately, anal\
theory predicts the onset of unstable regions as this rs
is lowered.

We now compare the results of analytic theory w.
the experiments performed at the Lawrence Berke
Laboratory. Figure 7 is a plot of a)bp

: as a function
a/o0 for various values of a0. The parameter eobp

: is u:
because, for a fixed ion charge, mass, and velocity, t
quantity is proportional to the ion density n and thu:
proportional to the current density of the beam. Note tJ
o/aa decreases from one to zero, that is, the ph;
advance per cell changes from the case of no sp;
charge (a = a0) toward the case of higher beam curre
(lower o/ao ratios). (The experiments were perforrr
with cesium ions at about 160 keV. The cell length v
30.48 cm so that oQ = 90° corresponds to ioD

: := 3 x 1
/sec2.)

In Fig. 7 the regions of ir- * :bility predicted by analy
theory are the dotted parts of the curves. Experimen
results are the rectangular areas, with stable regie
shown in black and unstable regions shown in whi
Remarkably, the beams are more stable than predicti
allowmg lower values of o/c0 than we thought possil
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pifc. 7. Beam stability. When we compare the results of analytic theory (curves) and the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory experiments Iboxes). we see that the beams are more
stable rh;ji predicted (noce the experimentally stable regions on the two lower curves). The
parameter u ^ is the plasma frequency, and wbp

: is proportional to the beam current
uensuy The parameter a measures the change in phase advance per cell of the betatron
oscillations; oo is the phase advance m the absence of any space charge (figure adapted
from Ref. 4).

severai years ago. Fortunately, the experiments are con-
sistent with recent numerical simulations that use more
realistic distribution functions than does ihe analytic
theory.

Tht. new results are encouraging because they imply-
that for a given emittance. the beam current can be
increased by a factor of a few over the value assumed
several years ago. In particular, for a given total beam
energy, higher current allows a reduction in the volume of
magnetic material required for the induction cores,
thereby lowering the cost. Alternatively, the new results
allow a decrease in phase-space volume for a givn
amount of magnetic material.

Even with these new. higher limits on transportable
power, other techniques must be developed to ensure the
generation of high-quality, well-focused beams carrying
the 10u watts required for 1CF. One of these tr.hniques
uses multiple beams, a second, "pressure windows."

Multiple Beams

For the required I0'4 watts, ii seems best, at present, to
accelerate each beam in its own focusing-lens system but

to use common induction cores. Thus each core shown in
Fig. 2 would have multiple beams going through it. The
experiments at Lawrence Berkeley wer? performed with a
single beam. Moreover, there was no attempt at long-
itudinal focusing or acceleration. Los Alamos and Law-
rence Berkeley are now constructing an experiment,
designated the multiple-beam experiment, to test these
features. About three years will be required to complete
the experiment.

Pressure Windows

Calculations show that space-charge forces are not
strong enough to prevent beam focusing; however, in-
stabilities may occur when the beam propagates through
residual material in the reaction chamber. As the beam
passes through the gas. a plasma is produced that might
generate some of the well-km • •. beam-plasma in-
stabilities. Most conceptual studies of heavy-ion-fusion
reactors avoid this issue by designing reactors with low
enough residual pressure (less than 10~3 to 10'" torr) that
insufficient plasma is formed to generate in;taKi'ities.!-6

This conservative approach may not be necessary. It has
been suggested that "'pressure windows" may exist where
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focusing is possible in the presence of gas.7 For example,
between about 10"3 and 10"' torr, we expect the so-called
two-stream instability to be a serious problem. However,
between about 1CT1 and 1 torr, the two-sfeam instability
should be collisionally suppressed, and propagation may
be possible. Between about 1 and 10 torr, enough plasma
is produced to charge neutralize the beam. In this case,
the magnetic fields of the beam may cause it to self-pinch
into a stable "pencil beam" that can be propagated to the
target. Pressures above 10 torr are inadmissible because
of multiple scattering.

In summary, present results on both high power and
beam focusing (that is, on the transport of ions to the
taigf-':! are cr.<:oura£ing. A multiple-beam experiment is
being built to test and refine these results. But what
happens once the beam reaches the target?

BEAM TARGET INTERACTIONS

The stopping of charged particles in matter has been
studied for about 70 years. The simplest theories that just
calculate the energy transferred by bin.?ry Coulomb
collisions from the beam ions to the electrons in the
stopping medium explain the principal features of the
beam-target interaction. Although agreement between
theory and experiment is excellent at low intensities, it has
not yet been possible to test the theories with fusion-
intensity beams. However, as binary Coulomb collisions
must occur, even with intense beams, the range of ions in
a fusion-intensity beam is unlikely to be substantially
larger than calculated. Thus the range of ions is not a
major issue in the assessment of heavy-ion fusion, al-
though more accurate range information will ultimately
be required to optimize specific target designs. A more
urgent issue is whether the beam-target interaction will
generate panicles or photons that excessively preheat the
target fuel.

Typical high-gain targets with deuterium-tritium fuel
can tolerate about 105 J/g of preheat energy in the fuel.
For fusion, a target requires about 10' joules of beam
energy per gram of fuel. The mass of the fuel is usually i0
per cent of the total mass of the target. Thus, if the
preheat is deposited uniformly throughout the target,
preheat energy less than about 0.1 per cent of the total
beam energy is acceptable. In the following discussion,
we pessimistically assume that all energy deposition in
the fuel occurs early enough to contribute to preheat.

Secondary particles or photons capable of penetrating
deeper than the ion beam might be produced through the

electromagnetic interaction as "knock-on" electrons anc
ions, electrons from plasma instabilities, bremsstrahlung
and x rays. Likewise, the nuclear interaction rriigh
generate such products as charged nuclear debris
gamma rays, and neutrons. We will examine thes<
possibilities separately.

Knock-On Electrons and Ions

These are secondary charged particles generated it
elastic collisions between ions in the beam and electron
or nuclei in the ta-get. We can calculate the maximun
kinetic energy that an electron could get from an ion in ;
head-on, nonrelativistic collision. Then, using standan
range-energy tables, we can show that the maximun
electron range is always less than the range of the ion tha
produced it. Thus knock-on electrons cannot generat
preheat.

What about ions? When we examine the effect of th
field of an ion in the beam a id compare the transfer c
kinetic energy from such an ion to either electrons or ion
in the plasma, we find that, because of the difference i
mass, the energy loss to ions is about 10"4 times iowe
than it is for electrons. Thus, nearly all the beam energy ;
transferred to electrons, but, as we saw above, their rang
is too short to cause a preheat problem. On the othe
hand, although knock-on ions will penetrate further, th
maximum energy that they could get from the beam is a
order of magnitude lower than 0.1 per cent of bear
energy deemed acceptable for preheat. Thus, knock-o
ions should not cause a problem.

Electrons from Plasma Instabilities

Some work has been done in this area but more
needed. Generally, calculations show that if instabilitie
do exist, they do not accelerate many electrons t
velocities substantially greater than the beam velocity
The electron velocity must exceed several times the bear
velocity before the electron range exceeds the ion-bear
range. Therefore, few electrons from plasma instabilitie
could penetrate into the fuel.

Bremsstrahlung

This radiation would be generated primarily fror
knock-on electrons. The fraction of electron energ



radiated as bremsstrahhmg depends on the energy of the
electrons and the atomic number of the target material.
For typical electron energies and target materials, the
bremsstrahlung is smaller than 0.1 per cent of the
electron energy. Thus, bremsstrahlung is not a problem.

X Rays

When the incident ion excites bound electrons, x rays
can be produced. By considering the x-ray absorption
opacities of typical materials in a target and making the
outrageously pessimistic assumption that all the beam
energy is converted into x rays, we can calculate an upper
limit on the energy absorbed per unit mass. For a typical
target, the beam deposits about 107 J/cm :. Because
thermal \ rays are copiously produced at energies of 1
keV or less and are usually accounted for in the target
design, only x rays in the 10 to 100-keV range need be
considered for preheat. At these energies, the absorption
opacity of the fuel is about 0.01 cm : g so that only 10J

J g would be absorbed m the fuel if all the beam energy-
went into such x rays. Therefore this source of preheat is
unimportant.

Charged Nuclear Debris

Cross sections for nuclear reactions ars never much
larger than simple geometrical cross sections, which give
mean free paths of 10 to 100 g. cm:. Because the ranges
of typical ions are 0.01 to 0.1 g cm :—a factor of 100
lower, only 1 per cent of the particles is involved in
nuclear leactions that might generate charged nuclear
debris. Detailed calculations show that preheat from this
source is acceptable.

Gamma Rays

As in the case of energetic x rays, the absorption
opacity is so small for gamma rays (about 0.1 crrr.'g at a
typical energy of 1 MeV) that fuel preheat would not be a
problem even if all the energy of the interacting nuclei
were converted to eainma ravs.

Neutrons

The mean free pa'.h of neutrons in deuterium-tritium
fuel is several grams per square centimeter, which cor-

responds to an effective absorption opacity of several
tenths. Thus a calculation identical to that for gamma
rays again gives acceptable preheat.

The tentative conclusion is that the interactions are
compatible with the requirements of ICF.8 Nevertheless,
it seems prudent to test this conclusion before building a
full-scale fusion accelerator.

Los Alamos and Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory plan
to build a test accelerator capable of providing a defini-
tive test of the beam-target interaction.''110 This test
accelerator and its associated experimental program are
designated the high-temperature experiment. The comple-
tion of the accelerator is currently planned for 1989 or
1990.

The high-temperature experiment will not test just the
beam-target interaction. It will also provide a facility for
studying beam focusing. The high-temperature experi-
ment, which will develop and test accelerator technologv
at a level beyond the multiple-beam experiment, will still
not be large enough to produce significant fusion energy.
It will provide engineering and cost data that are essential
to a sound evaluation of the promise of heavy-ion fusion.

Present theory and experiments indicate that heavy-i^n
accelerators are well suited to inertial fusion power
production. Although lasers and light-ion diodes can
provide essential physics information in the near future, it
is the author's opinion that heavy-ion accelerators offer
the best prospects for commercial energy production.

The multiple-beam and high-temperature experiments
will go a long way toward determining if this opinion is
correct.
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PLASM* ArWATUIlE HAILGUN STUDIES

J.y . Parker, U.M. Parsona, C.E. Cuaalngs, ti.E. Fo*
U>3 Alaooe n a t i o n a l Laboratory

Los AlAffloa, MM 97515

I t has been nearly a decade ilnco the f l r o t plcsma
armature railgun experiments at AMU. Despite exton-
91/8 development work during the lntarronelng years
tne plasma armature r a i l gun has not demonstrated the
nigh velocity performance which was gonerE11y an t i c i -
pated. In fact, only 3 " jndfa l or axperlmants have
exceeded the 5-9 km/9 velocity achieved a' ANU and tne
highest reported velocity 13 only 11 kto/s.

During the past year a detailed investigation or
plaa-aa armature r a i l gun por forcnance has boen carried
ou: 13 part of the HY.VAX program at Los Alamos. The
pr I.IC lpal results of this Investigation are:
' ' Asia*, ion of material from the walls Dy the plaama

armature is tne moat Important im i ta t ion on r a i l -
gun perrormance.

2 Ablation seta an upper l im i t to the velocity which
can 5e acnleved for a given r a i l geometry and op-
erating current, independent of project i le mass,
given Dy

v _ - L V 2 3 v,

al ly constant relat ing arc input power to mass
ablattan rate.

}' The current dlst- iSution in tne plasma arm-
ature varies rapidly wit n time and posltion so
tnat quasi-sta*. \z inodeli DT tne plasma armature
nav* l ia i ted u t i l i t y .
Nea- tne maximum v t loc l ty tne arc current d i s t r i -
bution can become very examples, exhibiting efrecM
such as; separatian from the project l i e . multiple
si-rant poatts. and rapid deceleration.

Tne resul ts sumrsar ised above ars supported By 2
large oody or experimental data taken on tne HY.VJU-1
" a l . g j i . HY'MX-I is a single atage, 11 mm. diameter
core device wltn an active !engtn of 2-75 oeters. The
pcwer supply comprises tnree independent capacitor
Snn< modulea wnicn can i» aequenced to provide a con-
t -a l led current, wavefora. Typical operating condi-
t.ons are; project i le mass of 1.0 to 1.5 grans,
l-.jsctlon velocity of 800 to 1900 ra/s, poa« current of

JO to 300 KA, and fina^. velocity of 2 to 4 km/s.
Dlagnostlcs Include tne usual voltage, current and

magnetic probe measurements. Significant Improvements
in our understanding of arc behavior nave resulted
f-ara using magnetic probes which srnae the r a i l cur-
rent. Recording tne integrated output or these prooes
provides a oeasure of the current, flowing In the ra i l s
a.: 6 to 9 positions along the barrel , thus providing
tsoth tempora.1 and spatial information about tne plasma
current d ist r ibut ion.

Ongoing experiments are addressing the affect of
ire materials on ablation phenomena with the goal of

.aprpved nigh velocity performance.
•rfor* performed under the auspices of the u.S. Dept.
of Energy.
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Evidence for Colllsiontl Damping in High-Energy Rsman-Scatlerinb

Experiments at 0.26 /im

R. E. Turner. Kent Estabrook. R. L. Kauffman. D. R. Bach,1'1 R. P. Drake, D. W. Ptullion.
B. F Lasmski. E. M. Campbell, W. L. Kruer, and E. A. Williams

Lawrencr Livermare \auonal u.aharaton', University of California. Livermore, California 94550
(Received 28 August

Experiments using I 5 Kl of 0.26-^m wavelength light to irradiate thin "burn-through" targets
show less stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) than similar experiments at 0.53 |im. Ths SRS Horn
high-Z lAul targets is j orders of magnitude less than SRS from low-Z (CH) targets irradiateu at
similar intensities These results are the first direct observation of collisional damping of ihe Ra-
man instability in riigh-Z argeis as predicted by theory and simulations.

PACS numbers 52 50 Jm i2 25 Rv. 53 J5 Pv. S3 JO Db

Raman scattering'"' ISRSI in laser-produced plas-
mas can generate high-energy electrons, which can de-
grade laser-fusion target gain. In nearly all previous
laser-plasma experiments, SRS has been limited by
steep density gradients, which restrict the phase-
matching regions to relatively small length-, However,
ihe reactor-size targets envisioned for future laser-
fusion experiments will produce much longer density-
gradient lengths. Here we report the observation of an
important alternative limiting mechanism, electron-ion
collisions, which can inhibit SRS.

In thsse experiments, uv laser li; ;t irradiates thin
films causing them to expand rapidly By the peak of
the 1-nsec laser pulse, the electron density is near res-
onance U, ,4) for the Raman5 and 2 w K ' instabilities.
Other instabilities that can produce hot electrons occur
near critical density \nc - IO : 'lM.O6 n m ) / \ o l ! <?"'
cm'] and are thus mostly excluded from these obser-
vations. With plas- (CH) targets, the fraction of the
incident energy sea red as Raman light is 5 times
smaller for irradiations with a laser wavelength (\o) of
0 26 (im than for 0.53 ^m. With Au targets, the de-
crease is more than 4 orders of magnitude. We use
theory and simulations to show that the suppression of
SRS with increasing laser frequency or target Z is due
to collisional damping of SPS.

These experiments used one arm of ihe ?4-cm-
aperture Nnvette laser An array of potassium dihy-
drogen phosphate crystals quadrupled the frequency of
the 1 05-jim laser light to produce >:p to 1 5 kJ of light
at 0.26-/im wavelength in a near Gaussian pulse of
0 9 - ! 2 asec full width at half maximum iFWHM).'
A frtjsk at the center of the lens and the chromatic
aberration of ihe / 4 focusing lens caused the uv light
to focus in a region free ff TI lesidual 1.05-^m and
0 J3->im light The expenmenlal intensities quoted
here are Ihe average laser power divided by the il-
luminated areu as determined from x-ray micrographs
U-ray cnergv of —1-1 5 keV) We define Ihe beam
dumeter. D, JS me FWHM of the *-ray intensity
Although ihe laser beam is known lo be nonuriform.0

and qualitatively less uniform than Ihe beam at 0 53

(im. localized regions of higher intensities should
enhance, not reduce, the growth of Raman scattering

The targets were 6-Mm-thick CH or 0.4-^m-thick
Au foils, supported on large washers. The thicknesses
were chosen, by LASNEX calculations, so that the max-
imum electron density on-axis would be slightly less
than nc/4 by the peak of iha laser pulse. The parabolic
density scale length:' are calculated to be 1500-
1000)\0 in both the axial and radial directions for both
CH and Au. The targets were irradiated at normal in-
cidence, with the focus in front of the target. The
focal-spot diameters were 300 to 3S0 fim, resulting in
average target-plane intensities of (1 -2 ) x 10" W/cm2

A streak camera and optical system, mounted
orthogonal to the laser beam, provided time-resolved
one-dimensional spatial images along the direction of
the laser axis.10 This instrument looked at the 313-nm
bremsstrahlung emission from both the front and the
back expanding plasmas. When the plasma is optically
thin (low-Z green exper -nts). this emission is pro-
portional to the line-averaged product of the density
squared and the square root of the temperature The
simulation line integrals are in good agreement. A
time-resolved optical specfometer measured the Ra-
man light scattered at 135° to the laser beam Calibrat-
ed pho'odiodes, filtered to look only at SRS from
below /7c/4 (0.35 Mm < A,, < 0.5 pm). measured the
absolute level of Raman-scattered hgh; .u various an-
gles (between 105° and 169° from the laser) Spec-
trcicopy verified that all Raman light emissions *er?
wiihin this range of wavelengths.

The results are summarized in Fig. 1 The error
bars enclose ail the data obtained during the experi-
ments. We estimate the absolute accuracy to be within
a factor of 2, the principal source of error arises from
the finite number 110) of photodiodes and the result-
ing uncertainty in the true angular distribition of the
scattered light. The data analysis is identical to thai
discussed by Drake el al. " Most of the SRS energy
was within 45° of direct backscatter. althouph no mea-
surements were made back '.hrough the / 4 lens

Figure 1 also shows the data iVom previous 0 53-Mm
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Measurement and Analysis of Near-Classical Thermal Transport
In One-Micron Laser-lnadiated Spherical Plasmas

A. Hauer, W. C. Mead, and O. Willi
Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos. .\ew Mexico H7S45

and

J. D. Kilkenny. D. K. Bradley, and S. D. Tabatabaei
Imperial College. London. United Kingdom

and

C. Hooker
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Chilton. Didcot. United Kingdom

(Received 10 August 1934)

Solid spherical layered targets have been uniformly illuminated at irradiances of 10" lo
1015 W/cmJ Extensive diagnostics including time-resolved x-ray emission and optical prob-
ing were used 10 determine the plasma ablation rale and the plasma blowoff conditions
Comparisons with hydrodynamic simulations show that (he thermal conduction is well
characterized by a flux limil / , - 0 08 ±0.02. with a steep temperature gradient The steep-
ness of the heal from was confirmed with lime-resolved spectroscopy

PACS numbers 52.25 Fj. S2.5O.Jm

Knowledge of energy transport from the region
of the laser-light absorption to denser portions of
laser-produced plasmas is crucial to an understand-
ing of the laser-induced ablation process.'"3 Exten-
sive recent computer simulation work3 has led to
the expectation that "classical" transport in spheri-
cal laser-heated plasmas can generally be approxi-
mated by flux-limited diffusion with a flux limiter
in the range o f / , = 0.06-0.2. Early work, largely
involving flat targets, indicated strong to moderate
inhibition of the heal flux relative to classical pre-
dictions.4 Some of the more recent work involving
spherical targets has indicated transport levels closer
to classical,5 with evidence of a penetrating foot in
one case* Other work indicates some flux inhibi-
tion even in spherical geometry.1

In the present experiment we have used a
comprehensive set of diagnostics to characterize the
plasma conditions and thermal transport in a spheri-
cally symmetric plasma. We have made time-
resolved spectroscopic measurements (using both
low- and moderaie-Z radiating ions) of the penetra-
tion of the heat front in spherical plasmas. In addi-
tion, we have used optical probing to measure
simultaneously the density profile of, and the mag-
netic field in, the underdense plasma. Comparisons
with hydrodynamic modeling show that (a) all ob-
servables are consistent with a high fl'n limil and
(b) the heat front shows ..o observable ut.

The targets used in this study consisted of solid
glass spheres ( — 160 jim diameter!, containing Si
and Ca (among other constituents), coated with

© 1984 The Amend

three layers: (1) CH (0.5 to 2.5 urn ttick). (2) Ai
(0.1 jim), and (3) CH (0.5 to 2.5 / im). The solid
glass ball prevented implosion of the target (and
subsequent inward movement of the critical sur-
face).

The targets were uniformly illuminated with the
six-beam, 1.06-/xm. laser facility at the Ruth-
erford Appleton Laboratory.' The six beams were
focused by / / I lenses with optical axes along the
faces of a cube. Incident irradiance levels were in
the range (1.5-15) x 1014 W/cm2 The laser pulse
had an approximately Gaussian temporal profile
with 0.83-ns full width at half maximum (FWHM)

The radial intensity profiles of the beams were
measured. Small-scale structure results in about
30% rms variation in intensity. The overlap of the
six beams and beamto-beam energy variation
resulted in about 50% (peak-to-valley) large-scale
"anatton in incident irradiance across the surface of
the sphere.'

The primary diagnostic of thermal transport was
time-resolved x-ray line spectroscopy. X-ray line
emission was observed first from ihe thin alumi-
num layer (sensing temperatures of 200-350 eVl
and later from the silicon ( ~ 250-400 eV) and cal-
cium ( — 500-700 eV) in the glass ball.'"

X-ray emission from the target was dispersed
(with a thallium acid phthalate crystal) onto the slit
of a streak camera covering 1 7 to 2.4 eV The
spectral and temporal resolutions were about 500
U / i A ) and 50 ps. respectively A seventh laser
beam with very short duration ' — 100 psl was used

an Physical Society 2563
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SUPRATHERMAL ELECTRON GENERATION TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION IN

CO2 LASER IRRADIATED TARGETS

Allan Hauer, R. Goldman. R. K r i s t a i , H. A. Yates,
H. Mueller, F. Begay, 0. van Hulsteyn, K. M i t c h e l l ,
J . Kephart, H. Oona, E. Stover, J . B r a c k b i l l , and
0. Forsiund

Los Alamos National Laboratory
University of Cal i forn ia
Los Alamos, NM

ABSTRACT

In CO; laser interaction with matter most of the absorbed
energy is initially channeled into a hot electron distribution.
In many cases, resonance absorption is thought to be the
dominant mechanism producing this distribution. Stimulated
scattering may also play an important role.

In the coronal region of the laser plasma, hot electrons
suffer losses that fall into two basic categories. First, hot
electron energy is used in the sheath to accelerate fast ions.
In some cases this can be a very efficient process. This is an
important interaction, since some ICF concepts use energetic
ions as the drive mechanism. The other coronal loss mechanism
is the loss of energy to cold electrons through the drawing of a
return current. Some aspects of the absorption and coronal loss
processes will be illustrated by experiments on 1aser irradiated
shells.

Experiments on both axial and lateral energy transport and
deposition in spherical targets are described. A variety of
diagnostics have been used to measure hot electron transport and
deposition including bremsstrahlung and inner shell radiation
and soft x-ray temperature measurements. Self-generated
electric and magnetic fields play an important role in the
transport and deposition of the hot electrons. In some cases
distinct patterns of surface deposition consistent with magnetic
field configurations have been observed.
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Determination of laser Intensity and hot-electron temperature from fastest
Ion velocity measurement on laser-produced plasma

T. H. Tan, G. H. McCall. and A. H. Williams
University of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos. Sew Mexico 8 /'5*5

(Received 8 June 1982; accepted 3 August 1983)

Measurements of the velocity of the fastest ion emitted by a CO .-laser-produced plasma were
made, and it was found that the relationship between velocity and laser flux was given by V
- 5.7 x 10* A ,"* for singie~beam illumination. Comparison with computer simulation, ion

velocity spectrum, and x-ray data indicate that the hot-electron temperature is given by 7\
= 7.5 x 10" '* V1. Measurements of emission from multiple-beam experiments and from

experiments at i .06^m wavelength ire also described. Some simple models are used for
discussion and correlation of the daia

J. INTRODUCTION

When a high-intensity laser beam interacts with matter,
electrons play a primary role in absorruiun ot light and in
energy transport The hoi-electron distribution which re-
sults from the interaction depends on the laser pulse shape,
power, focusing conditions, and wavelength, and therefore
the measurement of hot-electron temperature provides im-
portant information about the interaction dynamics or the
laser focusing and pulse quality Determination of hot-elec-
tron temperature by measuring the slope of the high-energy
way continuum spectrum* has been J generally accepted
technique fnr tow-iaser-intensity inrer-iriion. Aj high inten-
sity, however, the presence of substantial background noise
and the instrumental limitation in energy discrimination can
affect the arcuracy of actual x-ra> energy spectrum deter-
mination. In addition, the copious emission of fast ions from
the laser-produced plasma coir -.< dies the correlation of ihe
'-ray specirum wuh the actual source hot-electron distnbu-
'.ion On the other hand, because of" the collective behavior s*
plasma, the motion jf the .101 electrons can generate an ex-
tremely high -Icc'.rostaiic potential which results m the
emission of" uUr^l'ast ;ons l J Therefore, we can expect the
fas!-ion expansion to correjaie closely with the hot-electron
distnbutiun.' Thus, the study of fast .cms provides another
means to probe quantitatively the hot electrons generated in
the plasma In this paper, we shall demonstrate expenmen-

tally that '.he fastest-ion velocnv does, in fact, uniquely cor-
relate with singlc-bram laser flux on target, and that by an
empirical fit and an analytical model, ihe temperature / ,
that characterizes the hot-electron energy distribution can
also be inferred Relevant x-ray measurements, wa'-elenfcth
>calmg, and the effects of muhibeam illumination on hot-
electron distribution determination have be;n examined and
will be included m the discussion

II. FASTEST ION VELOCITY MEASUREMENT AND
LASER INTENSITY ON TARGET

Figure 1 showman oscilloscope trace of a typical fast-inn
Mgnai from a CO:-laser-produced plasma measured with i
scintillator-phoiomul'iplier detector" which can detect a
single ion. Many such detectors have been fielded, and ihcir
distances t'rom the target range from I 5 to 3 m. The writing
>p«d of the oscilloscope is set between 10 to 100 nsec per
di\ision The first pulse is produced by \ rays generated in
the plasma and is useful as a zero-time fiducial. The last-
nstng ton signal i* characteristic of a plasma produced h\ a
fast-rising laser pulse, jnd the nse time can be ustd as a laser
diagnostic If the mam laser pulse is preceded bs a low-inten-
suv precursor, such as from a prepulse or prelase. the ion
MgnaJ nse time is •iignificanlK longer than for the case shown
in Fig. I. probably because of a chang*. :n plasma -,cale
length- The sharp nse also shows that there is .i maximum
ion velocity.

Figure Z shows the distribution of the fastest-inn veloc-
ity C as a function oi laser intensity for flat and spherical
targets illuminated by a sngie beam at I0.or«m wavelengtr.
-sing three laser systems at the Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory SBS, a single-beam prototype; Gemini, a two-beam
prototype, and Helios": Each system overlapped in in'ensity
and puise length with the next-ingher energy sysicm Energy
on target ranged from 0 5 to 1000 j . and pulse lengths
"FWHMl ranged from 0 b to 1 b nscc. Focal spot diameters
ranged from 7(1 to UO^im. The data, shown in Fig 2. were
L.-<?mro'ied sjmp'es where the beam spot diar^ » which en-
circlrd SO r̂ of incident laser energy was n-....,_red at the
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Return-Current Heating ind Implosion of Cylindrical CO2-Laser-DriTen Tarfeli

A. Hauer and R. J. Muon
Lot Alamos National Laboratory. UnitmUy of Calif omit. Lol AUmot, NIK httilca 87S4S

(Received 1 April 1983)
Tfce Halloa laaar avetem has lots, uaed to dellvar 2.3 U to tha eappad tod ot 0.75-mm-

loBt, lao-um-dlam hollow roda ot 3-|im wall ihldmaaa. Soft-x-ray plnhola plccurea d»m-
oiiatrala tha iiyllndiicai Imploalon of thaaa targeta. Tha measured UO-«V cora tampera-
turaa from toe flltarad picturaa tad tha 7xio'-cm/a collapaa velocity from optical atraak
photographs ara conalatant with hutlog bj t 0.8 < 10'-A return currant, representing; the
recycling cf 15% of tha hot-electron emlulon.

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jni, 52.25.fl, 52.30. <r, 52.70.-rn

At Intensities which exceed 10" W/cm' most
ol the energy absorbed from CO, lasers goes di-
rectly Into a relatively small number of highly
energetic (>200 keV) suprathermal electrons.'
This energy must be transferred to a much larg-
er number of localized thermal electrons to ac-
complish laser fusion. Since direct classical
coupling of the suprathercnals to the background
plasma has proven inefficient, we have initiated
an effort to use the self-generated fields in spe-
cialized targets to Improve the energy transfer.
Charge imbalance develops as suprathermals
leave a laser spot. The resultant £ fields can
draw a return current, ii' an appropriate path is
provided. Benjamin el al.* have demonstrated
the existence of these currents, and their ability
to heat a target support stalk. This Letter re-
ports the first experimental results from targets
designed to use the return currents to heat and
implode a thin-walled hollow cylinder—to pro-
duce a micro Z pinch.

A acnematic of the "augmented return current"
(ARC) targets used in the experiments is given
in Fig. 1. Four tightly focused CO,-laser beams
from the Los Alamos Helios laser system im-
pinge on the capped end of a long hollow, low-Z
cylir-if ;•, coated with a chin layer of metal (gold
or aluminum). The cylinder is mounted at the
center of a large high -Z disk. Suprathermals
generated at the focus will drift toward the disk
in the plasma surrounding the cylinder. A ther-
mal return current is drawn back along it." wails.
Resistivity of the walla results in Joule heating
of the thermala. The B field from the resultant
current loop can implode and further heat the
cylinder.

Experiments were performed on targets with a
var-.ety of diameters and lengths. The smallest
cylinders were matched to the minimal laser
spot diameter. Their length was set at roughly 5
diameters to maximize the aspect ratio for cur-

rent-related effects, under the constraint of
minimum mass—for maximum temperature gain
from energy deposition. The minimum wall
thickness was set by limits on structural integ-
rity. The metal layer was added to provide a
brighter signature in x-ray ptnhole pictures. The
earlier experiments' recorded currents from
electrons escaping to the walla of the target
chamber. The ARC targets were designed to
augment this current through the axial alignment
of the cylinder and beams, with a cylinder much
thicker than the earlier 10-jjn stalks, and with
the addition of the collector disk for possible
suprathermal entrainment. The presence of
thermoelectric, Vn x VT B fields has been recog-
nized for some time.'"' The cylindrical return
currents and any pinch effect should serve to en-
hance these fields. Suprathermal drift down the
cylinder' is consistent with a B field, directed
as in Fig. 1, and with an outwardly directed £
field for containment of the electron cloud. The
axial £-field component, drawing the return cur-
rent against resistivity, introduces a "tilt" in
the E »fl drift, which should aid capture of the
suprathermals by the cylinder wall. Alternative-
ly, the B field around the cylinder should help to
shield its interior from suprathermal preheat.9

The return-current effects discussed here will
be reduced to the extent that deposited energy is
lost to fast-ion blowoff. However, cylindrical
geometry may serve to reduce fast-ion losses,
aa compared to those from foils,8 since the area

CO 2

LASER

BEAMS

lc fliturn eltcTrofil

FIG. 1. Sketch of the ARC -jr^et lesign.
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Detailed observation and analysis of radiation from high-density laser-imploded targets

Allan Hauer
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Uniuersiry of California. Los Alamos, Sew Mexico 87545

K. G. Whitney, P. C. Kepple, and 1 Davis
U.S. Saval Restarck Laboratory, Washington, DC. 20i'5

IReeeived 22 November 19S2I

High-energy CO, User radiation liu been used to impkxic gu-filled iphencal targets to very high
densities 110" < it, < 10" cm " '1 and temperature I - BOO eV). The imploded gai wai coispoHd pn-
inanly of DT with a small imoum of argon teed. The detailed observation of radiation from the ar-
gon was a primary diagnostic jf the imploded-pUsma conditions. An extensive analysis of the emit-
ted argon spectrum provides a rich source of information on plasma parameters. In most cases one
jould not assume local-thcrmorivnamic-equilibnum conditions. A very detailed colhsional-
radiativc model was constructed in order to analyze the spectrum. In view of the complexity of the
calculations th»t (lad to be performed and the care needed in data acquisition and procr ng. the
agreement between theory and experiment was very good.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lascr-dnven implosions have produced high-tem-
perature compressed plasmas with densities comparable *o
or greater than ordinary solids la few g/cm !) . ' ~> A whole
new regime of very high-density, high-temperature plasma
conditions has thus been opened for laboratory investiga-
tion.

The production of very nigh-density compressed plas-
mas is central to the inemal-confinement fusion concep:
Analysis of the radiation from these dense plasmas is an
important source of information on their conditions. This
analysis ma>. however, involve relatively complicated
modeling technique In this paper we describe techniques
that have proved useful in ihe modeling of radiation from
compressed plasmas with a density of a few gm/cm ' The
experiment anaivzed here has been reported previously ;

In Fig. . we show a tvpical target us«! tn high-
compression laser-implosion experiments. The targets are

-H, Puasr

FIG i
plosions

Target u«ii ui produce high JenMl> Lverdnven i

imploded by irradiating them with high-intensity C O r

laser light from the Los Alamos National Laboratory
Helios laser facility. Laser energy on target ranged from
3 - 6 Id and the half width of the pulse was 600-800 ps.

Within the urge: is a glass shell Tilled with a variety of
gases; DT is used as the fuel for thermonuclear bum.
Spectroscopic diagnosis of plasma temperature and densi-
ty is accomplished by seeding the DT fuel with a small
amount of higher Z material, such as neon or argon.
Analysis of line emission from the higher Z material is
one of the most direct diagnostics of compressed density

The thick layer of plastic surrounding the glass shell
reduces the preheat ni the fuel due to suprathermal i - 100
keV! electrons and allows an ablative implosion of the
shell In earlier work of this type* only the thin glass shell
was present Long-mcrn-free-path electrons tended to
uniformly heal and tuus explode this shell. In the present
work a slower less explosive implosion; has produced con-
siderably higher densities of the order of 20 times the
liquid density.

In Fig. 2, we show the general features of argon emis-
sion from highly compressed plasmas. The top trace was
taken with an exploding pusher target irradiated by about
3 5-kJ User energy on target and represented a compressed
electron density of about 9 x 1CP cm " '. The middle trace
was obtained from a target with a coating of 25-/jrn
CH; » iand 4.5-ld laser energy on target). The

•.•'impressed electron density here is about 4 * 10:' cm *'
The final trace was produced by a target with 50-/im
CH ; i , coating and about 5.8 Id of laser energy The

compressed electron density is about 7 < IO:! cm " ' In the
experiment represented by the top trace of Fig. 2 the laser
heals the glass shell directly; lines due to calcium and po-
tassium, which are impurities in the glass, are excited.
When a layer of about 25 pm of plastic is added these
lines are suppressed.

The densities in these experiments1 were measured pn-
manly by fitting time integrated .way spec;ral profiles to
theoretical calculations. The theoretical calculations were
made lor specific densities and did not attempt to take

JB 1*3
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latently-Dependent Afcawption In 1O.*V« Lucr-IIIamiiuted Spb*res
D, R. B»ch, 0. E. Casperson, D. W. Forslund, S. J. Gltotner, P. D. Goldstooe, A, Bauer,

J. P. Kerhart, J- M. K\afM, K. KtMl, C. A. Kyrata, K. B. Mitchell,
D. B. ma Hulsteyn, and A. B. Williams

UntorrtUj of CaUfmi*. Lot Almnn NUioml moratory, lat AUmot. Nn Mexico »K4S
UllMind T Man* IMS)

A* taMMlif dapadtB* of UMI ikMiptfea at l»* • lanr UaM on CO,-UMr-fu»lon
ta|*hibMilwml Ahwptt» oopMipb*"* !«>«««•» from »rt-S0» at io'<
W/«B' la wHr-40% «i 10tt W/om1, wtt most al ft* vtrtaftoa ommrrlnc •*«• »©" W/cm1.
Onmcra^.bat-rieetRHitSttpcKtasicataiaiVa*'*0 over the satire range. The
sbomptfcM wtttkiB is Wwrpntwl ti ntenowl f#MMBt Ateotptloo* St to mggwted thAt
u tatadQr la taetMa«d, ttw ormial nutko* 1m * • lrr«dUt«i n»lqo b
1$ tautohU, thereby permitting grater (urfaa* distortion and man favorable eowUng
enwflrlw for neaoant absorption.

PAC3 numlan: J3.3S.P», 9».as.Ra, 52.S0.Jm

The ibaorptlon of laaer energy la MI Important
factor In ttw overall performance of a laaer-fu-
iton target capsule. At the 10.6-fim wavelength
produced by CO, laaers, apherleal-iarget aJasorp-
tlon was previously shown to be in the range 20%-
Xft for intenaities s 10" W/cm' and belcw.1-' We
report twit the observation of an increase in ab-
sorption to as high as 60% when Intensity is in-
creased to 10" W/cm*.

The experiments reported here were done on
the Loa Alamos Nation*! Laboratory eight-beam
Helios CO, laser facility,1 at energies up to 5 kj.
The targets were gold spheres mounted on slen-
der glass stalks. The diameters were 0.3, 1,
and 2 mm, with wall thickness between 0.3 and
31 jim. Absorption was measured with an array

INTENSITY-10

n o . I. AbtorpdoB » Intensity for fold itsharu:
triuclaa, 0.3 nun dlam (9 «hoU>; cquaru, 1.0 mm
<UUB (SI (hots); dota, 1.0 mm diam ( « (aots). Error
bar i« avwaf* for all •hot* and tnchtdes th* itaudard
•MvUMoa of (ha Ttrlai* ciloriaetan. The curvet
tr* l a s t - i q i u m UoMr Ota to the data.

of fourteen calorimeters4 deployed around the
target chamber, et.ch sensitive to particle flux
as well as to x-ray photons; scattered 10-um
light is specifically rejected.

Figure 1 shows the absorption as a function of
intensity. The latter is varied primarily by de-
ioeusing and occasionally by total-energy varia-
tion'. Individual beam intensity at best focus is
computed with a 100-fim spot diameter containing
75% of the energy, and a pulse width of 0.75 na
(full width at half maximum). For all eight beams,
an energy-weighted average is used to determine
laser intensity. Defoeused intensity is obtained
from simple geometric considerations with an
f/2A beam expansion from the waist.

The data show a very clear doubling In absorp-
tion tor 0.3- and 1-mm-dlam spheres as inten-
sity Is increased from 10" to 10" W/cm1. The
effect is not as dramatic with the 2-mm spheres,
absorption increasing from 25% to only - 35% at
10" W/cm2. The variation with target diameter
may be an instrumental effect. Measurements of
the ion angular distribution on flat targets show
the presence of an ion plume in the direction of
the target normal. In the present experiments
the normal is nominally toward the laser focus-
ing mirrors. The ions involved are not collected
by the calorimeter system and may represent an
Increasingly significant amount of undetected ab-
sorbed energy as the target radius increases.
However, we cannot rule Out the possibility that
the diameter variation is real, a point which we
will return to later.

Additional supporting evidence for the intensity
variation has been obtained from scattered-light
measurements under single-beam illumination on
1-mm-diam targets. The y/2.4 focusing optics
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of Laue-geometry x-ray diffraction in the spectroscopy of
laser plasmas

Allan Hauer

!.U5.\lumen \-jluinpjl j ulNinilnrv I mvt-rsilv 'if Culifnrniti l.us.Uumus W w Mtfxicu H7545

Ri.-O- •tl M.irth II l'IH.1

..iui.- \ rav i rvsial .iillraiimn >>c inelrv "Hers a number of advanlaKKt fur thespeclniseupic diagnosis ul laser plea
j-p Applicaliuns >>t this ililtr:^'iii>n innlii:urali"n. -«ufh as ahsnrptirn ipectrnscupy. time-resulved spet'lruscupv

in.I i 'iv pi'ianzaliun mea>unrTienu tre described

Crystal x-rav spectroscopy has become a common and
useful diagnostic of laser-produced plasmas.' Most of
this wur1 has utilized what is termed Bragg-diffraction
geiimetiv. in which the x-ray-diffracting planes are
approximately parallel to the entrance surface. Laue
geometry utilizes diffraction t'rnm planes that are ap-
proximately perpendicular tu I hi; entrance surface.-'
The most important aspect of this geometry is that it
produces quasi-focusing, as shown in Fig. lla). All
wavelengths from a point source are diffracted to lie
(approximately) along the same line perpendicular to
the axis that passes through the source point and is
parallel to the diffracting planes.;

The focusing is not completely stigmatic for either
perfect or mosaic crystals. As is shown in Fig. Mb), the
\jndth of the diffracted bea.-n is governed by the thick-
ness of the crystal.1 The width of the diffracted beams,
anc' thus the approximate focusing resolution, is

where t is the crystal's thickness and I*H is the Bragg
ingle tii\ en i h'̂  limitation on the spatial resolution,
the quasi-focusing characteristic is still quite useful in
spectrograph desigi. Kinematic diffraction theory
^hows that ihe maximum diffracted intensity in the
Lane geometry m-i-urs when the crystal's thickness is
t u... where u,. is ihe linear nbsorption coefficient. A
niugh expression tor the resolution could thus be writ
ten as

w =
A hiijh-energy spectrograph utilizing this geometry

has already betn operated." In this paper several other
ideas are described for applications of Laue-geomelr\
diffraction to laser plasma spectroscopy.

One application of Laue diffraction is in absorption
^peclroM'opy The dense cumpre3.;?d core o' laser-
imploded plasmas mat sometimes he too cool to pro-
duce usable self-emission icy., lor diagnosis of cum-
pressed densitvl. lint* method uf di.î nuMn^ such
pkisina- u i HI Id hp to use .in i-xlerna! sui.ice ot radmtion
uiti rmpit '1 . ,ih^nrpi ion ^pei ir>.'scopv T h i s , however .

puses some problems for instrumentation. One wants
to probe a region of small spatial extent. Crystal dif-
fraction, however, requires an angular spread (given by
Bragg's law) in order to produce dispersion. In Fig. 2.
we show two Laue diffraction configurations that are
applicable to absorption spectroscopy. If the source is
small, the configuration of Fig. 2(a) is appropriate. In
Fig. 21a) diffraction from the second crystal is used to
protect the film from being blackened by direct radia-
tion from the main target. This configuration requires
the rather precise alignment that is characteristic of
double-crystal spectroscopy.- A small source may be
more appropriate for strong high-energy continuum
generation, since high laser flux will lead to higher
plasma temperatures. If a more distributed source of
x rays is employed, the configuration in Fig. 2(b) is ap-
propriate. The quasi-focusing geometry will efficiently
shield against background radiation (such as hard x rays
generated by the primary target itself).

We consider a typical example of the application of
ihe configuration in Fig. 2(bl. For a moderately dense
compressed core, probing with radiation in the region
nf 10 keV might be appropriate. Consider a band from
10 to 12 keV. For a Ge crystal (220 planes and 2d = -4.0
A), the Bragg angle would vary frum 13 to 15 deg. In
practice, the prnbe source cannol be located closer than

Kig 1 laiQuasi incusing produced !n -Laue-geumetrydif-
fract inn; nut of the plane nf this figure I he heam is diverging
The line '"ocus is normal in iht plane of ihe figure Ih/ Ulus-
i rath <n • if the el feet of crystal thickness on tocusing.

- I. ( t p r i c a l S i i c i e r . <•! A m e r i c a
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Experimental Evtfanet fee Sclf-Gramtti MtfMtlc Fiei.li ind Remote Energy DtfMltten
la Laser-Irradlatta1 Targets

M. A. Yates, D. B. ran Hulsteyn, H. Rutkowski, G. Kyrala, and J. U. BrackbUl
Los .4Iamoj National Laboratory, Los Alamos. New Mexico 87S4S

(Received I July 19821

ID a series of experiments using two-, four-, and eight-beam iu.6nicn-la»«r Irradia-
tion of a variety of target geometries, a significant amount of energy was found to be
deposited la regtona remote from the focal spots. The deposition patterns can be pre-
dicted with a self-generated magnetic field model.

PACS numbers: S2.S0.Jm

Lateral transport of energy away from laser
focal spots can play an important role in redis-
tributing energy deposition in laser-fusion tar-
gets. Work has been reported investigating the
qualitative' and quantitative' nature of this trans-
port. Recently, ualng a plasma simulation, Fors-
lund and BrackbUl3 have Identified convective
transport ot electrons In self-generated magnetic
fields as an Important mechanism for surface
transport in laser-Irradiated foils. In one simu-
lation with a laser intensity ot 5 x 1013 W/cm1 in a
60-Mm spot and a hot-electron temperature of 20
keV, peak fields of the order of 1 MG were calcu-
lated. The calculation has not been performed at
higher intensities comparable to those used in ex-
periment ( - 1 0 " W/cm3) because the code does
not handle the relativistic effects of the high-en-
ergy electrons generated at these intensities. In
general, the ratio of electron to magnetic field
pressure is of order 1 in a magnetized sheath
whose thickness is large compared with the e lec-
tron gyroradius. This Letter presents experi-
mental evidence for the nonuniformity cf energy
deposition predicted by the magnetic field model
in a variety of target geometries progressing
from flatj to cylinders to sphert»3.

From the simulations, a simple qualitative mod-
del has been developed. Briefly, the model de-
scribes lateral energy transport by electrons in
magnetic fields generated at the periphery of the
laser spot by lateral temperature gradients in
the corona. These gradients are maintained by
electrons confined and drifting in the magnetic
field, resulting in the convective transport of en-
ergy from the beam spot to the edge of the mag-
netized reg< i. The interaction of the magnetic
field and electrons produces a thermal magnetic
wave4 which propagates across the surface until
disrupted by fringing fields at the target edge or
by destructive interference with the wave propa-
gating from an adjacent beam.

A result of this description is that the higher-
energy electrons which transport energy away
from the laser spot are magnetically insulated
from the target surface. However, where ther-
mal magnetic waves from adjacent beams inter-
fere, as depicted In Fig. l(a), there is a magnet-
ic field null. At that point the electrons deposit
their energy into the target. We have performed
an experiment with two beams on a flat target
which dramatically shows this effect, as seen in
Fig. l(b). In addition, we have taken data in more
complex geometries which also show patterns of
deposition consistent with transpoii dominated by
self-generated fields.

All experiments were performed at the Helios
laser facility9 of the Los Alamos National Labora-
tory. This is a carbon-dioxide system with a

MAGNETIC
la) LASER SPOTS^ FmLO

FIG. I. Energy deposition region between two laser
beams aa (a) predicted by simulations using convective
electron transport in self-generated magnetic fields
and (b) recorded experimentally with an x-ray plnhole
camera from two beams spaced 1 mm apart on a flat
gold target.

1702 1982 The American Physical Society
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Acceleration of multl-spedes Ions In COj laser-produced plasmas:
Experiments and theory

Fred Begayand David W. Fonlund

Umutnily of California. Lot Akmm National Laboratory. Los Alamos. Nm Mtxico S7US

(Received 27 April 1981; Kcepled 10 May 1982)
Experimental tnd theoretical results on the properties of CO, laxr-induced carbon and
polyethylene (CH,) plasmas at laser intensities of - 1 0 " W/cm1 are presented. The Thomson
parabola technique is used to measure the ion velocity distribution in the underdense expanding
plasma which is collisionless and isothermal. A model which treats the problem of the
collisionless expansion of an isothermal electrostatic muhi-cold-ion quasineutral plasma will be
used to interpret the experimental results. Experiments and theory show that the effect of
hydrogen in the CH, target induces a cutoff in the carbon ion velocity distribution. Theory
suggests that acceleration field attenuation effects modify the behavior of these plasmas. Data
suggest that the space-time evolution of the ion velocity distribution is completed before an
ionizauon-recombination equilibrium is reached. Experimental results from the underdense
region are used to estimate plasma parameters near the critical surface, which show that the
presence of hydrogen in the target apparently greatly reduces the thermal temperature near the
critical surface, probably due to enhanced lateral energy transport.

I. INTRODUCTION

In laser-matter interaction experiments, a basic under-
standing of the dynamics of the expanding plasma in the low-
density coional region is essential to describe the effects of
interaction processes, such as laser absorption and scatter-
ing, on the implosion efficiency. The inertia] confinement
process must proceed with high implosion efficiency to
achieve successful thermonuclear fusion yields. The diver-
sion of absorbed laser energy from the implosion process to
the production of energetic ions and electrons and other
losses must be minimized.

Much attention has been devoted to the question of ex-
panding collisionless ton flows in laser-induced plasmas ' :

In these studies the properties of single-ion flows were inves-
tigated. The expansion into vacuum of a collisionless plasma
with two ion species was first treated by Gurevich et al.'

In this paper we propose a model which treats the ex-
pansion into a vacuum of a collisionless electrostatic plasma
with an arbitrary number of ion species. If the initial condi-
tions are properly chosen, the density and velocity flow solu-
tions in our model are in agreement with the density and
velocity flow solutions reported in Ref. 3. The model will be
tested with experimental data from laser-induced carbon
and polyethylene plasmas. In particular, we wish to examine
the effect of hydrogen impurities on carbon plasmas. We
have fousd that this work is the first to investigate both ex-
perimentally and theoretically the '.fleet of hydrogen impur-
ities on carbon plasmas.

Results from many investigations4 on typical density
and temperature profiles of the laser ablatinn process are
summarized in Fig. 1, where four regions have been denned
as a function of different states of mailer.

III The undisturbed solid III bounded by the shock front
|s|,

121 the shock compressed region I III bounded by the

ablative surface (a),
(3) the overdense heat conduction zone (III) bounded by

the critical density layer (c) and
14) the under dense expanding plasma IIV).
This paper will primarily report on the experimental

and theoretical results in region IV, where the undercfense
expanding plasma is collision-less and isothermal. We at-
tempt to determine the electron temperature in the low-den-
sity corona, how that varies with target material, and what
are the implications for energy transport.

Many CO, laser-matter experiments5 have been per-
formed at Los Alamos to investigate the effect of target im-
purities and surface contamination on the behavior of laser-
induced plasmas.

Experimentally, we observe that the pure carbon plas-
ma expands tsothermally, and that the C*4 ions do acquire
asymptotic kinetic energies of approximately 9 MeV. The
C*' and C** ions appear to self-consistently attenuate the
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FIG 1 Typical density-temperature profiles versus distance of the laser
iblttion process
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Surface plasma absorption In an Integrating
sphere at high optical flux levels

Richard Kristal
University of California, Los Alamos National Laborato-
ry, P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos, New Meiico 87545.
Received 2 March 1982.
0003-6935/82/1 U885-03S01.00/0.
•3 1982 Optical society of America.

Integrating spheres have been used in the past to make 4ir
scattered light measurements on laser irradiated targets.11

Prom these measurements absorption of laser light by targets
has been inferred. In investigating the extension of this
technique to higher-energy laser fusion measurements, a
strong nonlinearity was observed in the sphere response. It
takes the form of a saturation of the energy output signal as
the input energy is increased. The problem was traced to
optical breakdown of the walls of the sphere with significant
absorption occurring in the plasma generated on the walls.

A diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.
The sphere in 30-cm diam with a diffuse gold-coated interior
surface. Two laser beams enter the sphere through f/2*
entrance holtis. The laaer source waa the Loa Alamos Gemini
two-beam CO2 laser facility with a capability of up to —500

Fig. 1 Integrating sphere experimental configuration

100 2O0 JO0 «00 100 600 '00 SOO
TOTAL B E A M ENERGY ( J )

Fig. 2. Energy monitor I integrating channel) response vs total beam
energy. Solid curve is least-squares third-degree polynomial fit.
Dashed curve is computed from time-resolved dala normalized to the

polynomial fit at .100 J.

J/beam in a 1 naec pulse at X = 10.6 Mm. Two detectors were
used on the sphere, one integra'.ng and one time-resolved.
Both were pyroelectric but of different material and design.
The detectors were coupled by salt optics to baffled access
holes in the sphere. The sphere and optics were mounted
inside the evacuated target chamber (10-M0"5 Torr) in
which experiments were performed; the optical detectors were
mounted outside the vacuum chamber.

To use the sphere for target reflectivity measurements it
is calibrated in situ by firing the beams directly into the empty
sphere. The beams then impinge on solid copper diffuser
plates. In this mode and in ideal conditions the signal ob-

1 June 1982 / Vol. 21 . No. 11 / AfPLCD OPTICS 1885
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PHYSICS OF ELECTRONIC \HD \TOMIC COLLISIONS
S DautcUiluM
0 NonH-HoU»nii Publufuni Compin* I ^H :

SURVEY OF ATOMIC PHYSICS ISSUES IN EXPERIMENTAL
TNERTIAL CONFINEMENT FUSION RE5EARC*

Al1 an Hauer

Jnwers i t y a f " a l i f o r m a

I . J . T. 3uns
jdnd^ii National LaOoratorv

Atomic pncesses impact ~n<ir\y i f tne in te ra r t ions important to
m e n t a l confinement fus ion . Far example, t omza t ion of bouna
•flectran'i represent :>ne of f.ne primary stopping mecnanisms for
aotn ion^ ind e lec t rons , atomic processes are i l s o important in
predic t inq tne 3ena\nor of tne very dense plasmas *ruch are centra l
*o t^ie success of i n g r t i a l fus ion . Atomic sD^ctroscopy is an
'ronortant j iaqnost ic of ICF plasmas.

: n e r t i a 1 confinement fusion (ICF) requires the product ion of hiqn temoerature,
n'qn density aiasma. .aser dr iven implosions have, for example, tse^ ante to
aroauce glasma densi t ies of the same magnitude as ord inary so l ' ds (a few
g/c^ 3 ! (*ith temDeratures 3f tne omer of a k i l o v o l t . Atomic processes play
in important ro le " i the generation of such plasma cond i t i ons . »n add i t ion ,
i'comic spec'.roscopy ias oecome i " imoortant diagnostic of ICP plasma condi t ions.

:* 'Oi sources Jna accelerators , oeam orupagation, more e f f i c i e n t and J d r u o l e
-ave lenqn ' j se r^ , are c j c i a i prnbipms in the ICF f i e l d . Space does not ,
->s*ever, Dermit jea lu iq - u h tn i s very importdni component 2f tne ICF f i e l d .

- i g , ! , *e
r t i c ' e and '

te tne qsnera! nature of the in te rac t ions involved
wen compression.

i- 'qure I .
Schematic 3f Laser/^arr
"arget I n t e r a r t i o n

tne ;ase of U s e r l e a t m a , enerq^ is jnsorbefl at an el e c t r o n d e n s i t y
ne :r:t'Cd' value far the laser involved '\0^ cm-^ for C O ? , LD^l

3 N d : g l a s s : . Atomic p r o c e s s e s :an be quite important in tne 'oniza
e :
-3
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Two-Dimensional Simulations of Single-Frequency and Beat-Wave
Laser-Plasma Heating

D. W. Forslund and J. M. Kindel
Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos. Net Mexico 87545

and

W B. Mori, C. Joshi, and J. M. Dawson
University of California. Los Angeles. California 90024

(Received 9 October 1984)

Finite-beam, two-dimer.siona! panicle simulations of single- and double-frequency laser-plasma
healing are presented. In the single-frequency case, Raman backscauer and side scalier initially
heal the plasma. Even in the absence of strong forward Ranan scattering, strong subsequent elec-
tron heating is observed When two collinear laser beams with Aw - at, are used, a coherent plasma
wave hems the electrons to many megaelectronvolts. In the latter case, ion dynamics eventually
disrupts the heating process.

PACS numbers: S2.6S.-t-z. 52.25 -b. 52.5O.Jm

Recently there has been a great deal of interest in
underdense plasma heating by intense laser beams.1

In order to understand the various processes occurring
in such a plasma, we have carried out two-dimensional
(2D) mobile ion particle simulations using finite laser
beams incident onto a Urge-scale highly underdense
plasma. Previous ID simulations have indicated that
Raman backscattering (RBS) and forward scattering
(RFS) can play an important role in heating the elec-
trons to high energies in such plasmas. An important
question is whether the heating process is altered by
2D effects. Some of the 2D phenomena are Raman
side scattering (RSS), self-generated magnetic fields,
Weibel instabilities, whole beam self-focusing, and
filamemation. In this Letter we show that these com-
peting effects do indeed occur. Furthermore, at very
high laser intensities electrons can be strongly heated
even in the absence of coherent forward Raman
scattering.

In order to understand the energies of electrons pro-
duced in wave-particle interactions. 2D simulations of
beat heating of the plasma by two collinear lasers with
frequency difference equal to the plasma frequency
have been carried out. In this case a very coherent,
large-amplitude plasma wave is set up at wave number
kf - ka - k,. The time to saturation and the saturation
amplitude of the plasma wave electric Held is in
reasonable agreement with Rosenbluth and Liu's2

theory. This coherent plasma wave heats the electrons
to many megaelectronvoits and produces maximum
electron energies predicted by single-particle theory.3

The simulations were carried out using the particle
code WAVE on a Cartesian grid in the x-y plane. The
plasma is 60cAu, long in both x and y. The laser beam
has a cos'y transverse profile with zero amplitude at
10c/u.,and 50clu, in y. Other parameters are
7"./r ,- l . m,/m.-1836, and (2*77mc2)1 / 2-0.1.
Simulations were carried out with different laser and

plasma parameters to cover ihe parameter regime of
interest in both laser fusion and the plasma beat-wave
accelerator.1 As representative of these simulations,
we discuss two particular cases in th'' paper.

First, a single-frequency laser beam with an rms in-
tensity vo/c —0.8 and a rise lime r of 800/u, is inject-
ed from the left-hand boundary in the x direction into
a plasma with aio/w, - 5. Here Kn/c - e£,/mc<i>0 is the
quiver velocity in the laser field £, and ug/u, is the ra-
tio of the laser frequency to the plasma frequency. Ra-
man backscatter/stimulaied Compton scatter (SCS) is
first to appear with a broad frequency spectrum peaked
at frequency uo~up at time 300/w,,. The RBS/SCS
plasma wave "ith u./v lh—1.5 does trap and heat a
few electrons to a maximum energy of — 100 keV.
An interesting feature revealed by the 2D simulations,
as shown in the contour plot of Fig. 1 (a) even ai this
early stage, is the generation of a magnetic Held in
such an underdense plasma. At this early time, 300
x<u,~', the magnetic field is typically uc/<iir — 0.1
( ~ 200 kG for CO; parameters) and has a pattern
characteristic of hot-electron filamentation due to (he
Weibel instability,4 as shown in the slice plot of Fig.
Kb). On the other hand, later in lime when direct
laser heating dominates, the magnetic field can reach
uc/u-p — 0.6 and it is indicative of a current pattern
produced by a single beam of energetic electrons mov-
ing down the axis and a relatively colder return current
of electrons on the outside of the directed electron
beam.

The most striking difference between the ID and
2D simulations, however, is the occurrence of RSS in
the latter. RBS evolves very quickly into RSS as the
plasma begins to heat up and damping for the short-
wavelength plasmons increases. Initially, RSS occurs
in the backward hemisphere over a broad range of an-
gles but at later times occurs predominantly in the for-
ward hemisphere. In Fig. 1 (c) the contour plot of the

558 © 1985 The American Physical Society
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Plasma Heating at Collisionless Shocks Due to the Kinetic
Cross-Field Streaming Instability

D. WlNSKE,1 MOTOHIKO TANAKA.* C. S. WU.1 AND K. B. QUEST1

Hearing al coinstaka thockt dm lo the kiaMk croB-fkld streaming intubilily, which u the finite
ban intio of plasma to magnetic prawn) mwuio* of lha modified two stnam uuubility. a studied.
HewiM met i n derived Horn q u u M w w theory tod oansand wila results from particle sunulatioiu
to show thai electron heating relatiw lo km heating u d stating parallel lo llw magnetic fiald nlative lo
perpendicular healing for both the daafou and iera increase riih beta. The sunuUlloia suggest thai
electron dynamics dclerminc the saturation l«ve) of toe iottabTJiy, which i> mamfcstcd by the formation
of a taitop denren ditiribuikMi parallel lo lha ma|iaik U d . At • mult, hoih the saturation levels of
tha nuctuilioni and the hemini m e t decrease sharply with beta. Application! of these results 10 plasma
heating in umulalmni of stocks w d the eanh't bow shock an described.

I. INTHOOUCTION

It has been well established Tor many years thai the heating
of plasma at collisionless shocks results from the interaction
with waves generated by microiiuiabilities, through many ei -
pcrimenta! investigations both in the laboratory and in space
of the heating of the plasma and associated wave spectra and
theoretical studies of the instabilities and their consequences.
Summaries of this work over the past two decades can be
round in the reviews by Biskamp [1973], Boyd [19771, David-
son and Krai! [1977], Crtenstadt and Fredericks [1979], and
the collection of invited talks at the 1984 Chapman Confer-
ence on Collijionlcss Shocks.

The types of waves and the characteristics of the heating
which result depend on the sources of the Tree energy that
drive the instabilities, which in turn depend on the nature of
the shock. For example, at quasi-perpendicular supercritical
shocks the principal dissipation mechanism is the reflection
and subsequent thennalization of some of the incident ions.
Such reflected ions lead to the observed Toot cr pedestal struc-
ture in the magnetic field, bimoda] icn distributions, strong
ion heating, and long-distance scale over which such heating
occurs [Montgomery « a/, 1970; Greenstadt el at. 1980]. The
reflection process has been clearly observed recently at the
bow shock ZPaschmann el al., 1982: Sekopke a al., 1983] and
in simulations [Leroyet al.. 1981, 1982; Farslund ei at., 1984].
electron heating for these shocks is usually less intense and
occurs over a much shorter distance, typically the length of
the magnetic transition starting at the from edge of the Toot
[Bame ei al., 1979]. At quasi-parallel shocks, however, the
presence of large-amplitude waves extending over a long dis-
tance obscures the shoch transition and the nature of the heat-
ing process [Creeratadl el al.. 1977].

For quasi-perpendicular shocks when ion reflection is not
dominant, the principal source of the instabilities which heat
the elections and ions is the cross-field current [e.g.. Biskamp.
1973; Umons and Gary. 1978: Wu. 1982]. This cross-field
current implies a relative electron-ion drift, which gives rise to
various instabilities. While in some of the laboratory experi-

1 Los Alamos National Laboratory. New Mexico.
'Institute for Fusion Studies. Hiroshima University. Japan.
'Institute for Physical Science acd Technology. University of

Maryland. College Park.

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union.

Paper timber 4A8112.
0U8-O227/85/OO4A-8112SO50O

ments clear identification of the particular instabilities which
provide the dissipation can be nwdc [e.g.. Boyd, 1977; Fahr-
bach ei al., 1981], this has not been true of spacecraft observa-
tions of collisionless shocks. Such shock encounters usually
exhibit a very broad spectrum of electrostatic and electro-
magnetic noise [e.g, Rodriguez and Guriwrr. 197S; Gurntu el
al., 1979: Greenstadt a a/, 1980]. The identification of the
individual wave modes is difficult, hampered by the fact that
only Doppler shifted frequencies are matured and the wave
vectors are not resolved. The heating at such shocks in space
is primarily in the ions [Thomun a al., this isaue], while for
shocks in the laboratory the principal heating often occurs in
the electrons [e.g.. Boyd. 1977], although strong ion heating is
sometimes observed [e.g.. Davidmn and Frtidberg, 1976].

The principal instabilities which are thought lo occur at
shocks are the ion acoustic and "lower hybrid" modes. The
ion acoustic instability is a short wavelength (approximate
electron Debye length), high frequency (approximate irn
plasma frequency) electrostatic mode which has been studied
extensively (see reviews by Biskamp [1973], Galeev [1976],
Boyd [1977]. and Papadopoulos [1977]). It gives rise to a large
resistivity 2nd heats the electron' in the bulk of the distri-
bution and the ions in the tail of the distribution, as has been
verified by computer simulation [Dum el al., 1974]. Evidence
for the existence of ion acoustic modes at shocks derives from
the observed electrostati: noise and the fact that the width cf
many shocks is consistent with thr threshold condition for the
ion acoustic instability IMorse and Greenstadt, 1976: Russell
ei al^ 1982]. The threshold condition has also been used to
distinguish between resistive and diffusive laminar shocks
[Mellon and Greenstadt, 1984]. The principal difficulty with
the ton acoustic instability is that this threshold value, which
must be exceeded in order to excite the instability, is rather
large w^c, > T,/T^ where vt is the relative electron drift speed.
v, is the electron thermal speed, and 7", |7^ is the electron (ionl
temperature).

In many laboratory experiments as well as usually at the
bow shock, conditions for the excitation of the ion acoustic
instability are not satisfied. In such cases the principal heating
and resistivity is thought to come from the lower hybrid
modes. The term lower hybrid is used h«ie to describe various
related instabilities: the modified two-sn-am instability [Mr-
Bride et ill.. 1972], which is an electrostatic fluidlikc mode, the
kinetic cross-field streaming instability [Wu ei al.. 1983].
which is its extension to finite beta (ratio oi* plasma to mag-
netic pressure), and the lower hybrid drift instability [Krall
and Lintr, 1971], which includes relative drifts due to gradi-
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Measurement and Analysis of Near-Classical Thermal Transport
in One-Micron Laser-Irradiated Spherical Plasmas

A. Hauer. W. C. Mead, and O. Willi
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545

and

J. D. Kilkenny. D. K Bradley, and 5. D. Tabatabaei
Imperial College. London. Uni'ed Kingdom
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C Hooker
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. Chiton, Didcoi, United Kingdom
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Solid spherical layered targets have been uniformly illuminated at irradwncss of 10 ' to
10" W/cm!. Extensive diagnostics including time-resolved x-ray emission and optical prob-
ing were used lo determine the plasma ablation rate and the plasma blowoff conditions
Comparisons with hydrodynamic simulations show that the thermal conduction is welt
characterized by a flux limit /,""0.08 ±0 02, with a steep temperature gradient The s ick-
ness of the heat front was confirmed with time-resolved spectroscopy

PACS numbers 52 25.Fi. 52 SO 1m

Knowledge of energy transport from the region
of the laser-light absorption to denser portions of
laser-produced plasmas is crucial to an understand-
ing of the laser-induced ablation process.1"3 Exten-
sive r-cent computer simulation work' has led to
the expectation that "classical" transport in spheri-
cal laser-heated plasmas can generally be approxi-
mated by flux-iimiled diffusion with a flux limner
in the range of f,"0.06-0.2. Early work, largely
involving flat targets, indicated strong to moderate
inhibition of the heat flux relative to classical pre-
dictions.4 Some of the more recent work involving
spherical targets has indicated transport levels closer
to classical.3 with evidence oi a penetrating foot in
one case* Other work indicates some flux inhibi-
tion even in spherical geometry.'

In the present experiment we have used a
comprehensive set of diagnostics to characterize the
plasma conditions and thermal transport in a spheri-
cally symmetric plasma. We have made time-
resolved spectroscopic measurements (using both
tow- and moderate-Z radiating ions) of the penetra-
tion of the heat front in spherical plasmas. In addi-
tion, we have used optical probing to measure
simultaneously the density profile of, and the mag-
netic Held in, the underdense plasma. Comparisons
with hydrodynamic modeling show that (a) all ob-
servables are consistent with a hish flux limit and
(b) the heat front shows no observable foot.

The targets used in this study consisted of solid
glass spheres (— 160 jim diameter), containing Si
and Ca (among other constituents), coated *ith

three layers: (1) CH (0.5 to 2.5 nm thick), CM Al
(0.1 Mm), and (3) CH (0.5 to 2.5 /im). The solid
glass ball prevented implosion of the target (and
subsequent inward movement of the critical sur-
face).

The urgets were uniformly illuminated »uh the
six-beam, '.06-#*m, laser facility al the Ruth-
erford Appleton Laboratory.' The six beams were
focused by / / I lenses with optical axes along the
faces of a cube. Incident irrtdiance levels were in
the range (1.5-15)x 10" W/cm2. The laser pulse
had an approximately Gaussian temporal profile
with 0.83-ns full width at half maximum (FWHM)

The radial intensity profiles of the beams were
measured. Small-scale structure results in about
30% rms variation in intensity. The overlap of th°
six beams and beam-io-beam energy variation
resulted in about 50% (peak-to-valley) large-scale
variation in incident irradiance across the surface of
the sphere.'

The primary diagnostic of thermal transport was
time-resolved x-ray line spectroscopy. Ji-ray line
emission was observed first from the thin alumi-
num layer (sensing temperatures of 200-350 eV)
and later from the silicon (— 250-400 eV) and cal-
cium ( - 500-700 eV) in the glass ball.10

X-ray emission from the target was dispersed
(with a thallium acid phthaiate crystal) onto the slit
of a streak camera covering 1.7 to 2.4 eV. The
spectral and temporal resolutions were about 500
(\ /AX) and 50 ps. respectively. A se\enth laser
beam with very short duration ( — 100 r -JS used

11984 The American Physical Society 2563
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Nonlinear evolution of the lower-hybrid drift Instability
J. U. Brackbiil. D. W. Forelund, K. D. Quest, and D. Wintiw
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(Received 30 March !9M; accepted 25 June 19M)
The results of simulations of the lower-hybrid drift instability in • neutral sheet configuration are
described. The simulations use an implicit formulation to relax the usual time step limitations and
thus extend previous explicit calculations to weaker gradients, larger mass ratios, and long times
compared with the linear growth time. The numerical results give the scaling of the saturaticr.
level, heating rates, resistivity, uid cross-add diffusion arid a demonstralion by comparison with
a fluid electron model that dissipation in the lower-hybrid drift instability is caused by electron
kinetic effects.

I. INTRODUCTION

The lower-hybrid drift instability remains one of the
most widely studied microinstabilities. with many applica-
tions to both laboratory and space plasmas. Laboratory de-
vices in which the instability has been predicted by theory to
occur, inferred to be present from experimental data or ictu-
ally observed, include: theta pinches,1'1 field-reversed con-
figurations.6"* reversed field i pinches,10" tormac,12 tan-
dem mirrors," and bumpy tori." Regions in spacs where the
instability is thought to exist include both the iono-
sphere""'8 and the magnetosphere (bow shock," magneto-
psuse,10 and magnetotail31"2). While all of these applications
have received some attention, the two configurations most
commonly studied in recent years with regard to the instabil-
ity involve a neutral sheet geometry: field-reversed configu-
rations |FRC's, i.e., reversed field theta pinches) and the
Earth's magnetotail. In the first case the lower-hybrid drift
instability is thought to be responsible for the anomalous
pa/tide loss across the separatrix,"'7 which eventually leads
to the destruction of the configuration, and the anomalous
flux loss in the region of the field null* The lower-hybrid
drift instability has also been invoked as the cause of the
enhanced resistivity needed for reconnection in the magne-
totail,1''22 although the mechanism by which the instability
penetrates to 'he high-beta region at the field null is still
unresolved.

The lower-hybrid drift instability is a likely source of
turbulence in many of these configurations because it is rath-
er easy to excits. It is driven by density and temperature
gradients (which can be very weak), relatively insensitive to
the temperature ratio, and completely suppressed only at
very high (~1 | beta.21 Generally, most of the theoretical
work has involved local, linear analysis, including various
effects (finite beta,23"2' shear,"28 curvature,2*-™ etc.) as
needed for specific applications. Nonlocal analyses have also
been carried out, but because of the complexity of the calcu-
lations, over much more limited parameter ranges.31 These
calculations have enhanced the credibility of local theory as
well as addressed important issues, such as the penetration of
the linear eigenmodes to the field null in the reversed field
geometry, which is beyond the scope of local theory. Nonlin-
ear theory has also bec.i actively pursued.32'37 Efforts have
been primarily aimed at investigating the saturation media-
nism(s) for the instability (as will be reviewed later). Besides
its intrinsic interest, the saturation level of the fluctuations is

needed when evaluating appropriate quasilinear expressions
for the resistivity and heating rates. " "

Numerical simulation has also played an important role
in verifying linear theory, eliciting saturation mechanisms,
and in emphasizing the nonlinear consequences (heating, re-
sistivity, diffusion) of the instability. A number of such cal-
culations have been done in two dimensions*""42 or with
pseudo-two-dimensional techniques," both in simple sheati
geometries and in reversed field configurations."'49 The lat
ter calculations are especially interesting because a charac-
teristically different mode develops at the field null, presu-
mably as a nonlocal, nonlinear consequence of the
lower-hybrid drift instability excited outside of this region.
Generally, however, the simulations have been limited by
the size of present day computers to examining either the
evolution of the instability only through the linear growth
and saturation stages or to the use of somewhat artificial
parameters (e.g., mass ratios m,/m, ~100 instead of 1836)
to compress time and distance scales. The present study is
motivated in part by the development of an implicit particle
code VENUS.46 The implicit formulation relaxes the well-
known restrictions on time step and cell size, allowing the
extension of previous calculations to either larger mass ra-
tios, weaker gradients, and larger system sizes (allowing
more modes to interact) or to long times compared with the
linear growth time. The long time behavior is especially im-
portant because the instability is usually observed in this
state where its siow, nonlinear evolution cauy.es diffusion
and heating in laboratory experiments that are ;rucial when
considering the scaling to reactor size devices. Similarly, in
space plasmas an understanding of the steady-state micro-
scopic diffusion and heating processes that occur at the bow
shock and magnetopause is needed to determine the overall
energy balance in the magnetosphere.

The major portion of this paper is divided into three
parts, early tirr.i, saturation, and lat; lime, corresponding to
the natural phases of evolution of the instability. In Sec. II
(early time) the geometry is described, a brief summary of the
simulation method is given, and properties of the linear
modes obtained from simulation are compared with linear
theory. The saturation phase is described in Sec. III. Various
saturation mechanisms are reviewed and results of the simu-
lation are used to show that the scaling of the simulation
agrees with several of the theories. The saturation mecha-
nism is further clarified by studying the mode structure in
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Ultrahigh gradient particle acceleration by
intense laser-driven plasma density waves

C. Joshi', W. B. Mori*, T. Katsouleas', J. M. Damon',
J. M. Kinder & D. W. Foralund'

* Univenity or California Lot Angeles, California W024, USA
t U i Alamos National Laboratory. Ijat Alamci, Nev Mexico I'S4S, USA

Space-charge waves driven by resonantly beating two laser beams in a high-density plasma car. produce uilrahigh electric
fields that propagate with velocities close to c. By phase-locking particles in such a wave, particles may be accelerated to
very high energies within a very short distance.

D U R I N G the past four decades, we have witnessed an increase
of six orders of magnitude in the output energy of high-energy
accelerators, while the cost per MeV has been reduced by a
factor of 16 per decade. But can this progress continue? Current
accelerators, such as the Stanford linac, have accelerating fields
of 200 keV cm"'. However, for panicle energies beyond 10 TeV,
one had to invent schemes that can produce fields of at least
10 MeV cm"'. In any panicle accelerator scheme, the basic
requirement for obtaining particles with ultrahigh energies is an
intense longitudinal electric fkid that interacts with panicles
for a long time. Since highly relativistic particles move nearly
at the speed of light c, the energy gained by the panicles, ' £ • d/,
is maximum if the field is made to propagate with the panicles.
Extremely large electric fields propagating with phase velocities
close to c can be produced by space charge waves in a plasma
lionized gas). The maximum electricjjeld that can be produced
by such a wave is approximately </ne Vcm~', where ne is the
plasma electron density per cm\ Thus for plasma densities in
the range 10'6-10;° electrons cm"!, the longitudinal elearic
fields £L , can be as large as 10"-10'° V cm"'. We now show that
such high-gradient, high-phase velocity plasma density waves
can be driven by intense laser beams. If panicles could be
phase-locked in such waves, this scheme has the potential for
accelerating panicles to ultrahigh energies in very s..on dist-
ances.

Theory
If an intense laser beam is propagated in a plasma, then in
certain conditions, the transverse electric field of the laser (which
may reach values of lO'-lO10 Vcm"1) can be very effectively
transformed into a longitudinal electric field of a plasms density
wave. In the laser accelerator scheme known as the 'Plasma beat
wave accelerator' proposed by Tajima and Dawson1*7, such a
plasma wave can be driven by beating two colinear laser beams,
with frequencies and wavenumbers (w0. fco) and iuiw fc,), in a
plasma resonantly, such that the frequency and the wavenumber
of the plasma wave are

resonantly, the plasma density fluctuations grow rapidly. Using
fluid equations it can be shown that for va/c« 1. the plasma
wave electric field, which is proponional to the penurbed
density, initially grows in time with a growth rate

CU,p.
( I )

To achieve the ultrahigh accelerating gradients, high-density
plasmas (10" < n, < 10* cm"3) must be used. Also, because the
laser of frequency u 0 cannot penetrate a plasma whose density
exceeds the critical density nc, corresponding to the plasma
frequency <u, = <u0, plasmas with densities less than the quarter
critical density must be used. Physically, the plasma wive con-
sists of tsgions of space charge, which propagate with a phase
velocity L'ph that is equal to the group velocity of the beat wave
u, = d l -OIJ/IDJ) '" 2 1 . These arise because the spatial intensity
gradient of the beat wave envelope, which is in the direction of
propagation, exens a periodic force (ponderomotivc force) on
the plasma at wavenumber k^_. The plasma wave is thus an
electrostatic wave with trm parallel to k,p».

When two parallel propagating laser beams beat in a plasma

/H.IQN1I \
\i c c ')

(2)

where W O , l)]/c = «£,„, u / i w | g . ,,c is the normalized oscilla-
tory velocity of an electron in the laser field. Wavebreaking is
approached when the penurbed density becomes as large as the
initial density; however, to reach this limit the plasma wave
must remain in phase with the beat wave. As the plasma wave
grows, the relativistic effect on the frequency mismatch becomes
important1 and the plasma wave saturates at a lower amplitude
given by

<£„_ /16D0 IO)t)0( l) \" !

' ^ I i " r)
Once the saturation amplitude is reached, I he plasma wave
amplitude actually begins to decrease, if this process alone acts
to sustain the plasma wave1.

As the plasma wave is an electrostatic wave, we can use
Poisson's equation, E,pw = 4irtn,/ <t,pw. to estimate the maximum
elearic field that we might expect if we assume that the penurbed
electron density is equal to the initial density I the so-called cold

131

Fig. I Potential contours of the spice-charge density wave driven
by the two laser beams at time I 5 0 / W P la) section 'hrough the
centre of the longitudinal electric field of the plasma wave (6) .
The dotted line in b shows a comparison of the rate of plasma
wave build-up as predicted by tbt *uid theory * i th that obtained

in these two-dimensiuiiil simulations.
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Laser-Induced profile modification: Effect of electron response
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Puytical processes which occur it the critical surface such as resonance absorption and scattering
of the inciaait laser light are very sensitive to the exact form of the laser induced density profile.
The presence of "overdense bumps" in density profiles has been seen experimentally and
calculated theoretically using a simple isothermal model. These structures are important, in that
they txnild. in an experimental situation, reflect a significant amount of light before it reaches the
criticil surface and considerably affect tbe physic* occuring within a laser pellet target. A
genet alization of a previous calculation by using an arbitrary equation of stale (density response of
the electrons to the electrostatic potential t) of the toimp » pfa) is obtained. In particular, two
models for the electronic response (one including the effects of the presence of trapped electrons
within the overdense shock structures) calculating the resulting effect on the produced density
profiles are investigated. Qualitatively, it is found that the presence of overdense structures and
their one-dimensional stability within an underdeiue plasma is unaffected by the more general
electronic response. Conditions for the existence of these structures are discussed and a detailed
comparison with full particle in cell IPIC) code simulations is made, emphasizing the trapped
electron model where excellent agncment is obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ibaurptiou and scattering of laser light at the criti-
cal surface o; laser-driven fusion target! is an extremely im-
portant factor in the eventual success of laser fusion. These
processes are very dependent on the exact form of the in-
duced density profiles. Other processes such as energy trans-
port into the plasma, harmonic generation,1 magnetically
induced surface transport, etc., depend sensitively on the
amount of profile steepening at the critical surface. The pos-
sible pretence of locally overdense structures in the under-
dense shelf could drastically affect the amount of energy ar-
riving at the critical surface and thus coupled to the plasma.
Density modification has been observed experimentally,3"*
and there have been numerous simulations and calculations
of it.'"11 The fact that the laser steepens the density profile
was first pointed out by Fo.sSund «f a/.7 The structure of the
profile has been calculated by Lee tt al} in the limit of zero
absorption and by Stellingwerftt a!." when light is absorbed
at the critical surface by the plasma. Virmont it a/." and
Mulser tt a/.1* considered the effects of spherical geometry.
Mulser tt al. '* examined the case of supersonic to supersonic
transitissi, but Powers ttal." demonstrated that these tran-
sitions were unstable. The only stable transitions were sub-
sonic to supersonic transitions considered earlier. Max and
McKce" noted that the later pressure or the pressure from
the heated electrons could drive a shock wave into the target.
Sanmartm and Montanea10 noted that the exact form and
strength of the shock were very dependent on the time de-
pendence of the beating. Mayer tt a/." and Mtxttal." con-
sidered the effect of phenomenologically altered heat flow on
the density profile. And recently, Jones ttal." and Forslund
tra/.90 have considered tfce effect! of telf-generated magnetic
fields on the density profile.

We wish to present in this paper a simple analytic model

for the formation of density profiles induced by an incident
laser beam and to investigate the effect of the electron re-
sponse on the profile steepening and the existence of "over-
dense bumps" or compression-rarefaction shocks. In an ear-
lier paper' we discussed three possible types of density
Structures for a laser normally incident on an expanding slab
of plasma. These structures are pictured diagramatically in
Fig. I. Here the laser is incident from the right with the
plasma expanding from the left. The first structure (a) con-
sists of a rarefaction wave connecting the upstream densit}
to a plateau-like area ending in a rarefaction shock at the
critical surface. The second structure (b) is a combination of
a rarefaction shock st the critical surface and a compression
shock downstream. This combination we have denoted as a
compression-rarefaction shock. The last structure (c) is basi-
cally a piston where all the particles are turned around by the
impinging laser beam reflecting them back upstream. This
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FIO. 1. Three possible density profile* III rarefaction plateau. Ibl compres-
tMn-nnfcction ihock. and |c) piston.
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Collisionless Dissipation in Quasi-Perpendicular Shocks

D. W. FORSLUND. K. B. QUEST. J. U. BRACKBILL. AND K. LEE

Los Alamos National Ltibortitun

Micrascopic dissipation processes in quasi-perpendicular shocks are studied by iwo-dimensicinal
plasma simulations in which electrons and ions ire ireaied as panicle mount <n self-consistcm
eleciric and magnetic fields Cross-field currents induce subsumul turbulence at the shock from
reducing the reflected ion fraction, increasing the bulk ion temperature behind the shock, doubling the
average magnetic nmp thickness, and enhancing the upstream field aligned electron heat flo* The
short scale length magnetic fluctuations observed in the bo* shock are probabl> associated »uh this
turbulence.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding of the dissipation of energy in collisionless
magnetic shocks has been sought for many years. Satellite
observations of the earth's bow shock illuminate the struc-
ture of collisionless shocks including ion reflection [Mont-
gomery PI al.. 1970: Paschmann ei al , 1982]. magnetic field
overshoot [Heppner et at.. 196'', Limey et al., 1982).
thickness of the transition layer [Russell and Creenstadt.
1979]. electron and ion heating rates [Bame et al.. 1979]. and
high-frequency fields [Creenstaili et al.. 1980; Rodriguez
andCurnett. 1973.1976J in lhe shock layer itself. Compared
with these observations, one-dimensional panicle simula-
tions [fliiiamp and Weher. 1972: Alter el al.. 1971] typically
overestimaie the number of reflected ions because cross-
field resistivity is absent. One-dimensional hybrid simula-
tions [Leray et al.. 1981.1982] that treat the resistive healing
phenomenolcgically describe the thickness of the foot region
and the overshoot region. However, the mechanism for
electron heating is unknown and the proper ramp thickness
is not obtained in such m<v<el5. Here, some preliminary
results are presented from tv j-dirnensional plasma simula-
tions of quasi-perpendicular shocks that resoive the ion and
electron time and space scales. The new results not only
reproduce or extend most of the one-dimensional simulation
results reported earlier, bui also allow one to identify
important new electron and ion dissipation processes in the
earth's bow shock and to observe upstream field aligned
electron heat flow.

SIMULATION RESULTS

The bow shock is modeled in two dimensions by a newly
developed implicit panicle-in-cell simulation technique
[Brackbill and Forslund. 1982]. Very high frequency. ui,,,..
oscillations are eliminated without removing electron inenial
2nd kinetic e lec ts . In the simulation code VENUS [Brack-
bill and Forslund. I982|. two spatial coordinates and three
velocities are treated for each species in the self-consistent,
three-component eleciric and magnetic fields. Numerical
dissipation in the code is smaller than the dissipation in the
shock due to self-consistent collisionless collective effects

A magnetic piston is used to drive the shock. The piston, a
tangential discontinuity which pushes the plasma towards

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright Published in 1984 by
the American Geophysical Union.
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the left, is generated at the right boundary b> u 'ransverse
electric field £, (Figure II. By analog) ttith ihc earths
dayside magnetopause. the piston is a magnetic turner
through which the magnetic field intensity increases and the
number density drops to zero. In the frame mot ing » nh the
piston, a super Alfvenic platma hits the barrier, launching
compressional waves which propagate upstream and steepen
to form a shock. The angle between upstream B and i n "N "
and allows for some motion of the electrons alone the held
lines into and out of the shock

The simulation parameters chosen are for a ft, - 2 plasma
with ft, = 2 or 0.2 and an Alfven mach number of the shock
of 4.5. The units of length in our figures are upstream < w,
(typically of order 100 kml. velocity is shown in units of the
upstream Alfven speed, and time is given in term* ol (he
inverse ion gyrofrequency. 11,"'. For economy, we have
chosen mjm,. = 100 and u,,J(i, - 20.

The direction of the ambient field relativ e to the simulation
plane can strongly affect the types of instabilities allowed in
the code. This can be used to advantage in studv ing shock-.
For example, in a perpendicular shock propagating in the <
direction through an ambient magnetic field in I he i diriri:-
:ion. the diamagnelic currents are in the - direction and ihu-
jut of the plane of simulation. Thus cross field curreni
instabilities are not allowed, but pitch ancle scattering: m o -
bilities are. However, by rotating the ambient Meld oui or the
plane, the cuiTenls move into the plane alUv rig cross-field
instabilities to occur. We make use of this difference to
illustrate the transition from essentially zero eros*-held
resistivity lo the finite level self-consisiemly produced bv
cross-field current instabilities.

in Figure 2 we show phase space plots with B in the
simulation l.v - yl plane Ifi - 01 and T,T, = 10 In ihis plane
cross-field curent driven instabilities cannot he evened, so
we anticipate a quasi-laminar shock structure uiih substan-
tial ion reflection. The three components of velocity of ion*
and electrons are plotted versus the coordinate \ at 11,' « 4.?
to show the ion reflection and heating of ions and electrons
behind the shock.

At the time chosen the shock position is approximately
x = \2clw,,, and is separated from the piston h> a distance of
6-7r'(fy,. As will be seen, the separation distance corre-
sponds to several ramp thicknesses, so the processes operat-
ing within the rjluplmay be examined separately from those
near the piston Additionally. the shock separation I rum ihe
left wall is large enough so that boundary effects rruv be
neglected.
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Coliisionless Dissipation in Quasi-Perpendicular Shocks
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Microscopic dissipation processes in quasi-perpendicular shock* are simtied nv iwoJimtfn- inn. i l
pl.t>.ma MimiLiiuifi'. in which electrons and ions «irc trebled as p.iriiLie- mm ing m »clt-vi*nii%ieni
electric and nuuneuc fields C r o w field uurrenis induuc suhMann.il lu rhukmc .n the *ntn.k imn i
rcduony the icfleeled ion fraction, increasing ihe hulk urn temperature behind I lie -.rw^k duunlm*: ihe
.ncaue maj;ne K ramp thickness and enhancing the upMream field aliuncd c l tMid i i hi:..: th'A I he
>hiin iCiiie length magnetic flutiiuiuins uh ienc i l in ihc how shock lire pn<b.iN\ i i - i m M i t J * n h this
turbulence

iMRODl (. Tins

L ndersiandinu nf Ihe dissipation ot energs in collisionless
magneuc shocks has been sought lor mam sears. Satellite
observation* of the earth's how shock illuminate ihe struc-
ture tit' collisionless shocks including ion reflection |V/i>m-
*f.<»n n ,.- (J/ m-o Puu hmunn ,7 ( i / . IW2|. maenetic held
overshoot \Hcpr<u-r n at . |4h" / . / icw* f/ a / , |4X:|.
thickness ol the transition laser \finwtli iinj (ircenMiiJi,
14"4|, eleclron and ion healing rates \Bu»h-1' u' . \w*\. and
high-lrequenc) fields \lirfci\ti)dt >! m . l^St). RuJnvui1:
tt'tj (.mm a. |4~V |u"h| m the shock Ui\er itself Compared
iMth these «»hser\ations. one -di men signal particle simula-
tion- jfln*,nnp and Wi'ln-i. 14":. 4/H-I »•/ .1/ . I4" | | i\picalK
o\eresiimate ihe number of reflected ions because cross-
heid resi>nvit\ is absent One-dtmensional hvbnd simula-
lums |/.t i,>\ 11 nl . |4tf I. WS?| that ireai the resisti\ e heatinLi
phenonu'nokigKaik describe the lhlckne^^ ot (he loot region
and the overshoot region Huuevcr. the mecfiani^m fur
electron he.iimi: is unknown and the proper ramp thickness
is not obtained in -.licr1 model> Here, some prelimin.ir>
results .ire presented trom two-dimensional plasma simulj-
iions ol'qutisi-perpend'tukir shocks that re\olve the ion and
electron time and sp.n.e scales Ihe new results not onlv
reproduce or extend most ol'the one-dimensional simulation
results reported earlier, but aUo allow one in idem it'v
important new electron and ion dtsstpalion processes in the
earth s how shock and to observe upstream held ahuned
electron heat flow

Si- RL

I he !* >w -hock is modeled in two dimensions h\ a new K
developed implicit particle-in-cell simulation technique
IBwtkhtl tind t.miund. WK31. Verv high frequency. w,.,.
v'scilla' ions jre eliminated wtthuut remov inn eleclron menial
and kinetic effects. !n ihe simulation code VENL'S \Bnu k-
hii! and Fur\iund. \l)iZ\. tw'j spaiiai coordinates and three
velocities are treated for each species in the self-consistent,
three-component electric and magnetic fields Numerical
dissipation in the code is smaller than the dissipation in the
shock due to self-consistent collisionless collective effects

A magnetic piston is used lo drive the shock The pision. a
tangential discontinuity which pushes the plasma towards
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the lev. is generate'! at the right ^^undar\ b\ a iunsu i r>e
eleclnc held t, 1 Figure h B\ analogs with the eaitn -
da\ side magnetopause. the piston is a niaunetn. KIII IL' I
through which the muunetic held intenMts increases .md the
number densits drops let ^ero. In ihe trame mo\ ing w ith the
piston, a super Alt'senit plasma hits the barrier, launching
compressional waxes which propagate upstream and steepen
10 torm a shu-:k The angle beiw een upstream B and 1 is ~s
and allows for -on!* molion ol the eleclrons alonu ihe held
lines inlu and out of the shock.

The simulation parameters chosen are for a ji = - plasma
with [i. = "• i;r tt J and an Alfven mach number ol the shock
o( 4 s The units of length in our figures are upstream - UJ

tnpicullv of order 100 km 1. selociis is show n in units o\ ;iu-
upstream A l f v n speed, and time is civen in term- o\ the
inverse ion g\rofrequencs. i l '. For econonn . we h.î e
chosen m, m, =• UH» and m.,. 11, - .0

The di rectum oMhc ambient held relative to ihe simulation
plane can sirongls affect the types ot instabilities ,ilU'^eii in
'ne code This can be used to adv ant^iie in «.tud\ inc *rwv k •
For example m a perpendicular shock prop.igatinc in ihe <
direction ihrouch an ambient magnetic held in the • dif*..
tion ?he diamaunehc currents .ire in the r direction .ind ihn-
out ot the plane of simulation I hus cross held current
instabilities are not allowed, bui pitch ancle tcatienni: iris'.i-
bilities are Hov\eser. b\ roiaiinc the ambieni field out 01 ihe
plane, the currents move into Iht plane allowing cross-held
instd^ilities to occur We make use v\' this dtrlerence i.'
illustrate ihe transition from essentially icro cros^-hcKi
resisiiMiy to the finite level selt-».onsisiently produced h\
cross-held current instabilities

In Figure 2 we show phase spj».e plots unh B in the
simulation tv - \ i plane iH - Oi and 7" / = 10 In this pi.me
cross-rield cureni driven instabilities cannot be excited, v
we anticipate a quasi-laminar shock structure with suhsi.in-
ii;il ion reflection The three components oi \elocns ol ion-
and electrons are plotted versus the coordinate v al 111 =• -1 *
to show the ion reflection and healing of ions and eketron*
behind the shock.

Al the time chosen the shock position is approximated
> = \2t w,., and is separated from the piston b\ .1 distance ol
h-"i uir As SMII be seen. Ihe separation distance corre-
sponds 10 several ramp thicknesses, so the processes operat-
ing wnhin the ramp mas be examined separateK from those
near the piston Additionally. the shock separation trom the
left wall is large enough so lhai boundarv effects ma\ be
neglected
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Mif netic Surface W»*ss in Plasmas

Roger D. Jones
Applied Tktontteal Phv '" D^jisim, i o i Alamn National Laboratory. [Aifc'frttty of California,

LesAlamei, NtmMtxico 875*5
(Received 16 June 1983)

TBS existence of a new type of lurfice wire In p lumn li demoBatnted. Tbeae waves
are Inttnutely connected with the wK-cmentton of mifnetlc field* In the laser-plasma
Intenetlon. The wavea reiemble waveguide modal In that a number of dlacrete moo*,
can alat . The model tre'looallied to within a coUIllonleta akin depth of the lurfaee and.
In the coUlilaoleii Quid limit, there la no reitrtctlon on the dliUnce the wavei can prop-
agate.

PACS numbers: 52.35.Hr, 52.35.Bj, 52.40.M, S2.40.Kh

Spontaneously generated magnetic fields in
laser-produced plasmas have been observed (or
many years.'"1 These observations, along with
their obvious Impact on the inertlal-confinement
fusion program, have been the motivation for the
many papers that have appeared on the subject in
the last decftis.4** Transport of energy along
surfaces/1' anomalously fast plasma blowoff,'
and Insulation of the laser-heated electrons from
the target interior1'' (known in the laser fusion
community as flux limitation) have til been
attributed to properties of self-generated mag-
netic fields. All these phenomena require sharp
discontinuities in plasma properties (e.g., den-
sity, temperature, and atomic charge) for their
existence. Therefore, the understanding of the
normal surface modes in a plasma is crucial to
the understanding of these phenomena. In this
Letter, I demonstrate the existence of an en-
tirely new set of plasma surface modes. It will
be shown that (1) the self-generated magnetic
field plays an essential role in the propagation
of these waves; (2) a number of discrete modes
exist, as in a waveguide; (3) in the collisionless
fluid limit, there is no restriction on the distance
the waves can propagate; (4) the waves are local-
ized around the surface on scale lengths of the
order of a collislonless skin depth; and (5) the
phase and group velocities are very dependent
on the density and temperature profiles at the
surface. While this work has been motivated by
programmatic aspects of the tnertial-confinement
fusion program, it is felt that the results are
quite general and applicable to any plasma that
contains sharp density and/or temperature grad-
ients.

We choose a density profile similar to the one
illustrated in Fig. l(a). In regions A and C we
require the density gradient scale lengths to be
large compared with the scale length of the den-
sity jump in region B. We will permit the den-

sity to vary in the * direction only. The tons are
assumed to be cold and fixed. Quasi charge
neutrality is also assumed. Collisions have been
neglected. The temperature profile is permitted
to be arbitrary and no heat flux is permitted.
We choose tha magnetic field to lie in the t di-
rection and to vary only as a function of x, y,
and time. We will look for waves localized in x
around region B and propagating in the >' direc-
tion. The equations for the electron hydrodynam-
ics are

v-nv = 0, 11)

tnn
'_F2) = - ? * — V/>, (2)tnn

(a)

(b)

FIG. ] . (a) Density profile. The surface, region B,
separates region A from region C. (b) Density profile
for analytic solution. In region B the profile Is nearly
flat.
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Implicit Moment PIC-Hybrid Simulation
of Coi.'isional Plasmas*

RODNEY J. MASON

Los Alamos Saiional L bore'on. Lo\ •iijmoi. VM Mexico S\ 'J5

Received June 15, 1982. revised January 4. I W

A self consistent scheme was developed to model electron transport in evolving plasmas
arbitrary classical collisionalitv. The eiccirons and ions arc treated as either multiple Eulen
fluid1, nr collisinnal panicles in cell Particle suprmhcrmal electrons scalier off ions, and dr
against fluid background thermal electrons The background electrons undergo ion fricti
thermal coupling, and brcmsstrahlung The components accelerate in electric fields obtain
n> ihc Implicit Mnmcni Method, which permits J i *• mp ' and .] v *• *,,— alli'vi ing t
treatment of prohlems 1 0 - 1 0 ' times mure complex than those accessible with older expli
me'hods- The fluid description for tnu background olasma components permits ihc mtHleii
• if transport in vvstems spanning more than a Kt fnld change in densitv. and enci>TipasM
contiguous collisional and collision less regains Results arc presented from application ol t
••cheme to the miideltnp of C O . laser generated suprathermal electron tra ' -ipuri in e \ p a n j
ihin Toils, and m multi foil target configuration1.

1. l M R U D L C T l O N

Ai laser wavelengths exceeding 0.5 um a significant fraction of ih-j light absorbed
h> laser fusion targets is deposited in supralhermal electrons. The^e are marginailv
colhsional and distribute the absorbed energy throughout the tarp.et. As the> move.
they set up self consistent electric fields which draw retun currents in the
background, generally strongk collisional. thermal electrons. Thest: fields aiso set the
ions into motion, changing the target geometn. in which the suprathermals must
transport. A detailed model of this complex coupled phenomenolog> is required if we
are to develop the intuition and understanding needed to engineer the use o\'
suprathermals in the design of targets for high compression Here, our efforts toward
the development of such a model were confined to a one dimensional treatment.
However, our choice of approach has been guided b\ the ease \uth which it might be
generalized to higher dimensions.

' T h i s w o c k - w a s p e r f o r m e d under the a u s p i c e s o! t h e U n i t e d State*. D e p a r t m e n t uf Fncrc» T h e t
( " i n t e r n m e n t ' s n ^ h l t o re ta in a nonexc lu s ive r n v a l t v I ree l icense in and ip the ci tpvr iBhl . l u t - r i n ^ if-
pape r , tor e o v e r n m e n t a l p u r p o s e s , is a c f c m m k d g c t f

4S4
0021 4941 83 13 00
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Space-time evolution of the beam-plasma Instability
Michael E. Jones, Don S. Lemons, and Michael A. Mostrom
Advanced Concept! and Plasma Applications Group.
La:. iamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos, Ntw Mexico 87545

{Received 12 April 1983; accepted 6 July 1983)

Partic!e-in-cell simulations of the beam-plasma insubility confirm that the behavior of the
interaction can be described as a wave packet that continually grows in both space and time. A
consequence is thai the energy deposition length of the instability becomes shorter in time,
offering increased potential for this interaction to be used as an inertia! fusion driver.

The beam-plasma, or two-stream instability, is one of
the oldest and most familiar microinstabilities in plasma
physics. Recently, there has been renewed interest' in this
instability in connection with an inertial fusion driver. In the
Anomalous Intense Driver IAIDI concepr intense relativis-
tic electron beams, produced by pulsed power machines,
would heat a 10" to 10:° cm ~' density plasma, surrounding
an inertial fusion pellet, to multikilovolt electron tempera-
tures. Efficient transfer of energy from the beam to the plas-
ma would be accomplished via the beam-plasma instability.
Subsequently, ihe hot, high-density plasma would provide
efficient coupling of the energy to the pellet. By not imping-
ing the beams directly on the pellet, one would avoid the
problems of fuel preheating while retaining the advantage of
high energy in relativistic electron beams.

Crucial to the success of this concept is the ability of the
beam-plasma insubility to deposit the beam energy in a suf-
ficiently short distance. Short energy deposition distances
provide the high-energy densities needed for inertial fusion.
The energy deposition length in turn depends on whether the
beam-plasma instability is convective Ititne-independent
spatial growihl or absolute I growing temporally at fined po-
sitionl.

Careful and detailed experiments on the beam-plasma
instability have shown that a time-independenl spatial
growth of the instability is obtained.'"* For this reason the
instability is generally believed to be convective. Criteria for
when an instability is convective or absolute has been given
by Briggs." However, he noted that for the simple case of the
cold-fluid one-dimensional, electrostatic dispersion relation
Tor the beam-plasma system, his "pinch-point" analysis fails
to give a definitive answer about the nature oft..; instability.

The dispersion relation for this case is well known:

1 - w - / w ? - a i j / l i u - * » , ) ' = 0, (1|

where w is the Laplace transform (in time, /) variable, k is the
Fourier transform I in space, r| variable, r, is the beam veloc-
ity, and (jp is the electron plasma frequency. To generalize
this dispersion relation to relativistic beams, one simply re-
places the square of the beam-plasma frequency a\ by
u\/y>, where y is the Lorentz factor of the beam. Such dis-
persion relations are obtained by taking the Laplace-Founer
transforms of a set of equations describing the system. They
are often analyzed by assuming k to be real and known and
solving for complex w. The resulting solutions describe the
temporal growth of spatially periodic disturbances. Conver-
sely, one may solve for real u> and complex k to obtain spa-
tially growing solutions. However, the actual response of the

system must be obtained by inverting the Laplace-Fourier
transforms, taking into account the sources of the distur-
bances. The inverse transforms for the system with the dis-
persion relation given by Eq. (1) for weak beams can be ap-
proximated using the saddle point method.'9 A delta
function source at / = 0 and z = 0 is assumed, thus obtaining
the Green's function response of the system. The result is

E~ 121
0, r<0, z>usf,

where E is the electns field and rai - j /u, .
The response given in Eq. (2| can be called "absolute"

since E grows in time fo a fixed position i. However, for
fixed I there is also growth in space, reminiscent of a convec-
tive instability. In fact, Eq. (2) describes a wave packet that
moves in space and grows as it moves. It is easy to show that
the peak of the wave packet moves at a velocity 2/3 ub .which
is the group velocity of the most unstable wave obtained
from the usual dispersion relation analysis for real k and
complex oi. Furthermore, in a reference frame moving with
this velocity, the electric field grows at a maximum growth
rate obtained from the dispersion relation analysis.

Although the wave-packet analysis is for an extremely
simple model of the beam-plasma system, inclusion of other
physical effects, such as finite plasma and beam tempera-
ture, does not alter qualitatively the wave-packet behavior.<0

To further investigate this behavior and its relevance to iner
tial fusion drivers, several particle-in-cell simulations have
been performed. Most previous simulations of the beam-
plasma instability have used periodic boundary conditions.
This forces k to be real and the linear growth rate for this
case is observed. However, the space-time behavior de-
scribed by Eq. |2) cannot be observed unless aperiodic boun-
daries are used, as is the case for the simulations presented
here. Figure I illustrates the growing wave-packet behavior
observed in one of the simulations. The computer code used
here is CCUBE. a 21-dimensional, relativistic, electromag-
netic PIC code." An annular relativistic ()- = 2| electron
beam with inner radius r, = 10c/<u, and outer radius
r0 = 20 c/oip is injected into a plasma-filled conducting cyl-
inder with a radiui -r = Vk/ae and length L = 100c/ap.
The beam density n6 is 1 /c of the plasma density np There is
also an axial magnetic field imposed that gives an electron
cyclotron frequency w, = 0 1 n^.ThecellsizeisO.Sc/iw, on
each side and about 10' particles arc used. The time step is
0.2 mp '. The graphs in Fig. 1 show the axial electric field
located at the radial center of the beam as a function of axial
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Return-Current Heating and Implosion of Cylindrical CO}-Laser-Driven Targets

A. Hauer and R. J. Mason
Los Alamos National laboratory. I niversity of California. Los Alamos, New Mexico 8754.1

(Received 1 April 1983)
The Helios laser system has been used to deliver 2.3 kj to the capped end of 0.75-mm-

long, 130-inn-dlam hollow rods of 5-(im wall thickness. Soft-x-ray plnhole pictures dem-
onstrate the cylindrical Implosion of these targets. The measured 130-eV core tempera-
tures, from the filtered pictures and the 7*10K-cm/a collapse velocity from optical streak
photographs are consistent with heating by a o.a • 10c-A return current, representing the
recycling of 15% of the hot-electron emission.

PACS numtors: 52.50.Jm. 52.2S.Ft, 52.30.+ r, 52.70.-m

At intensities which exceed 10" W/cm1 most
of the energy absorbed from CO, lasers goes di-
rectly into a relatively small number of highly
energetic (>200 keV) suprathermal electrons.'
This energy must be transferred to a much larg-
er number of localized thermal electrons to ac-
complish laser fusion. Sines direct classical
coupling of the suprathermals to the background
plasma has proven inefficient, we have initiated
an effort to use the self-generated fields in spe-
cialized targets to Improve the energy transfer.
Charge Imbalance develops as suprathermals
leave a laser spot. The resultant £ fields can
draw a return current, U an appropriate path is
provided. Benjamin et al.' have demonstrated
the existence of these currents, and their ability
to heat a target support stalk. This Letter re-
ports the first experimental results from targets
designed to use the return currents to heat and
implode a thln-walled hollow cylinder—to pro-
duce a micro Z pinch.

A schematic of the "augmented return current"
(ARC) targets used in the experiments is given
In Fig. 1. Four tightly focused CO,-laser beams
from the Los Alarms Helios laser system im-
pinge on the capped >nd of a long hollow, low-Z
cylinder, coated with a thin layer of metal (gold
or aluminum). The cylinder is mounted at the
center of a large high-Z disk. Suprathermals
generated at the focus will drift toward the disk
in the plasma surrounding the cylinder. A ther-
mal return current is drawn back along its walls.
Resistivity of the walls results in Joule heating
ol the thermals. The fl field from the resultant
current loop can implode and further heat the
cylinder.

Experiments were performed on targets with a
variety of diameters and lengths. The smallest
cylinders were matched to the minimal laser
spot diameter. Their length was set at roughly 5
diameters to maximize the aspect ratio for cur-

rent-related effects, undrr the constraint of
minimum mass—for maximum temperature gain
from energy deposition. The minimum wall
thickness was set by limits on structural integ-
rity. The metal layer was added to provide a
brighter signature in x-ray plnhole pictures. The
earlier experiments' recorded currents from
electrons escaping to the walls of the target
chamber. The ARC targets were designed to
augment this current through the axial alignment
of the cylinder and beams, with a cylinder much
thicker than the earlier 10-jim stalks, and with
the addition of the collector diak for possible
suprathermal entrajnment. The presence of
thermoelectric, VnxVT B fields has been recog-
nized for some time.'"* The cylindrical return
currents and any pinch effect should serve to en-
hance these fields. Suprathermal drift down the
cylinder7 is consistent with a B field, directed
zs in Fig. 1, and with an outwardly i.irectjd £
field for containment ol the electron cloud. The
axial £-field component, drawing the return cur-
rent against resistivity, introduces a "tilt" in
the £ *B drift, which thould aid capture of the
suprathermals by the cylinder wall. Alternative-
ly, the B field around the cylinder should help to
shield its interior from suprathermal preheat."
The return-current effects discussed here will
be reduced to the extent that deposited energy is
lost to fast-ion blowoff. However, cylindrical
geometry may serve to reduce fast-ion losses,
as compared to those from foils,8 aince the area

FIG. 1. Sketch if the AHC" tarcr'
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Eigenfur.ction analysis of the beam-plasma instability with finite
radial dimensions

Michael E. Jones

Applied Theoretical Physics Division. Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545

[Received 12 October 1982; accepted 16 March 1983)
A linear eigenfunclion analysis of the beam-plasma instability for an annular beam interacting
with a plasma filling the space between the conductors of a coaxial transmission line is presented.
The beam and plasma electrons are modeled by relativistic cold fluids and the dispersion relation
is three-dimensional and fully electromagnetic. Particular attention is given to the radial
eigenfunction structure and extensive numerical examples are presented. The behavior of the
dispersion relation with various parameters is interpreted in terms of the infinite homogeneous
theory. Simple analytical approximations for the dispersion relation for annular beams are given.
Also, particle-in-cell simulation results are compared with the predictions of the linear analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been proposed that intense annular relativistic
electron beams be used to efficiently heat plasmas in the den-
sity range of 10''- 10JO cm " \ The resulting hot annular plas-
ma has a variety of applications including utility as an iner-
tia! confinement fusion driver.1 Recent experiments
designed to lest the feasibility of heating annular regions of
dense plasma have used beams with a radius of 1 cm and a
thickness of 0.2-0.3 mm at an energy of 3 MV (Ref. 2|. For
these very thin beams K might be expected that the usual
assumptions of an infinite homogeneous beam-plasma sys-
tem are inapplicable. The purpose of the present work is to
analyze the effect of finite radial dimensions on the linear
stability of this beam-plasma system.

This work represents a generalization of previous anal-
yses with finite radial dimensions to the case of an annular
relativistic beam interacting with a plasma which fills the
annjlar region between the conductors of a coaxial trans-
mission line as illustrated in Fig. !. The dispersion relation
prrented here is three-dimensional, fully electromagnetic,
and is obtained by assuming a relativistic cold-fluid approxi-
mation. Although the emphasis is on annular beams, the
dispersion relation for solid beams is contained as a subset of
the more general analysis. Extensive numerical results are
presented. Particular emphasis is given to the relationship of
the dispersion relation for an annular beam to that for the
infinite homogeneous system.

The beam-plasma instability is one of the most thor-
oughly studied microinstabilities in plasma physics. For a
summary of the analyses of nonrelativistic beams, including
the effects of finite radial dimensions, the reader is referred
to the review article by Briggs.1 A review of the work with
finite radial dimensions for relativistic beams and electro-
magnetic waves is given by Aronov, Bogdankevich, and
Rukhadze.' Perhaps the earliest analysis of a finite relattvis-
tic beam was by Frieman et a/.' who studied the case of a
solid beam in an infinite plasma. Recent refinements have
included the effects of finite external magnetic fields and
beam temperature.1*""1

The radial eigenfuncuons are examined in detail in the
present analysis. It is found that the unstable waves are

evanescent outside the beam annulus. This behavior results
in an effective quantization of the wave vector perpendicular
to the beam direction, *, . The quantization is determined by
the beam thickness. The stable waves are found to be radially
oscillatory everywhere and possess an effective kL quantiza-
tion determined by the dimensions of the conductors. Annu-
lar beams are found to possess two unstable surface waves.
These waves always have lower growth rates than the buik
modes. One of these surfaces modes is found to be analogous
to the *, = 0 wave of the infinite homogeneous theory.

To a good approximation it is found that the unstable
waves for thin annular beams correspond to the waves in the
infinite homogenous theory with A, replaced by k, = I*:.
+ J|ir/r, where T is the beam thickness and k, is an integer,

and as mentioned earlier, there is a mode for r-, = 0. The
growth rate of the most unstable mode is given by Eq. 114|.

Finally, the usefulness of the eigenfunction analysis is
tested via particle-in-cell simulate • The results indicate
that while the eigenfunctions probably do not describe the
entire response of the system, many of the features of the
present analysis are observed in the simulations.

FIG 1 Most general geometriLjl uunfigurauon considered in [he iinal>M
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Shear-driven instabilities of annular relativistic electron beams In vacuum
Michael A. Mostrom and Michael E. Jones

Intense Particle Beam Theory Croup. Los Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamo. New Mexico 87545

IReceived 2 February 1982; accepted 7 February 19831
The study of instabilities driven by azimuihal shear Idiocotronl and axial shear is extended to
annular relativistic beams. The analysis is done nonrelativistically in the beam (n- x There the
instability is assumed to be electrostatic, and the dispersion relation is then transformed back to
the laboratory frame where magnetic perturbations are non-ncgiigible. This requires keeping
finite axial wavenumber it, in the analysis. The axial and azimuthal shears are related through the
self-consistent equilibrium, assuming emission from an equipotential cathode. Axial shear
destabilizes the diocotron modes at higher azimuthal wavenumbers /. It also votli • :ts a set of
modes including / = I modes, thai are unstable as the result of wave-particle intefa.-'ions. The
annular configuration introduces an important second pole in the differential equation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The diocotron and v, -shear-driven instabilities in non-
relativistic annular electron beams are generally considered
to be well understood, but there are some important omis-
sions. Levy's work on the diocotron instability included sig-
nificant cylindrical effects' but ignored the radial shear in
the axial velocity v, and considered only the case k = 0 {i.e..
no z variation) which corresponds to the maximum growth
rate. Rome and Bnggs included r, shear with all k iwith
finite i1, shear, the growth rate is not maximized at k = 0) but
considered only a cylindrical solid beam which eliminates
the diocotron instability ; Antonsen and Ott investigated si-
multaneously the diocotron and i'; -shear instabilities for all
k but limited themselves to planar slab beams.' In an earlier
paper Jones and Mostrom studied the diocotron instability
for all k in annular beams but treated u, shear only to the
extent of obtaining conditions for its neglect.4 The first step
in the present paper is to generalize the nonrelativistic theory
by including both the diocotron and v, -shear instablities for
all k in annular beams.

The main application of these theories has been micro-
wave generation in crossed field magnetrons. In recent areas
of experimental and theoretical interest, intense annular rel-
anvistic electron beams arr employed. These include free
electron lasers.' multigapped accelerators," and the anoma-
lous intense driver fusion concept.' Because the nonlinear
state of the diocotron and v, -shear instabilities can disrupt
the beam by causing filamentation,' ° it is important to un-
derstand these instabilities in the relativistic regime includ-
ing cylindrical effects.

There have been several recent attempts at such a rela-
tivistic cylindrical theory, but again all suffer from various
degrees of omission of important effects JCapetanakos.
Hammer. Striffler, and Davidson found an a = 0 spatial
growth in an annular beam." But. they incorrectly assumed
that Ihe instability is electrostatic in the lab frame and also
ignored t\ shear L'hm and Siambis"' and also Chen and
Palmadesso" investigated the diocotron instability in annu-
lar beams but limited themselves to k = 0 in the lab frame
and ignored r. shear Both i\ shear and relativisitc effects

shift the maximum growth rate away from k = 0. In the
previously mentioned paper, Jones and Mostrom obtained
the diocotron dispersion relation for all k in the lab frame by
a transformation from the beam frame, but found that neg-
lect of v, shear limited their results to small azimuthal mode
number / (Ref. 4|. In none of the above relativistic theories
was the i\ -shear-driven instability studied which can desta-
bilize the / = 1 mode. In the present analysis we generalize
the previous relativistic cylindrical analysis of Jones and
Mostrom by including u, -shear effects. It can also be
thought of as a relativistic cylindrical generalization of the
nonrelativistic planar finite v, -shear analysis by Antonsen
and Ott.

The dispersion relation analytically obtained here is
studied numerically and compared with previous analysis
where appropriate. For the diocotron instability, the pri-
mary effect of finite u. shear on the growth rate is to maintain
and enhance the instability for much larger / than otherwise
would be possible. This is accomplished through frequency
shifts of the component waves in the resonant wave-wave
interaction. For the u,-shear instability, an annular beam
introduces into the differential equation for the perturbed
electrostatic potential an important second pele that is not
present for a constant density cylindrical solid2 or planar
slab3 beam. The present analysis treats this pole to only sec-
ond order but serves to identify this problem and ascertain
its importance. For large /. this second pole becomes impor-
tant even for the diocotron instability.

II. EQUILIBRIUM KODEL

The electron beam is assumed to be initially in an azi-
muthally symmetric equilibrium inside a conducting dnft
tube of radius d as illustrated in Fig. 1. A large externally
applied axial magnetic field is required for equilibrium. The
azimuthal equilibrium velocity us0|r| of the electrons is an
Ex 1 ) rotational drift induced by the applied magnetic field
Bt and the radial electric self-field E,{r\ of the unneutralized
beam. Space charge effects radially shear the electron axial
velocity t^lrl The beam frame referred lo throughout this
paper is defined such lha! i'x = 0 at r = a, the inner beam
radius. Using the radial force balance equation, conservatio'
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Field saturation for arbitrary temperature in resonance abaorption
B. BezzeridesandS.J. Gitomer
Umueniiy of California. Las Alamos National Laboratory. La Alamos. Stw Mexico S7343

(Received I April 1982; accepted 28 December 1982)

A nonlinear thecry of a driven, inhomoseneous, one-dim al plasma of arbitrary
temperature is presented. The model is solve* numerically and analytically and detailed
expressions are given for the saturated electric field excited at critical density. The results of the
calculation a n valid for arbitrary temperature and connect in a continuous manner the limits of
cold wavcbrekking and linear convective saturation. Comparison of the results of the calculation
with panicle simulations is made and good agreement is obtained.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the classic work of Ginzberg,1 the study of reso-
nance absorption in a warm plwma has advanced by the use
of panicle simulation techniques.M Whereas the Ginzberg
work achieves a saturated electric field level solely through
the convective stabilization of the field due to finite back-
ground temperature, the simulations show the importance
of hot-electron production for stabilization at sufficiently
high values of the external field. Thus for strong driving, one
may anticipate the diminished importance of the back-
ground temperature for establishing the final electric field
level. Wavebreaking in cold-piasma models9 has provided
useful scaling laws when the background temperature can be
completely ignored. Although the precise connection
between wavebreaking in a fluid model and hot-electron pro-
duction is not fully understood, it is argued that the onset of
wavebreaking in the fluid theory signals the creation of hot
electrons. The time of onset of wavebreaking is then used to
estimate the saturated field level of the excited electric field.

To assess the relative importance of background tem-
perature upon the level of the saturated electric field in reso-
nance absorption, Kruer6 combined results from the cold
wavebreaking model9 and a Homogeneous undriven water-
bag model.7 This calculation provided a prediction of the
effect of plasma temperature on wavebreaking amplitudes.
However, the results are essentially limited to relatively low
temperatures, since in some sense the approach used relies
on a perturbation in temperature about the cold-plasma
case. One may also question the consistency of Kruer's cal-
culation; however, the predictions are in reasonable agree-
ment with the results of particle simulations at least for rela-
tively low temperatures.

In this paper we present a consistent fluid model of a
driven, inhomogeneous, warm plasma. We show how one
may obtain the saturated value of the electric field excited at
critical density for arbitrary temperature. Of course, in such
a model, the effect of hot-electron production is not includ-
ed. Nevertheless, here we find, through comparison with
particle simulations, that accurate saturated field levels are
obtained from numerical solution of the fluid model and by
an approximate analytic theory. In Sec. II, we outline the
model, providing an approximate solution in Sec. Ill, and we

present uie numerical results and comparisons in Sec. IV,
ending with some concluding comments.

II. LAQRANG'AN FLUID MODEL

Consider a one-dimensional plasma of mobile electrons
and fixed ions. The equations of continuity and momentum
along with Poisson's equation provide a complete fluid de-
scription, given the pressure P-.

+ (B11| =
at ax

at ax

ox

(la)

m,n ax

where n and u are the fluid density and velocity, e and m, are
the electron charge and mass, E and Eo are the self-consis-
tent and driving electric fields, respectively, and n0 is the
fixed ion density. If the gradient of the heat flux is assumed
to be zero, then it is a simple matter to truncate the fluid
equations to obtain the pressure in terms of the density. Such
an assumption ignores the presence of hot-electron produc-
tion, a condition consistent with the early stage of time evo-
lution of the plasma fluid prior to the onset of wavebreaking.
We find3*

P/n' = const. (ld|

For this one-dimensional set of equations it is conven-
ient to introduce the Lagrangian transformation
x = x0 + tf(x0, T) and / = r, where 6\XO,T) = {Hx0, T'\ dr'.
withu(x0, r) = v\x, t). Using the above transformation we ob-
tain the following equation of motion for 5:

. 1
sin CUT

1 d?
(2)

where v includes dissipation due to linearized Landau damp-
ing and a spatially dependent ad hoc damping introduced to
avoid boundary anomalies in the numerical solution. The
third term in Eq. (2) accounts for the plasma-restoring force
for the general ion density profile; however, in what follows
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Magnetohydrodynamics in Laser
Fluid Modeling of Energy Transport in Laser Targets

J. U. BRACKBILL AND S. R. GOLDMAN
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Ahmet
Fluid models for two-dimensional, electron energy transport are examined It is shown that

enhanced literal transport due to panicle dnfts in self-generated magnetic netds occurs when certain
transport terms are flux-limited by artificially enhancing collisions- With flux limiting, fluid models
reproduce the essential features of numerical simulations of transport in CO, laser target experiments

Introduction

New results (cf. [l]-[3]) suggest that magnetic fields play a central role in
energy transport in laser target experiments. In recent numerical simulations of
collisionless plasmas (cf. [1]) using the VENUS code icf. [4]l and laser experi-
ments at 10.6-M.m wavelength (cf. [3]). it is observed that lateral energy transport
is convective rather than diffusive. The convection is associated with the forma-
tion of a magnetized sheath on the target surface.

Although magnetic fields have been observed before Icf. [S], [6]) and modeled
theoretically (cf. [7], [8], [10]). their role in electron energy transport was thought
to be a passive one. Simply by their presence at the periphery of a laser spot,
they were believed to block electron energy transport across the target surface
(cf. [9];.

The new transport model is different from the old in two respects. First, a
thermal magnetic wave icf. [10]) rapidly propagates the magnetic field away
from the source across the target surface. Thus, the magnetic field covers the
target surface instead of being localized to the periphery of the laser spot as
previously believed. Second, the hot electrons generated by the absorption of
laser energy drift in the magnetic field and convect energy away from the source.
As a result, hot electrons uniformly fill a magnetized sheath which covers a large
area of the target surface. These electrons form a reservoir of energy which is
eventually transformed to ion motion without ever penetrating to the interior
of the target.

On physical grounds the new model is plausible, and there is much experi-
mental evidence to support it icf. [3]). Several features of the simulation results

Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematics. Vol XXXVI . 415 -416 . l<)Kli
Not subiect to copyright in the United Stales.
Published by John Wiley & Sons. Inc
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Magnetic-Field-Induced Surface Transport on Laser-Irradiated Foils

D. W. Foralund and J. U. BrackbiU
Los Aiamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos. Ntw Mexico 87545

(Received 2 February 1932)

Electron* heated by absorption of lassr energy are shorn to generate Intense magnetic
Melds which rapidly spread from the •die of the laser spot along the til get surface. The
fields ccnvectlvely transport hot ekr trots* and confine a major fraction of the deposited
laser energy In the corona. Eventually, Qito energy Is lost to fast-Ion blowoff or depos-
ited at large distances from the spot. This model qualitatively explains many experimen-
tal observations of thermal-transport tnhlbiMon and fast-ton Ions.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Ft, 52.50.Jm

The generation of magnetic fields when intense
laser light is absorbed in a plasma is well known.'
It has been studied because its inhibition of elec-
tron transport would explain the inferred (lux lim-
its needed to model energy transport in laser-pro-
duced plasmas.2 Here we report new results
from fully seU-consieient calculations in colli-
sionless plasmas.3 These show large sell-gen-
erated magnetic fields in the corona which convec-
tively transport 30% or more of the absorbed en-
ergy laterally and colllmate the remainder be-
hind the laser spot. The results appear to quali-
tatively explain for the first time from first prin-
ciples a wide variety of experimental data on fast-
ion loss and lateral transport at various laser
wavelengths.

Coronal magnetic field generation by collision-
less processes is modeled in the relatively simple
geometry shown in Fig. 1. We consider a plasma
foil 500 Mm wide inv in a 600-nm-wide system
with a sharp initial density gradient inx. The dep-
osition by a 10.6-um laser at an average ab-
sorbed intensity of 5x10" w/cro1 in a 60-um spot
is modeled by accelerating some electrons from
2.5 to about 20 keV down the density gradient in a

20° half-angle cone with maximum heating at the
center. At the boundary behind the high-density
material, heat is absorbed by a cool electron
thermal bath. The ion to electron mass ratio is
1836. This system is numerically simulated with
a two-dimensional, implicit electromagnetic sim-
ulation code, VENUS,4 which solves Maxwell's
equations and Newton's taws self-consistently far
particle electrons and ions. The behavior with
[(d)-(f)] and without [(a)-(c)] self-generated mag-
netic fields is shown in Fig. 2.

Without magnetic fields, the electrons accelerat-
ed outward return from the sheath back towards
the foil. In they-u, phase space of Fig. 2(a), the

FIO. 1. Diagram showing geometry of model where
the shaded box Is the laser deposition region. The sys-
tem Is uniform In < and the maximum density IF twice
critical density for 10.6-um light.

1614

FIG. 2. Results of simulations with a GO-pm spot on
a 500-tim-wlde foil at 12 pcec. (a)-(c) correspond to
B • 0 and (d)-(fi correspond to B « 0. (a) and (d) are
electron phase space vT vsy for aZl x, (b) and (e) are
electron phase spaceu, vs y for all x, and (c) and If)
are Ion phase spacer, vs >• for all x. Only electrons
with \v\ > 0.17c and ions with |vl > 0.00125c are plotted.
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An Implicit Method for Electromagnetic Plasma
Simulation in Two Dimensions*

J. L. BRACKBILL AND D. W. FORSLUND

Applied Theoretical Physics Division. Los Alamos \anartal Laboratory.
Los Alamos. WH Mexico S7545

Receded November 13. 1981

A new method for modeling towfrequenc> plasma phenomena is presented The method
uses an implicit formulation of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations to relax restrictions on the
time step and mesh spacing so that larger values which correspond to the Frequencies and
wavelengths of interest can be used. As a result, the range of length and time scales accessible
in plasma simulation is increased b> orders of magnitude. The algorithm, as embodied in a
new code VENUS for electromagnetic plasmas in two dimensions, is described, its stability
and accuracy analyzed through linear and nonlinear analysis, and its properties, including
•.oppression of llic finue grid instability, illustrated through its application to the Weibcl
instabihu

INTRODUCTION

To extend the reach of nonrelalivistic electromagnetic plasma simulation in two
dimensions to longer physical length and time scales, an implicit method has been
developed. The implicit method alters the way the coupled field and particle
equations are advanced in time and eliminates many of the constraints on the time
and space steps imposed by stability conditions.

As is well known, explicit formulations of the Vlasov-Maxwell equations are stable
only for values of the time step Jf and mesh interval JJC that resolve all time and
space scales |1 .2 | . In electromagnetic plasma 'simulation, for example, one is
required to ust lime steps which resolve light waves and space steps which resolve the
Debye length, even when neither radiation nor charge separation effects ».re
important. In many cases, the time and length intervals interest are very large
compared with the values of Ax and Jf that satisfy the stability conditions, and then
many time and space steps are required to integrate over them. This prevents the
application of explicit plasma simulation methods to many problems | 3 | .

'This work was performed under the United States Department of Energy. The U.S. Governments
right to retain a nonexclusive royally free license in and to the copyright covering this paper, for
governmental purposes, is acknowledged
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Plasma Mechanism for Ultraviolet Harmonic Radiation Dae to Intense CO] Light

B. Bezzerides, R. D. Jones, and D. W. Forslund
L'niiersUw of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Lai Alamos. Netv Mexico 87545

(Raoatrad IS Juna l«8t)

A theoretical explanation la praaanHd of aoma obeervatlonr from recent CO.-luer
experiments by introducing a novel maohulam for harmonic light emllilon. The theo-
reticiJ modal provides new Insight Into the properties of Urga-ampHtude w a s In the
extremely IShomogeneoua envlroomant oaustd by atrong profile modiBcation of tha crlt-
Ical-deoslty plasma.

PACS numben: S2.25.Pi, S2.35.Ht, 52.35.Mw, 52.70.Kr

Harmonic generation in laser-irradiated plas-
mas lias been the subject of a number of experi-
mental1'2 and theoretical papers.1 These studies
have been confined primarily to second-harmonic
(SH) emission. The analytic etlorts to understand
SH have relied on perturbation theory based on
the assumption of a weakly nonlinear response by
the plasma in which the source current for the
SH is due to beats between the first-harmonic
Held. Higher harmonics up to the eleventh har-
monic of C(Vlaser light have been reported by
Burnett etal.* The relative efficiency of the
emitted lines in this work was a decreasing (unc-
tion of harmonic number, again a result corre-
sponding to a weakly nonlinear plasma response.

A recent paper reported the observation of CO,
harmonic light as high as the 29th harmonic,!

and more recently, as high as the 46th harmonic*
The unique feature of these data is the constant
relative eiticiency of the lines. It Is obvious that
to understand these d?.ta one must introduce a
new approach which goes beyond any analysis
based on mode coupling and perturbation theory.
Furthermore, these data are compelli;,; evidence
for nonlinearity heretofore unexplored in the study
of laser-plasma interactions. The purpose of this
Letter is to understand some of the properties of
this nonlinearity.

Before we discuss the nonlinear mechanism for
the high-harmonic CD, emission, let us consider
the absorption of the incideU light. It is general-
ly acceded that the dominant absorption mecha-
nism of intense COj-laser light in laser-tusion
applications is resonant absorption/ Resonant
absorption in a fixed plasma density profile is a
linear mechanism whereby incident light tunnels
from the electromagnetic turning point and ex-
cites plasma density oscillations at the critical
density, nc, where w : « „ with w the incident
light frequency and w, the local plasma frequency,
respectively. Throughout the pulse time of the
laser the plasma density is certainly not fixed

and can develop a sharp plasma boundary as a re-
sult of the very substantial pressure of the in-
tense laser light (> 10" W/cm1). The importance
of this steepened plasma density profile will be-
come apparent in what follows.

To understand the emitted spectrum we start
with the radiation field,

(1)

where the square brackets denote retarded time,
the current^*-env , withn and v the electron
fluid density and velocity, respectively, and H
=x - x \ Introducing the Lagrangian variables x'
• X O ' + S S O ' . T 1 ) , T ' « / ' , where 5=/rcrr'v(xo ,r')
with «,<fV - n 0 d ^ o ' , we find (or the far field,

i.V> (2)

where n0 is the ion density, assumed fixed, and
now R=x-Xo' . We have neglected relativistic
corrections, and used u o / e « 1, which requires
t»o /c« l , as we will see , where Vg^eE^/mu with
£„ the incident field intensity. This form for B
is useful since it shows that only the fluid accel-
eration, albeit In Lagrangten coordinates, is
needed to calculate B. The justification for the
use of Lagrange-transformed variable; for all
time, even though hot electrons are produced at
high incident intensity, follows from the observa-
tion that fluid-element crossing does not occur if
the full electron pressure is included in the e lec-
tron Euler equation.* Except for the integral over
the radiating material Eq. (2) is identical to the
single-particle result and leads to the well-known
Larmor formula (or the to»al power radiated.

The acceleration is given by

(3)

where we have used the relation v »v »eB/>»c,
and P, is the electron-pnssure tensor. We now

202 © 1982 The American Physical Society
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Collective Capture of Released Lithium Ions in t[ie Solar Wind

D. WINSKE,1 C. S. Wu,2 Y. Y. U 2 - 3 AND G- C. Z H O U 2 *

The capture of newly ionized lithium tons in the «ilar wind by meam of D - womigneiic instabilities is
investigated through linear analysis and computer simulation "Hire -.iUjiiuies, driven by a luhium
vcloctly ring perpendicular lo and drifting along ihe magnetic field, are considered. The caplure time of
the lithium by the solar wind is roughly 10 linear growth tiir.ei. regardless of whether resonant or
nonresonam modes dominate initially Possible implications of the results for ihe Active Magnetosphere
Panicle Tracer Explorer IAMPTE) mission are discussed.

1 INTHODLCTION

One of the principal tasks of the Active Magnetospheric
Particle Tracer Explorer (AMPTE) mission will be the release
of lithium atoms in the solar wind tn front of the earth's bow
shock, and the subsequent monitoring of them as they pass
into the magnctosphere. A description of the mission, its over-
all goals, and the spacecraft instrumentation is given by Kri-
miais et al. [1982] A key issue is where to release the lithium
to achieve the most efficient transmission into the mag-
netosphcrc The most promising strategy is to release the lith-
ium close to the quasiperpendieular ponton of the bow shock
so that its gyromotion will quickly carry it into the down-
stream region, as has been shown by following single particle
trajectories [Brinca, 1984; Decker et ai. 1983. this issue;
Haerendel and Papamastorakis. 1983]. Because the solar wind
conditions are sometimes highly dynamic and unpredictable, it
is also important to know what happens if the lithium ions do
not gyrate rapidly through the shock, either because the bow
ihock recedes away from the release point or the orientation
of the interplanetary magnetic field changes to be more nearly
aligned with the solar wind. In this case, motion along the
magnetic field is also important, and how rapidly the lithium
ions are "captured" by the solar wind, that is, brought up to a
velocity equal to that of the solar wind in the direction paral-
lel to the magnetic field, becomes an issue.

Here we examine this question, in particular with regard to
the role of collective effects in the capture process. The basic
picture we propose is that after lonination the newborn lith-
ium ions form a ring in velocity space perpendicular to the
magnetic field (in the solar wind frame), while drifting relative
to the solar wind along the magnetic field. Such a nng beam
velocity distribution is unstable to various electrostatic and
electromagnetic instabilities. The situation is similar to that
discussed by W'u and Davidson [1972]. Wu et ai. [1973],
Hanle and Wu [1973]. and W'u and Hanie [1974], who con-
sidered the problem of the capture of newly created He* ions
of planetary origin. In these articles the authors hypothesized
that the newborn ions can excite a variety of wave modes, and
consequently, the instabilities and ensuing turbulence can
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1 Institute for Physical Science and Technology University of

Maryland. College Park. MD 20742
1 Permanently at Southwestern Institute of Physics. Leshan. Sich-

uan, China.
•Permanently at Institute of Space Physics. Chinese Academy nr

Sciences. Beijing. China.
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result in the collective caplure of the He* ions. Interest in this
problem has been revived by the AMPTE project. The pur-
pose of this brief report is to summarize recent results, which
demonstrate by means of linear stability analysis and com-
puter simulation that low-frequency electromagnetic instabil-
ities due to the newborn lithium ions may play an important
role in the capture process.

Whiie there are many parameters to be considered, we con-
centrate here on only one the density of (he lithium cloud,
which is highly uncertain. The density may be comparable to
that of the solar wind if ioiuzation occurs very rapidly, say
lomzation by the gas-plasma interaction process [Aifven,
1954], or much smaller than thai of the solar wind if pho-
(oiomzatton by solar ultraviolet radiation prevails. In ihe
analysis we take the lithium density as small but arbitrary and
examine the results over a wide range of density ratios 110"J

to 1O~1)- It is conceiveable that even larger lithium con-
centrations could be possible, but in that case we would
expect that large local density variations would develop, inva-
lidating the theory we present.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe
the model in detail and summarize the results of the linear
analysis for the three instabilities considered. Results of com-
puter simulations used to investigate the nonlinear behavior of
the intabilities are then presented, first for an idealized (infi-
nite, homogeneous) situation and then for more realistic cases
in which the finite extent of the lithium cloud, its expansion in
time, and interaction with upstream turbulence are considered
Because of the length restrictions of this brief report, we limit
the discussion to a summary of the major points; the details
will be presented later in a full length article In section 3 we
summarize the results and discuss possible consequences for
the AMPTE mission

2. RESULT'S

2.1. Model

The distribution of newly ionized particles in the solar wind
has been described by Wu and Davidson [1972]. If n = Bo Bo

is a unit vector along the interplanetary magnetic field Bo, in
ihe solar wind frame such ions have a parallel velocity v0|l = n
(V5W - v,i, where V sw is the solar wind velociiy and v, is the

newborn ion velocity. The ions gyrate perpendicular to the
magnetic field with a transverse speed v0^ = I(VSW — v,) x n|.
For simplicity, we take the angle between Vsw and Bo co be
45 and neglect v, so that the lithium ions form a ring with
*•- = H* \ -• streaming relative to the solar wind with \',u =
V\ As the angle between Vsw and Bo changes, (he source of
free energy, and thus the character of the instability, changes
from being more beamlike when Vsw, and Bo are more aligned
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Low-Altitude Image Striations Associated With Bottomside Equatorial
Spread F: Observations and Theory

JAMES F. VICKREY

SRI International, Radio Physics Labaratnr\
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Schoul of Elecincai Engineering. Cornell Lnuersiiv

S. ROBERT GOLDMAN

Los Alamos Sat tonal Labor at or \

Ionospheric plasma instabilities are usuall) discussed in terms or local parameters, However, because
electric fields of seal: size / < 1 km map along magnetic field lines, plasma populations far away from a
locally unstable region maj be affectcd by the instability process and vice versa. We present observation*
of electron densny variations in the f, region of the ionosphere *t two locations near the magnetic
equator Oscillations in electron number density that were confined to a narrow wa\elength regime were
observed in a region of the ionosphere with a very weak vertical density gradient Since magnetic flux
lute interchange instabilities cannoi create structure in such an environment we suggest that these are
"images" of instabilities occurring elsewhere along the magnetic field line A simple steady state theory of
image formation is developed that is in good agreement with the observations. Moreover, this theory
predicts a scale size dependent "effective diffusion" process in the F region that may dominate ever
classical cross-field diffusion at kilometer scale sizes Such a scale size dependent diffusion process is
required to explain recent scintillation observations of decaying equatorial plumes.

1 INTRODUCTION

Ionospheric plasma instabilities are often discussed in terms
of local parameters However, magnetic field lines can link
unstable regions to other plasma populations that may affect
the evolution of the instability process. An example is the role
of a conducting £ region in diffusive damping of F region
structure and in the suppression of electrostatic instabilities
[\ oik and Haere.id ' 1971. Goldman et al. 1976. Vickrey and
Kelle\. 198:]

Another effect most often studied in conjunction with F
region barium cloud striations is the generation of image sln-
ations in the background medium As discussed in more detail
below, an image forms at altitudes where the ion gas is com-
pressible, namely, the £ and luwer Fl regions. To date, the
existence of images has not been experimentally verified, al-
though computer simulations have predicted their generation
[Goldman t-t al. 1976. Lloyd and HaerendeL 1973].

The data discussed here come from fixed bias Langmuir
probes flown on two rockets launched just off the magnetic
equator during equatorial spread F conditions. One. a Javalin
sounding rocket, was launched by NASA from Natal, Brazil,
on November 18. 1973. at 2122 UT [Kelley et al.. 1976. 1979:
Costa and Kellex, 1978]. The second, a Terrier-Malemute des-
ignated as PLUMEX I, was launched by the Defense Nuclear
Agency from Kwajalein Atoll on July 17. 1979. at 1233 UT
[Srusrczeivicr et al.. 1980: Rino et ai, 1981; Kelley et at..
1982], We will show that the spectrum of density structure
observed in the F, layer valley (160- to 200-ltm altitude) off
(he magnetic equator is consistent with that expected from the
image ' rmation process (which depends on scale length and

Copyright 1984 by the American Geophysical Union
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density! driven by the gravitational Rayleigh-Tavlor insta-
bility operating on the bottomside F layer at the equator itself

2 DATA PRESENTATION

A plasma density profile from the downleg of the Natal
rocket flight is -eproduced in Figure Id with an expanded plot
of the F layer valley and £ region density profiles in Figure \b
(upleg data is not available in these flights in the low-altitude
region due to the timing of sensor deployment I The plasma
density profile was extremely structured throughout the flight
Near and just below the F region peak, the turbulence has
been interpreted in terms of the nonlinear gra\ national
Raylcigh-Taylor instability (see earlier references! The km-
altitude layered (90-130 km! structure is typical of the equa-
torial £ region and is not produced by the "image" process Of
interest to the present study are the quasi-sinusoidal fluctu-
ations in the F, layer valley (170 to 200 kml where the local
iero-ordcr vertical plasma density gradient nearly vanishes
Because of the finite dip angle at Natal, these fluctuations
project along magnetic field lines to the magnetic equator at
heights ranging from 280 to 315 km. Note that this altitude
range corresponds to heights where the local equatorial F
region is suspected to be unstable lo the gravitational
Rayleigh-Taylor process. The geometry is illustrated sche-
matically in Figure 2. Of course, we do not have simultaneous
F region observations directly at the equator, but it is highly
likely thai boltomside spread F wac occurring there also

Another example from the PLUMEX I rocket downleg is
presented in Figure 3 Again, quasi-sinusoidal oscillations
were observed in the F, layer \alle> region at heights thai
map to the magnetic equator in the altitude range at uhich
the local equatorial spread F fluctuations were detected The
detector used m the present study was not deployed during
the upleg of PLUMEX 1 However. ,\arast ami S:uszc:ii*tc:
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Atomct. The magnetic reconnection theory for two-ribbon flares and flare loops hypothesizes that the
gradual energy release during tire decay phase is a direct remit of diisipative relaxation of the open coronal
magnetic configuration created by an eruptive prominence/coronal traniiem precursor. This scenario is here
developed quantitatively to the point where a realistic comparison with observational data can be attempted
Our major refinements are U) to use an analytical description of the reconnecting field geometry spectfical
chosen to characterize the spatial scale of the active region where a flare occurs, and (n Mo take accouni
of the fact that the volume occupied by X>ray-«fiu!Ung plasma {hot loops; generally increases with nmi
during the flare.

As a test of the modified theory we have undertaken a new representation of the Skylab observation
of the large twc-ribbon flare of 29 July, 1973. It is hereby found that the simultaneous inclusion of the abo'
two factors yields an excellent agreement between the theoretical prediction and observations of the umi
variation of Rare-plasma energy density: such wt$ not possible within the framework of previous work aloni
these lines The agreement extends, moreover, to rather early times in the flare history, where the shon
comings of earlier studies became especially noticeable. This result constitutes strong evidence to su]
previous speculations that magnetic reconnection may provide the sole energy source throughout nearK thn
entire Bare lifetime

I. Introduction

The magnetic rcconnection theory for the 'decay phase' of two-ribbon flares, as

developed originally by Kopp and Paeuman (1976) and subsequently by Pneuman

(1981.1982). Carpi] and Priest (1982), Forbes and Priest (1982, 1983a, b). and others,

is generally regarded (Svestkaw al., 1980; Pallavicini and Vaiana. 198b) as providing

a comprehensive and self-consistent description of the relationships between a wide

variety of flare-associated phenomena - filament eruptions, Hi-ribbon bnghiemngs and

separations, hot (X-ray) and cool (Hi) flare-loop growth, and nonlhermal particle

generation and storage. Briefly, the theory hypothesizes that a two-ribbon flare is the

visible manifestation of magnetic reconnection in the corona above the flare site, the

stressed open-field structure within which this reconnection occurs having been created

immediately beforehand by a filament activation/disruption and coronal transient. The

excess magnetic energy ol Die distended Seld is released (rapidly at first and more

gradually as the flare progresses) as reconnection allows a lower energ) configuration

" Work performed under the auspices of U.S. Dept. of Energy

Sola' Pnvsics 93 (1984} 351 -361 0038-0938/84/0932-0351S01 65
i 1984 b\ D Rtidtl Fublahmt Company
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Collisionless Dissipation in Quasi-Perpendicular Shocks

D. W FORSLLND. K. U. QLEST. J. U. BR^CKBILL. \SD K Lt.l

Microscopic dissipation processes in quasi-pcrpentiuut.tr shuck-, arc studied h\ 'ni'-JimciiMimal
plasma simulations m which elections and mns are treated a* puriije-. mi'\.ni: in ^dt-wi'tixitieni
cleclni; and magneuc fields Cros*,-rield currents induce -.uhvijniial turhukrKc .M ihc .hi^k Irnni
reducing the reflected ion fraction, increasing the bulk ion lemperalure behind the shiick douhltnji the
average magnetic ramp thickness, and enhancing Ihe upsiream held aliened eluji^n heat n\m I he
short scale length magnetic fluciuanons observed, in ihe bow shock jre pmhaWv .isiuu.iicJ *> i'h itn-
turbulence

INTRODLLTION

Understanding of the dissipation of energy, in collisionless
magnetic shocks has been sought tor manv \ears Satellite
observations of the earth's bow shock illuminate the struc-
ture of collisionless shocks including ion reflection \\1nnt-
ijontcn ei ul . 1970: Pa\i hnumn vt at . 14X2). magnetic held
overshoot [Heppner ft at. l*Wv. ! . iw ,n rt at. 19821.
thickness of the transition laver | f i /mW/ and Givensiadi,
1979|. electron and ion heating rates \Bumr rt tit.. t W l . and
high-frequency fields [Grtenstudt ft ul . I9KU. Rminyuv:
anJGurnen, 1975. I976| in the shock la\et itself Compared
with these observations, one-dimensional particle simula-
tions \Bi\kamp and Welle. \W2: After it at.. W 7 | | typicalK
overestimate the number of reflected ion*, because cross-
held reMslmtv is absent. One-dimensional hvbnd simula-
tions \Lvm\ ei at . 1981. 19K2] that irei't the resistive heating
phenomenologicalh describe the ihicknesi of the foot region
and the overshoot region However, the mechanism for
electron heating is unknown and ihc proper ramp thickness
is not obtained in such models Here, some prehminar\
results are presented from two-dimensional plasma simula-
tions of quasi-perpendicular shocks that resolve the ion and
electron lime and space scales. The new. results not onh
reproduce or extend most of the one-Jimensiunal simulation
results reported earlier, but also allow one to identify
important new electron and ion dissipation processes in the
earths bow shock and to observe upstream held aliened
electron heat flow

The bow shock is modeled in two dimensions b> a newlv
developed implicit particle-m-cell simulation technique
\Brutkbil! and Forslnnd. 1982]. Very high frequency, m.,,.
osculaticns are eliminated without removing electron inertial
and kinetic effects. In the simulation code V'ENL'S \Bruik-
htlt and Forslund. 1982J. two spatial coordinates and three
velocities are treated for each species in the self-conbistent.
three-component electric and magne:ic fields. Numerical
dissipation in the code is smaller than the dissipation m the
shock due to self-consisteni colhsionless collective effects.

A magnetic piston is used to drive the shock The piston, a
tangential discontinuity which pushes the plasma towards"

This paper is not subiecl to L S eopvnghl Publtshed m IS>KJ hv
the American Geophysical L'nton

Paper nurobei MJ9I0

the left, is generated at the right boundar\ b\ ,i iran-*\LT->c
electric field t. tFigure 11. Bv analogs wiih the cnUi •
davside magnetopause. the piston is a magnetic Kiincr
through which the magnetic held iniensiu increase-, and 'he
number densit\ drops to zero In the frame musing " i i h the
piston, a super Alfvenic plasma hits the barrier 1 *iun*_hinL:
compresslunal waves which propagate upstream and •..-L'pi.n
to form ii shock The angle between upstream B and v is > "
and allows for some motion of the electrons along ihe ru-ld
lines inio and oui ol" (he shock

The simulation parameters chosen are for u 0. = 2 plasma
with ii, = 2 or 0 2 and an Allven much number o* the shock
of 4.5 The units of length in our figures are upstream • u>
ityptcalK of order 1(10 kmi. velocit> is >hown in unit> ol the
upstream Alfven speed, and time is given in terms ol irn-
inverse ion gvrofrequencv. !1 ' For economv. we have
chosen m m, = KH) and m... 11, = 20

The direction of the ambient field relative to the simulation
plane ^an strong!\ affect the upes of instabilities allowed in
the code. This can he used to advantage in studving shocks
For example, in a perpendicular shock propagating in the \
direction through an ambient magnetic held in ihi.' \ dirc^-
lion, the diamagnetic currents are in the ; direction and Ihus
out of the plane of simulation Thus cross held current
instabilities are not allowed, but pitch angle sc.ittennc insta-
bilities are. However, hv rotating the ambient field out ol the
plane, (he currents move into the pi.me allowing cross-tie Id
instabilities to occur. We make use of this difference \o
illustrate the transition from essentialK zero cross-field
resistivnv to the finite level self-consistenth produced b\
cross-field current instabilities

In Figure 2 we show phase space plots with B in the
simulation i.i - v) plane Ifl = l)i and T, ! - It). In this plane
cross-field curent driven instabilities cannot h-* evened HI
we anticipate a quasi-laminar sho^k structure v\ith substan-
tial ion refieclion. The three components of \clocit\ o\' ions
and electrons are plotted \ersu«» ihe coordinate v at 11 r = J ^
to show the ion reflection and heating oi ions and electrons
behind the shock.

At the time chosen the shock position is approvimaieU
v = 12i u]r, and is separated from the piston h\ <i distance ol
ft-?< u,.,. As will be seen, the separation disuincc corre-
sponds to several ramp thicknesses, so the processes operat-
ing within the ramp may be e\amined separate!) from those
near the piston. Additionall\. [he shock separation from ihe
left wall is large enouph so that boundary efleets ma\ he
neglected.
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Colllsionless Dissipation Processes in Quasi-Parallel Shocks

K. B. Quest, D. W. Forslund, J. U. Brackblll, and K. Lee

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Loi Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT. The evolution of colllslonless, quasi-
parallel shocks (9 B n ^ 4 5 ° , where 9gn is the angle
between the shock normal and the upstream magnetic
field) is examined using two dimensional particle
simulations. Reflected ions upstream from the
shock are observed with average guiding center
velocity and gyrational energy which agree well
with the prediction of simple specular reflection.
Strong Ion heat Inn through the shock ramp Is ap-
parently caused by large amplitude whistler turbu-
lence. A flux of suprathermal electrons is also
observed upstream with Increased flux oblique to
che magnetic field direction. Much stronger ion
heating occurs In the shock than electron heating.
The relevance of this work ta the eartl^" s bow
5hock Is discussed.

Introduction

Colllslonless shocks in the solar wind are
generated by flares and by the steepening of high-
speed solar wind streams at large heliocentric
distances (Greenstadt and Fredrlcks, 1979), while
bow shocks surround every planet. Because of the
extensive data from ISEE satellites, detailed
comparisons with theory are possible. For
example, using particle-ln-cell plasma simulations
with Idealized boundary conditions and geometries,
one can obtain "snapshots" of Che instantaneous
velocity distribution functions and the full
magnetic field profile at any desired time. These
raay be compared with analytic theories and satel-
lite data to test the understanding of the physics
of colllslonless shocks.

Here we present the results of rece.ic two-
dimensional electromagnetic, fully kinetic simula-
tions of quasi-parallel shocks (Similar simula-
tions of quasi-perpendicular shock-; are reported
In Forslund, et al., 1982). Using an implicit
algorithm (Brackblll and Forslund, 1982) we
calculate the full electron and ion dynamics on
large spatial scales (tn-ny Ion gyroradii) for long
titles (many gyroperiods) with Ion to mass rat las
of 0(100). Vma we remove the earlier restric-
tions of one dimensionality (Biskamp and Welter,
19721 and of a resistive fluid treatment of the
electrons (Leroy, ec al., 1981).

Removing these restrictions allows us to
separate spatially Che shock and piston (see
below), to examine electron dissipation, and to
observe luch features as field aligned heat flux
and electron crapping. This Is particularly Im-
portant for quasi-parallel shocks, where motion
along the field line can result in strong acceler-
ation of the electrons through the shock transi-
tion layer. Two dimensionality also allows us to
oodel che turbulence due to the transverse

Copyright 1983 by the .-wi-.-r ican Geupny^ical J,n ?r
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currents in the shock front. Ffnallv, lnclurfinc

electroa lnertlal effects allows us to praperly

treat whistlers generated In quasi-parallel

shocks.

Simulation Model and Parameters

We consider a uniform density plasma in a

uniform magnetic field (Bx,0,1 ) with Maxwelllan

Ion and electron distributions at T, and ~ re-

spectively. A magnetic piston is driven Into the

placna from the right, launching a shock that runs

ahead of the piston.

In our simulations 6gn • V°, the Alfvfer̂  Macv

number is approximately U, and the upstre.i-

electron 9 Is 2. These values approximate obser.'i-

tians aade during a bow shock crossing by ISEE \ tZ

on August n , 197B, (Gosling et al., 198Z). T:

explore the effect of different Ion temperatures,

we have held T. fixed and used T=/T("l and 1?.
For an upstream electro of 2, varying T 'T
varies che magnecosonlc Mach number from about 2.1
(when Tg/Tj-10) to 1.8 (Te/T.-1>. The units of
length in the figures, c/w ^, are typicallv of
order 100 km in the solar wind. The .velocltv U
shown in units of che upstream Alfven speed, and
time Is given In units,, of the inverse ion gyrr-

frequency, £1 - I To keep the e lec t ron
lengths reasonably r e so lved , we have chosen ~L "1,"
100 and * /il • 20, where u is the electro:-.
plasma frequency. All the r e s u l t s below are at
t«4 . SilT t when the shock and piston are we 'A
separa ted .

Simulation Resu l t s .

In Fig. 1 we show phase space p lo ts of the ion=
versus the shock normal coordina te x for the tw-

r l g . I Phase space p l o t s of ions v<= x fr>r •» i"au
t lon with T /T.-10 ( a - c ) and T 'T,* ?-e ' Jt
. l , t - - . S . Simulation grid Is i ! ce . v < =•
C / U J . ) b y 2 S 6 c e l l s I n x ( 3 0 c . ' - p i * . : - I . ' i ' ' n

e a c n o f e l e c t r o n s a n d I o n s a n d a t \ ~ - s t e p o f
-1

pe 'as used.
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To 3e Presented At The 1985 Particle Accelerator Conference
TRIUMF, Vancouver, B.C. CANADA

Ion Source Development for the Los Alamos Heavy
Ion Fusion In.iector. H.L. RUTKQWSKI. S. HUMPHRIES", E.A.
MEYER, H. OONA, R. SHUnTER, and L. ENOELHARDT,* Los
Alamos National Laboratory. Los Alamos, NM 87515—The
Heavy Ion Fusion Injector program at Los Alamos is
oriented toward producing a 16-beam, high current,
2 MeV injector which will serve as a source for multi-
ple beam accelerator experiments and as a prototype in-
jector for the High Temperature Experiment (HTE)
accelerator. The ion source requirements for this
device are quite stringent. We are reporting on char-
acterization experiments performed in a test stand
extractor system, with aluminum spark, pulsed plasma
sources. The pulsed plasma is kept out of the extrac-
tor gap with a double grid plasma switch. Currents are
measured with a gridless Faraday probe. Emittance is
measured with a pepper-pot method. The beam itself is
imaged with a thin film aluminum fluorescer. We also
discuss 9 multiple beam extractor experiment to st-.udy
multiple beam effects at low energy.

"Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of
Energy.

Submitted by:
H.L. Rutkowski
Los Alamos National Laboratory
P-7, MS E525
Los Alamos, NM 375145
(505) 667-9315

Class i f i ca t ion It: A03 Presentation Option: Oral
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To Be Presented at CLEO '85, Baltimore, Maryland, May 21-24, 1985

PERFORMANCE OF THE LARGE APERTURK MODULE OF THE AURORA

KRYPTON FLUORIDE LASER SYSTEM

G. W. York, J r .
S. J . CzuchlewsKi

L. A. Rosocna
E. T. Salesky

Los Alamos Nat ional Laboratory
Group P-16, MS E543

Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545
Telephone: (505) 667-3714

SUMMARY

Tne Large Aperture Module (LAM) i s tr ie f i n a l a m p l i f i e r of the Los

Alamos Aurora Krypton f l u o r i d e (KrF) laser system. An a r t i s t ' s

conception of the device is shown in Fig. 1. I t consists of a laser

chamber with a 1-m x 1-m aperture and a 2-m active length wnicn is

d i r e c t l y pumped by opposing 1-m x 2-in electron beams (up to 675 KV @ 20

A/cnr ) . Facfi electron gun is driven by two 2.7Q water pulse forming

l ines (PFL) connected in pa ra l l e l . Tne PFLs are eacn 10.7 m long, g iv ing

a 650-ns pump pulse. Eacn pair of water lines is pulse cnarged by a Marx

generator capable of producing up to 1.8 MV. A pair of Helmnclz co i l s is

provided to prevent beam pinching in the diodes ana to ensure uniform

pumping in the laser gas volume. The laser chamber can be f i l l e d with up

to 1.5 atm of an Ar, Kr, F., lasing mixture.

To date, tne amplif ier nas been operated at up to about 75" of i t s

rated voltage and preliminary experiments have been performed to evaluate

i t s performance. An unstable resonator opt ical cavi ty was instal led as

-2-
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To Be Presented at CLEO '85, Baltimore, Maryland, May 21-24, 1985

Gain aw? M»orptie« HaMunaasts of KsF

With High Kr concentrations

E.T. salasky

Los Manoa National Laboratory

P.O. Box 1663

LOB Alamos, New Mexico 87545
Telephone: (505) 667-5320

and

Wayne 0. Kimura

Mathematical Sciences Northwest

Z755 Northup way

Bellevue, Washington 98004

Telephone: (206) 827-0460

ABSTRACT

Snail signal gain (g -a) and out-of-band (261 ran) absorption

seasurenents are made of e-beam pumped KrF laser mixtures (Ar diluent) with

<H-99.6% Kr concentrations. Our computer model agrees with the results.
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To Be Presented at CLEO '85, Baltimore, Maryland, May 21-24, 1985

Generation and Amplif ication of Single 5-ns 248-nm

Krypton Fluoride Pulses

by

S. J. Thomas ana M. D. Burrows
P-16, MS E543

Los Alamos National Laboratory
P. 0. Box 1663

LOS Alamos, New Mexico 87545
Telephone: (505)667-9545

ABSTRACT

A Pockels cell is used to slice a 5-ns pulse from a longer 25-ns krypton

Huoride pulse at 248 nm. The 5-ns pulse is then amplified in a discnarge-

pumped krypton fluoride amplifier witn typical single-pass extraction

energies of 200 mj. The amplified 5-ns pulse is then used to drive a fusic .

laser amplifier chain.
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Presented a t LASERS ' 8 4 , November 2 7 - 2 9 , 1984

ENERGY EXTRACTION AND GAIN MEASUREMENTS ON THE
LOS ALAMOS LARGE APERTURE KrF LASER

G. i«i. YorK, 3. J . C2uchlewsni, E. T . Salesky, and L. A. Rosocha

Los Alamos Nat iona l Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico

SUMMARY

The Large Aperture Module (LAM) is designed to be tne final amplifier

of the Los Alamos Aurora KrF laser system. It is a dout'o-sided direct

electron Deam pumped KrF amplifier witn an aperture of 1 m x 1 m and an

active lengtn of 2 m. In initial tests, this device has been recently

successfully operated as a KrF oscillator, producing an average flux

greater than 0.4 J/crn̂  on an array of calorimeters. This 248-nm laser

output was produced over the 1-m aperture using a positive brancn,

confocal unstable resonator optics set. This resonator consists of a

Dair of dielectric coated glass reflectors whicn form a telescope with a

magnification of 2.88, resulting in an output coupling of 8 8 % . Tne

output window for tnese experiments consists of a mosaic array of 8-in. x

8-in. fused silica windows witn a net transmission of approximately 60%,

resulting in a delivered optical pulse of -2.5 KJ. Correcting for window

losses, tnis corresponds to an extracted energy from the pumped volume of

>5 kJ in the 400-ns FWHM pulse at an energy efficiency of ~4%.

Small-signal gain measurements have also been performed at similar

operating conditions, and the results will be compared to the predictions

of tne Los Alamos KrF Kinetics code. Tne data are in good agreement witn

the code predictions. Details of tne design of tne amplifier will be

presented.
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THE ANTARES FACILITY FOR INERTIAL FUSION EXPERIMENTS

- STATUS AND PLANS

P. D. Goldstone, G. Allen, H. Jansen,
A. Saxman, S. Singer, and M. Thuot

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade saveral increasingly powerful short pulse
CO2 lasers have been constructed at Los Alamos National
Laboratory to investigate the feasibility of CO2 as an
inertial fusion driver. The advantage of CO2, a gas laser
with high rep-rate capability, electrical efficiency as high as
10S, and scalability to large energies, must outweigh important
difficulties in target physics due to the copious production of
suprathermal electrons if CO2 is to be considered a viable
driver option.

Since 1978, Los Alamos has used the 10-kO, eight beam Helios
laserl to perform a variety of experiments aimed at
elucidating basic laser-matter interaction mechanisms and
beginning to determine the scalability of C02-driven targets
to high driver energies. Antares, currently under construction,
will be the next CO2 laser used to further the experimental
ICF program. Scheduled for operation early in FY-84, the
Antares laser is designed to provide 30-40 kj in a nominal 0.7
ns pulse, utilizing 24 independently pointable beams. Since
Helios is generally limited to - 5 kJ operation in most target
experiments, this will provide a significant increase in the
energy available for target experiments, enabling us to study
the energy scaling of target interaction phenomena as well as to
perform experiments which are energy-limited at Helios.

21
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Laser-initiated vacuum plasma shutters using a dielectric aperture for
retropulse isolation

T. W. Sheheen, S. J. Czuchlewski, J. Hyde, and R. L. Ainsworth
Vnivtrsity of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Las Alamos. Stw Mexico S754S

(Received 18 December 1981; accepted for publication 23 March 1982)

It is demonstrated that sintered LiF spatial-filter apertures may be used in a vacuum environment
of 10"* Ton as laser-initiated plasma shutters for retropulse isolation in high-energy laser fusion
systems. In the experimental dau presented, a 1.1-ns duration pulsed CO, laser at 10.6-pm
wavelength with an energy of 3.0 J is used for plasma initiation. A chopped cw CO2 laser tuned to
9.6 pm is used as a probe laser in determining the time the plasma blocks transmission of a CO:

laser beam. Both the 10.6- and the 9.6-^m transmission were measured as a function of pulsed
laser fluence on the aperture edge, up to 240 J/cm1. Blocking times in excess of 1.0 ps were
observed for an aperture diameter of 800 Mm, for a Gaussian beam with a diameter of 1 2 mm
determined at the 1/e3 intensity points.

PACS numbers: 42.60.Kg, 42.80.Bi

I. INTRODUCTION

In all high-energy laser-fusion systems, an important
consideration is the protection of the front-end oscillator
and optical components from damage by laser pulses that are
reflected back into the laser systems from fusion targets. Any
apparatus used in isolating the retropulse should be efficient,
with a high forward transmission and low backward trans-
mission, have a minimum of complexity f<- reliable oper-
ation, and for some applications function in a vacuum envi-
ronment. It has previously been shown that an active shutter
using an exploding wire device1 may be used as a plasma
source at the aperture of a spatial filter to block target-retro-
reflected light. Metal irises in air or ambient nitrogen envi-
ronment also have been shown to produce a laser-initiated
piasma1 sufficient to "clamp" a retropulse transmission to a
low level.

In this presentation, we demonstrate that a CO, (10.6-
fim\ laser-initiated plasma may be formed at the aperture of a
LiF spatial filter in a vacuum of 10~6 Torr, of sufficient
density and lifetime to block the retropulse from reentering
the laser system. The plasma-initiation process is controlled
by the fluence incident on the aperture edge of the spatial
filter. Blocking times of the 9.6- îm probe laser are measured
as a function of the incident laser Suences. Blocking times
were also observed with the 10.6-/im pulse laser focused 2.0
mm off the axis in a radial direction of the cone shaped spa-
tial filter. With a 1.1-ns pulsed 10.6-/im CO; laser incident
on the LiF aperture, at a fluence level of 63 J/cnr on the edge
of the 0.7847-mm-diam aperture, we have found that a plas-
ma is initiated within the 1.1-ns pulse width, producing a
small-signal transmission of 65%. Within 40 ns. the plasma
reaches a critical density of 10" cm ~ \ sufficient to block the
9.6-^m probe laser. The p.'asma persists at or above the criti-
cal density for 680 ns; at larger values of edge fluences,
blocking times in excess of 1.0/is are possible. While consid-
erable damage to metal irises in vacuum at high fluence lev-
els has been observed, the sintered LiF spatial filter shows
only minimal damage and no distortion of the aperture after
mort than 200 pulses in 10~° Torr vacuum.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A. Experimental arrangement

The present experiments employ up to a 3.0-J/pulse
CO; laser at 10.6 urn, with a pulse width of 1.1 ns that is
focused on a LiF spatial filter in a vacuum of 10"* Torr with
NaCl optical components. A continuous-wave lew) chopped
CO, probe laser at 9.6 ̂ m is used to determine the blocking
time of the laser-initiated plasma. The beam paths and ex-
perimental configuration are shown schematically in Fig. 1
The primary laser beam, with diameter of 3.0 cm, is focused
on the spatial filter in the vacuum chamber using a NaCl lens
of 60-cm focal length for an f/20 system. The input energy,
sampled by using a wedge beam splitter, and the energy
transmitted through the spatial filter are measured with py-
roelsctric joulemeters. Input fluence was varied without
changing the beam diameter by inserting calibrated CaF,
attenuators into the beam. Calibrated CaF, attenuators also
were inserted into the beam in front of the joulemeters dur-
ing calibration. The spatial filter is mounted on a lens holder
(shown in Fig. 2) that has vertical and horizontal u, VI mi-
crometer drives that are adjusted from outside the vacuum
system. The lens holder and drivers are in turn mounted on
an optical rail in the chamber giving x, y, and z fine adjust-
ment capability. Provided with these adjustments, the pre-
liminary spatial filter alignment is obtained using a He-Ne
laser beam sent through the optical system, with the spatial
filter positioned for maximum transmission. This position is
indicated and marked on a video monitor that views the spa-
tial filter with a video camera and telescope. Final alignmen i
of the filter is performed using the pulsed CO, laser, atten-
uated sufficiently to prevent plasma formation or flashing at
the spatial filter aperture. The filter then is adjusted for max-
imum transmission while being viewed using the video sys-
tem. The video system gives information on the deviation
between the CO; and the He-Ne beam, as well as providing a
monitor for observing any asymmetries during plasma for-
mation. Beam spatial filter alignment was accomplished for

J. Appl. Phyl. 53(7), July 19B2 0021 8979/92/074652-05502.40 !T 1982 American Institute ot Phvsics
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UNBACKED CYLINDRICAL METAL FOILS OF SUBMICRON
THICKNESS"

DAVID V. DUCHANE AND BARRY L BARTMELL
Los Alamos National toonralon Ua Alamos. NM &7HS < V SA I
(Received Apnl 13.1983.taxpl.xl April 21. 19831

Implosion experiments often utilize cylindrical thin metal foils. Previously
these foils have been made either from flat sheets, with a seam where the edges joined,
or in the form of a composite polymer/metal laminate, in which the plastic film acts
as a supporting substrate.

A method has been developed to produce unbacked cylindrical metal foils cf
submicron thicknesses. This process utilizes a temporary substrate consisting of a
water-soluble polymer film as a base for the electron beam deposition of the metal
layer. After formation of the metal fail, the polymer is removed by immersion of the
assembly in water. Unbacked metal foil cylinders as thin as O.i 7 um with extremely
smooth wrinkle-free surfaces have been produced by this technique.

1. BACKGROUND

Cylindrical thin metal foils are of interest to a number of researchers
conducting pulsed power experiments'. The earliest work in this area was carried
out using commercially available flat foils. These were simply wrapped around a
pair of support rings to produce a foil cylinder^ The scam at the point where the
edges of the foil were joined was highly undesirable from the standpoint of implosion
symmetry. It presented a region of essentially zero mass if a butt joint was formed, or
an a rra with twice the mass per unit ares of the main body of the foil when an overlap
joint was utilized.

To overcome the problems associated with this joint, a technique for producing
seamless foils was developed by Kindel el ai' In their process they utilized a
cylindrical polymer substrate made according to the method of Grader el a/.* The
product was not a pure metal foil, bui a composite consisting of a polymer film
substrate with a continuous and uniform metal overlay. While this seamless
polymer/metal laminate was an improvement over '.he previous wrapped foils, it
presented a number of problems in fabrication ..nd use The polymer film was
formed from a noxious organic solvent by a dip-cas!ing process. Because the

" Paper presented al Che lnlenii:ional Conference on Metallurgical Coalings San Diego CA USA
April 18-22.1983
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Scattering of light by laser fusion targets; with small defects

David E. Cooper, Dau-Sing Wang, and Milton Kerker

The extended boundary condition method was used to determine the effect imperfections in small glass and
metal shells have on scattered light at 10.6 urn. The results indicate that imperfections cause a shift in the
locations of the minima in the differential scattering curve, a change in the extinction efficiency, and the
presence of depolarized components for off-axis orientation of the object. Among these, the presence of and
changes in the depolarized component are most sensitive to imperfections. We compute the depolarized
scatter from shells with types!. II. and 111 defects end discuss the potential of light scattering as a character-
ization tool for laser fusion targets

I. Introduction

Light scattering has long been known to be an ex-
tremely sensitive probe of the structure of small parti-
cles.1 •'- This fact suggests that it might be possible to
use light scattering to measure specific types of defects
on the surfaces of small shells used in the construction
of laser fusion targets. Typical shells are fabricated out
of either glass, plastic, or a high-Z metal such as gold.3
For a ?heii to be useful as a target in laser fusion studies,
certain well-defined types of defects must be kept below
a minimum value. The defects of primary interest,
referred to as types I, II, and III,4 are illustrated in Fig.
1. A type I defect occurs when both inside and outside
surfaces of the shell are spherical but not concentric. If
either surface is ellipsoidal, we have a type II defect, and
a local defect, such as a bump or dimple, is labeled type
III.

The characterization requirements on a simple glass
or metal shell used in a laser fusion target are quite se-
vere and are illustrated in Fig. 2. Specifically, types I
and II defects must be below 1%, whereas a type III
defect must be held to below 0.1%. Techniques cur-
rently used to characterize shells with such sensitivities
include optical interferometry, x-ray microradiography,
and scanning electron microscopy.5 While such tech-
niques are quite sensitive, they are rather time-con-
suming and do not lend themselves to examination of the

David E. Cooper is with University of California. Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory. P.O. Box 1663, Los Alamos. New Mexico §7545;
D 3. Wang is with McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratory. St.
Louis. Missouri 53166: and M Kerker is with Clarkson College of
Technology. Potsdam. New York 13676.

Received II June 198i
0003-6935/83/01008.1-r2$0l Ofl'O
c 198.1 Optical Six:iet\ of America

large number? of targets that will eventually be required
for a power generating station. Light scattering offers
to be both a sensitive and fast technique of defect de-
tection as well as being considerably easier to implement
than the techniques now in use. It is, therefore, of in-
terest to determine what effect a defect has on the light
scattered by a glass or metal shell.

This paper presents the results of computer studies
to determine the effect of types I, II, and III defects on
the light scattered by small spherical shells. Although
computations were actually carried out in both the op-
tical (0.5 Mm) and IR (10.6 Mm) regions for both glass
and metal shells, only the latter will be presented here.
since, for the same size parameters, there were only
minor differences. The size parameters studied ranged
from 5 to 30. The computer code used in these studies
relies on the extended boundary condition method
(EBCM) and will be briefly discussed in Sec. II. The
complexity of these calculations is substantial, requiring
as much as 30 min of computation time on a Cray-1
computer at the largest size parameters studied. Sec-
tion III presents the results of the calculations, and Sec.
IV discusses the feasibility of using light scattering to
detect defects of interest on small shells, presents a
novel detection scheme, and discusses some difficulties
that yet need to be overcome.

II. Thaory
The scattering calculations use the EBCM, which was

first developed by Waterman6-7 originally for con-
ducting objects, and was then applied to multilayered
objects.8-10

In this approach, we utilize the spherical harmonic
expansions for the incident fields, the scattered fields,
and the fields inside the object in conjunction with
boundary conditions at the surfaces between adjacent
layers to obtain a system of linear equations. The un-
known expansion coefficients of the scattered fields are
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Fig. 2. Characterization requirement* on shells used in laser fusion
targets.

Fig. 3. Geometry used in the scattering calculations.

obtained in terms of the known expansion coefficients
of the incident fields by directly solving these linear
equations. Details of the development can be found
elsewhere."

In this paper we are interested in determining the
scattering by a slightly nonspherical glass or metal shell.
Since a shell with either a type I, II, or III defect is a
body of revolution, we may apply the technique of using
two sets of coordinates in the scattering calculations to
take advantage of the fact that the EBCM is particularly
efficient for axisymmetric objects. As depicted in Fig.
3, for a shell with a type III defect (modeled as a hemi-
spherical bump in this paper), the two sets of coordi-
nates used are the BODY frame (x'y'z') and the LAB

84 APPLIED OPTICS / Vol. 22, No. 1 / 1 January 1983

frame (xyt). The two seta of coordinates are related by
angles 6p and tff. In the BODY frame the z' axis it
oriented along the defect symmetry axis. In the LAB
frame (xyz), the x-z plane is defined as the scattering
plane, and the z axis is parallel to the direction of inci-
dence. The components of the incident and scattered
fields which are parallel to the x-z plane are defined as
the horizontally polarized components, and those
components perpendicular to the x-z plane are defined
as the vertically polarized components. The major
portion of the scattering calculation is performed in the
BODY frame, and the solutions are then transformed
into the LAB frame. Using the relations between the
two coordinate systems, the scattering calculations can
be carried out for any specified orientation of the object
and hence location of the defect with respect to the in-
cident wave.

The formulation of the EBCM begins with a set of
integral equations which relate the fields in different
regions:

E 3 'r l |

t t x f [ihxEil*3rp)|.B(*;)fl)<ii'

- V x r x f — (rtjXHiUjr'l
•/•ijtaita

»,. „, . , loutaideSj,
(inside S-2.

- r X J^ [-d, x Eilkjr'l • Vu>,R)ds-

- T x v x f —l-rl,xHi(*2rJl|-ff(*i«Ws-

• r x f |rt,xEi(*3r')|-£(*,>?ldj-
•/Ij

-CXTX f — [rl,xH5l*2r'l]

,2 ,
[outaide 5a and inside S l (

where S 2 is the outer surface of the shell, and S i is the
inner surface, k3, k2, e3, and c2 are the wave numbers and
the dielectric constants in the surrounding medium and
in the shell, respectively. &(kR) is the Green's dyadic
for unbounded space, and R * | r - r' |. E' is the inci -
dent electric field. E1 is the scattered electric field, E3

and H3 are the total fields outaide the object, and E2 and
H2 are the fields in the shell. Additional relations be-
tween the fields are obtained by applying the boundary
conditions at the surfaces S, and S2 , which require the
tangential components of the fields to be continuous,
i.e.,

i X Ei - rl2 X Eii |
(31

ri, x E J - rt, x E i l

i t i X H | « r l | X H i ]
onS,.

The electric field of an incident plane wave can be
expanded as
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Vacuum deposition of high quality metal films on porous substrates
Barry L. Barthell and David V. Dtxhane

Los Alamo;. National Laboratory Los Alamos, tou1 Mexico 87S4S

I Received 23 September 1981; accepted 8 December 19811

A composite mandrel has been developed consisting of a core of low density polymethylpentene
foam overcoated with a thin layer of film-forming polymer The surface tension and viscosity of
the coating solution are important parameters in obtaining a polymer film which forms a
continuous, smooth skin over the core without penetrating into the foam mami Wsier soluble
film formers with surface tensions in the range of 45 dyn/cm and minimum viscosities of a few
hundred centipoiscs have been found most satisfactory for coating polymethylpenlene foam. By
means of this technique, continuous polymer fims with thicknesses of 10-20 fjm have been formed
on the surface of machined polymeihylpentene foam blanks. Aluminum has been vacuum
deposited onto these composite mandrels to produce metal films which appear smooth and
generally defect free even at 10 000 times magnification

PACS numbers: 81.15 Ef

I. INTRODUCTION

The substrate plays a key role in the fabrication of thin metal
films by vacuum deposition, since am defects or irregulari-
ties in the surface of the substrate tend to be reproduced m
the film ' Further, if a freestanding film is to be produced,
the SMbstrate mast be removed after deposition of the fi!m
material This can readily be accomplished with parting
agents when films are formed as flat sheets of moderate size,
but when they are to be made with closed shapes such as
cylinders or spheres, removal of the mandrel is much more
difficult In these cases mandrels are generally removed by
leaching processes which ma> be very time consuming Me-
chanical agnation is often employed in the leaching process,
but this poses a risk to the integrity of the thin film In addi-
tion, the leaching fluid itself musl be carefully chosen Metal
mandrels require lechants which may be corrosive, difficult
to handle, and prone to attack the ihin film itself if param-
eters such as temperature and pH are not carefully con-
trolled Polymeric mandrel materials, while soluble in or-
ganic liquids which pose no danger to the deposited metal
film, are usually slow to dissolve and often swell noticeably
pnor to becoming completely fluid Such swelling can de-
stroy the deposited shell.

The ultimate goal of the work reported herein is the devel-
opment of a composite mandrel consisting of a core of low
density, open cell, polymeric foam, overcoated with a thin
layer ot a smooth polymer film. Such a mandrel would have
a microscopically smooth surface, an extremely high sur-
face-to-mass ratio, and an effective void volume approach-
ing 959i These qualities would largely obviate many of the
problems associated with the fabrication of metal-walled fu-
sion targets. The smooth surface would permit the deposi-
tion of metallic films of good strength and uniformity
Leaching would be facilitated by the high surface-to-mass
ratio, or could possibly be eliminated enitrely by simply fill-
ing the voids with fuel and leaving the foam core as a perma-
nent structural support.

Coating of polymer foams has been practiced in the plas-
tics industry for a number of years, but microscopically

smooth finishes have not generally been among the goals of
coating processes : Such surface smoothness as has been
achieved often involves the use of fillers and relatively thick
coatings '

It has been the primary object of this work to develop
coating matenals which will form continuous thin films on
the surface of a low density. open cell foam without penetrat-
ing significanth into the body of the foam structure. As will
be shown below, the surface tension and viscosity of the coal-
ing solution arc important factors in the success of this
technique

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The polymer foam used in this work was obtained by a
process recently developed at the Los Alamos National Lab-
oratory J It consists of polym*thylpentene, and is originally
produced as a filled material For these expenments, the
filled foam was first machined into hollow cylinders 23 mm
long and 13 mm in diameter The filler was then leached out
to yield a mandrel core of low density (about 0.05 g/cm'i.
open cell, pure hydrocarbon material. At this stage of the
process, the surface of the foam was macroscopically smooth
but microscopically rough and porous with an average cell
sue of about 25 /jm.

In each tnal the coaling solution was applied to the sur-
face of the foam by lowering the core into the coating liquid
on a rod extended through its center until it was totally im-
mersed, and then withdrawing it at a constant rate of about
15 mm/min. The excess coating fluid was allowed to drain
from the surface while the sample was suspended vertically

The samples were dryed in a laminar air flow hood to
minimize dust contamination After drying, each sample
was inspected visually and by scanning electron microscopy
iSEM Aluminum was vapor deposited onto sample1- of
foam coated with the mosi promising formulations, and the
alumimzed surfaces again examined by SEM

The coating solutions were prepared by dissolving poly-
mers known to be good film formers in water or methanol
The matenals and concentrations were chosen to give solu-
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Automated computer analysis of x-ray radiographs greatly facilitates
measurement of coating thickness variations in laser fusion targets

D. M. Stupin, K. R. Moore, G. 0. Thomas, and R. I . Whitman

Las Alamos National Laboratory. Univtrrity of California. Los Alamos, Niw Mtxico 87545

(Received 20 October 1981; accepted 12 November 1981)

We have built an automated system to analyze x-ray radiographs of laser fusion targets which
greatly facilitates the detection of coating thickness variations. Many laser fusion targets require
opaque coatings 1 to 20pm thick which have betr p o s i t e d on small glass balloons 100 to 500/im
in diameter. These coatings must be uniformly thick to 1 % for the targets to perform optimally.
Our system is designed to detect variations as small as 100 A in l-pm-thick coatings by converting
the optical density variations of contact x-ray radiographs into coating thickness variations.
Radiographic images are recorded in HRP emulsions and magnified by an optical microscope,
imaged onto television camera, digitized and processed on a Data General S/230 computer with a
code by Whitman. After an initial set-up by the operator, as many as 200 targets will be
automatically characterized.

PACS numbers: 68.55. + b, 67.70. + n, 52.5O.Jm

INTRODUCTION

We have built an automated system to analyze x-ray radio-
graphs of laser fusion targets at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory, which greatly facilitates the detection of coating
thickness variations in these targets. The Microradiographic
Analysis System (MIRAS—from the Spanish look) is sensi-
tive to 1% variations in coating thickness for nonconcentri-
cities and 2% variations for elliptical defects, and, therefore,
meets the requirements imposed by target designers for these
two types of defects. We have proven the accuracy and sensi-
tivity of this system by direct comparison with data taken
with a flatbed microdensitometer and optical interference
measurements. The on-line processing features of MIRAS
give fast turn-around time for the analysis of the targets and
the automated features of the system mean that the operator
is not required to devote his attention full-time to the
analyses.

Laser fusion targets are typically hollow glass microbal-
loons 100 to 500 jim in diameter, coated with 1- to 20-pm-
thick layers of various plastics and metals. While the glass
microbaUoons are transparent, it is usually not practical to
measure the coating uniformity or the coating thickness with
optical techniques, because the coatings are usually opaque.
However, the uniformity of the microballcon wall and the
subsequent coatings must be stringently controlled to guar-
antee the performancs of the targets. X-ray radiography has
been shown to be effective in detecting target defects in opa-
que and transparent coatings, '"• and we are developing the
most sensitive methods to find these defects with x rays.

Coating thickness variations are detected by measuring x-
ray transmission through the targets as shown in Fig. 1. X-
rays incident from the top of the figure pass through the
asymmetric microballoon and expose the film underneath
the microballoon. However, the intensity of the x rays is
attenuated exponentially by the amount of the material they
pass through. Hence, the x-ray flux to the center of the bal-
loon is not attenuated as much as the flux near the left or'

ASSYMETR1C
MICR08ALL00N

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EMULSION

' DIAMETRAL DENSITOMETEft SCAN
Of RA0IOGRAPHIC IMAGE

FIG. I. Coiling thickness variations ire delected by measuring x-ray i.iins.
mission through the tirgets The imiges ire recorded in photographic
emulsions and the opticll densities of the emulsions ire i meisure of the
transmuted x-ray flux. Therefore, coating thickness variations ire detected
as variations in the optical density In this example, an asymmetric micro-
balloon gives an unsymmetnc optical density plot.
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1072 0. M. Stupin »t»L Automated computer analyilt

COMPUTER

- ; - RESULTS

FIG 2 Miru usn a television camera (o digi-
tize radiographic images Contact microra-
diograph* are placed on the computer-con-
trolled *•> stage and viewed through the
microscope by a television camera The uideo
images are digitized and stored in computer
memor> where an analysis program calcu-
lates the sizes of defects and prints Ihc results

right edge When the optical density of the radiographs im-
age is plotted along the image diameter, as shown at the
bottom of the figure, one typically gets cupshaptd plots. Fur-
thermore, because of the asymmetry of the -nicroballoon.
the cup nm is higher on the left-hand side of the plot that it is
on the nght-hand side. This asymmetry in the optical density-
plot can be detected by a computer and quantified.

APPARATUS

MIRAS uses a television camera to digitize the radiogra-
phic image of a target as shown in Fig. 2. First, a contact
microradiographic image is made in photographic emulsion
with an x-ray source Then this image is placed in MIRAS on
the computer-controlled x-y stage and viewed in the micro-
scope by a television camera. The video signal is digitized.

TYPE I TYPE 11 TYPE III

Fit. .' Three t \ p « of defects are found in microballcvm'. T>pe-! defects are
nonvoncenrntities lieiueen [he inner and outer surfaces Type-II i\an ellip-
tical inner-,ir <>uler •.urtjce or DO'h, T,rpc-III arc wa^^nr d imple in either
Mjrfjc- nr .rjjk1. ir voids in the coating or densiI> •.snacorisin the coating

this digital data is stored in the computer, and the computer
searches the digital data for defects and prints the results of
the search. Up to 200 images in a single radiographic arrav
will be analyzed automatically without further assistance
after the operator has indicated the location of the images
and assigned identification numbers The computer pnnts
the identification, microballoon diameter, thickness of the
coating, nonconcentncity lType-1 defecti. ellipticity 'Type-
II defecti, and volumes of the warts and pitsiType-lII defecti
for each image. A more detailed description of this process is
in the Appendix

PERFORMANCE

MIRAS meets the requirements Of inertia! confinement
fusion target designers for sensitivity to Type-I and Type-II
defects. We have arbitrarily divided the types of defects typi-
cally found in microballoons and coatings into three types
which are shown in Fig. 3 The Type-I defect is a nonconcen-
tncity between the outer and inner surface, a Type-II is an
elliptical inner or outer surface, or both, and Type-Ill is a
small local defect such as a wart or a dimple, on either sur-
face, or a density variation in the coating. Target designers
have estimated that Type-1 or Type-II defects smaller than
1% in J i / : will not degrade target performance, where f is
the average coating thickness and At is the variation about
the average. Defect;; of Type-Ill must be smaller than 0 19r
in At It if they cover an area of r ; . Whitman1 ' has shown that
the analysis code in MIRAS is sensitive to I % Type-I defects
and 2% Type-II

The accuracy of MIRAS is proven by comparison with
flatbed densitometer data and optical interference measure-
ments. In Fig. 4 are shown the measured n ncentncities
in percent J f / t for ten microballoons whu * -reanalyzed
with data taken with both a flatbed densitomeier and with

J. V ic Scl Tuchnol . Vol. 20. Mo. 4. April 1993
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Summary Abstract: A technique for calculating DT content in glass
micreballoons from x-ray counts

B. S. Jorgensen

University of California. Los A.amos National Laboratory. P. O. Box 1663. IOJ Alamos. Ktiv « w : . o 8 TS4S

(Received 18 September 1981; accepted 12 November 1981)

PACS numbers: 82,gQ.Di

The x-ray counting method' is very useful for determining
DT content of glass microballoons lGMBs|. A quantitative
measurement is complicated, however, by the pressure- and
diameter-dependent self-absorption of thi beta particles in
the gas and by wall composition and thickness effects on x-
ray generation."3 We have experimentally studied the effects
of wall thickness, diameter, and fill pressure on x-ray count
rale as measured bv « Nal detector and, in addition, the
attenuation cauu-d by a plastic costing on the microballoon.
At this time, the effects of glass composition were not inves-
tigated. A 5% Na. 12% Ca, 2% K.. 0.03%B, and 81% Si
composition was used in all cases. The results were com-
bined in an equation which calculates the fill pressure direct-
ly from the x-rjy count rate by an iterative process.

The effects of varying the wall thickness, diameter, and fill
pressure were studied by holding two of the parameters con-
stant and varying the third. Several CMBs were filled by
permeation with 50/50 DT for each case. The x-ray attenu-
ation caused by a plastic coating (parylenel was found by
measuring x-ray count rates of individual microballoons be-
fore and after coating. The data were plotted as shown in
Figs. 1 (a) through (dl, and expressions were found for the
effects of each variable on the count rate by entering the data
on a curve-fitting program on a programmable calculator. In
each case, a nonlinear, least-squares fit of the data gave a
minimum confidence of 0.93.

The effects on the x-ray count rate of the wall thickness,
diameter, and fill pressure may be expressed by

torD = D, andP = P..

D), forrV=W,

for W=W, and

C/ICPI =

/>, .

for W = W,

|2|

13)

where K is the appropriate combination of Kw, KD. KF

The equation may be used to calculate the fill pressure of
plastic-coated microballoons by including a factor for the x-
ray attenuation due to the plastic. The attenuation factor is
the count raw of a coated nr roballoon ICrl divided by the
count rate of the microballoon before it was coated IC I. As
shown in Fig. lid),

Cr/C = e-000""orC = C,e"no<"'

This relationship is valid for coatings froc 0- to at least 100-
/um-thick (the upper limit of our measurementsl. Therefore.
the fill pressure of a plastic-coated microballoon may be cal-
culated by

where C is the counts per second. V is the volume of the
microballoon in cubic microns, W is the wall thickness in
microns. 0 is the diameter in microns, P is the pressure in
standard atmospheres, K is a calibration constant, and the
subscript r refers to a reference microballoon.

Combining Eqs. 1, 2. and 3. and solving for P yields

e00
" " C r

/T11.22 -9xW4D>y
15]

The calibration constant can now be found for a specific x-
ray counter and GMB type by measuring the x-ray count
rate of a DT-filled GMB and ihen measuring the fill pressure
directly b;, some destructive technique such as mass spectro-
scopy Unknown fill pressures can then be calculated using
the above equation in an iterative process on a programma-
ble calculator. An estimated P. which does not need ;o be a
close approximation to the actual P, is inserted in the equa-
tion and only a few iterations are required to arrive at the fill
pressure.

The actual effects derived from first principles are much
more complicated." bir the above correlations hold at least
for glass microballoons with wall thicknesses varying from
1.5 to 5.5^m, diameters from 150 to 600/im. and pressures
from 10 to 100 atm. The fill pressures calculated using this
equation have been compared to the equilibrium fill pressure
for numerous recently filled targets. We have found better
that 10% agreement. Also, multiple calibrations were made
via destructive measurements and we again found better
than .0% agreement in the range of pressures and sizes
mentioned.

We have found this method to be quick and easy for assay-
ing the fuel content of glass microballoons to be used for
laser fusion targets. With the increasing use of plastic coal-
ings on targets, the factor for x-ray attenuation due to the
f iastic is extremely useful since the fill pressure can b- calcu-
lated from the x-ray count rate of the finished target The
effects of varying the glass composition still need to be stud-
ied, since other glass types are frequently used for targets

1111 J Vac. Scl. Tachnol., 2tH4), April U82 0022-5355 82 041116-O2J01.00 19«2 Amarlcan Vacuum Soclaty 1110
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Fabrieaflon of thin-wall, freeetandlna. Inertlal conflnament fuaion taroete by
chemical vapor dlepoaition

D.W. Carroll and W.J. MeCrwry

lM Alamos National Laboratory. Ua Alema. Ntw Mtxico S7S4S

(Received IS September 1981; accepted 21 October 1981)

To meet the requirements for plasma physics experiments in the menial confinement fusion UCF<
program, chemical vapor deposition ICVDI in fluid beds was used to fabneate freestanding
tungucn spheres and cylinders with wall thicknesses less than 5.0 ftm Molybdenum and
molybdenum allo> ITZMi mandrels of the desired geometry were suspended in a carrier bed of
dense microspheres contained in an induction-heated fluid-bed reactor. The mandrels were fret to
float randomly through the bed. and using the reaction WF,. t- 3H-*— W — 6HF. ver\ fine-
grained tungsten was deposited onto the surface at o rale and in a gram size determined b\
temperature, gas flow rate, system pressure, and duration of the reaction. After coating, a portion
of each mandrel » a-exposed b> hole drilling or grinding The mandrel was «hen removed b> acid
leaching, leaving a freestanding tungsten shape Experimental procedures, mandrel preparation,
and results obtained are discussed

PACS numbers 81 15 Gh. 52.50 Jm

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of metal foils as menial confinement fusion lICFl
targets has recently gained importance in physics experi-
ments applicable to thermonuclear ignition.1" The current
requirements for tries* foils dictate that they must be a spe-
cific size and geometry, freestanding, defect-free, less than
S.O-fito uniform wall thickness, and be capable of withstand-
ing manipulation during the fixtunng process. To produce
foils satisfying these specifications, a fluid-bed technique in
combination with chemical vapor deposition ICVDI was uti-
lized " Molybdenum or molybdenum alloy ITZMi man-
drels machined to the desired size and shape were placed in a
bed of dense spherical particles. Hydrogen was passed into
the bed to begin fluidization. This action provided support
for the mandrels and caused ihem lo move through the bed
in a random manner. Aftet the fluid bed was stabilized ai
temperature, tungsten hexafluonde IWFj was admitted.
Using the reaction WF, + 3H.7~KW + 6HF. strong,
smooth tungsten coatings exhibiting fine grain structure
were deposited on the mandrel. Subsequent mandrel remov-
al by acid leaching yielded thin-walled Itypicalh 1.5 to 3.0
umi. freestanding hollow tungsten cylinders and spheres.
This paper will describe the apparatus required and the spe-
cialized techniques developed to produce such unique tung-
sten foils.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Hollow cylindrical mandrels were machined and polished
from molybdenum tubing using conventions! techniques.
Molybdenum was chosen because of its close coefficient of
thermal expansion match with tungsten and because it
would selectively acid leach without affecting the tungsten
coating. Approximately 0.5 mm was added to the length of
cylinders as allowance for polishing back to the mandrel pri-
or to leaching. Although cylindrical mandrels of various
sizes were tungsten coated, the coating process described

applies specifically to mandrels 10.0-mm diam X 13.6-mm
long.

After ultrasonic cleaning, a single molybdenum cylinder
was placed in a bed fluidized by hydrogen. A typical fluid
bed was contained within a graphite coater and consisted of
8 cm' of ~35O-/jtn-diam spherical uranium carbide coaled
with tungsten. Average bed density was 12 g/cnr'. One
unique aspect of this process is thai by varying bed composi-

-ExnausT

[—35mm-]

Mdybdenifn
=•"—""" Mandrel

Graphite Coater

-WF 6 + H 2 In

FIG I CVD coaling apparatus, cross section through coaler
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Preparation of multishell ICF target plastic foam cushion materials by
thermally induced phase inversion processes

A. T. Young, D. K. Moreno, and H. G. Marsters

Univtrsity of California, Los Alamos National Laboratory. POBox 1663. Los Alamos. NM87S45

(Received 21 September 1981; accepted 30 October 1981)

Homogeneous, low-density plastic foams for ICF targets have been prepared oy tnermally
induced phase inversion processes. Uniform, open cell foams have been obtained by the rapid
freezing of water solutions of modified cellulose polymers with densities in the range of 50-7
mg/cnv1 and respsctive average cell sizes of 2 to 40 ̂ im. In addition, low-density, microcellular
foams have besn prepared from the hydrocarbon polymer poly(4-methyl-l-pentene! via a similar
phase inversion process using hcmogeneous solutions in organic solvents. These foams have
densities from 20 to SO mg/cmJ and average cell sizes of 20 pm.

PACS numbers: 817O.Rr, 81.20.Sh

I. INTRODUCTION

Several laboratories have recent .' been involved in the devel-
opment of multishell fusion targets for User interaction ex-
periments. :-: Initial designs consist of a DT-fuel-filled. gold-
coated. hollow glass microsphere centered in the interior of
an cuter puiher-ablaiive shell iFig 1|. Nonconcentncity be-
tween the inner and outer shells must be 2% or less. Between
the two shells is a low-Z cushion layer, which, depending on
the particular design, requires densities from 0.01 to 1 g/cm'
or more. This cushion layer can be a gas, a small-cell plastic
foam, or a full-density plastic.

Multishell fusion targets have been fabricated using a gas
cushion layer with a thin plastic film supporting the inner
shell.' Considerable effort has been expended to fabricate
low-Z. low-density, microcellular foams for this cushion lay-
er.1 * In the study by Rinde and Stone' a celklose acetate
foam * as prepared by euru=;on of an acetone solution of the

polymer into a "phase inversion" environment. This process
is similar to the methods for making asymmetric, reverse-
osmosis membranes for water desalination.4 Rinde and
Stone were able to produce cellulose acetate foam strands
with densities about 50 mg/cm' and cell sizes of 1 to 2 ̂ m.

Coudevil'.e et a/.,: have reported coating of stalk-mounted
glass microspheres with a dextran foam with a density of 50
mg/cm' and average cell sizes of 1 to 2 /jm, Their process
involved the rapid cooling of a water-dioxane solution of the
dextran polymer to a temperature well below the freezing
point of the solvent mixture. The solvent mixture was then
removed via sublimation under vacuum (i.e., freeze-dryingi
to give the polymer foam structure.

In a parallel study at this laboratory, plastic foams have
been made from a water solution of the ammonium salt of
carboxymethylcellulose (Figs. 2 and 31 via this process over a
range of densities from 50 mg/cmJ with 2-/jm cells to 16
mg/cm' with 10-/xm cells. In addition, foams with a density

POLARIS PRIME

INNER PUSHER,

VANDBEL.GLA5S •
MlCR0B4Li.00N,li»m7H'CK

ABSORBER/ABLATOR,
PLASTIC, 75»»m THICK

-OL'TER PUSHER/SHIELD,
GOLD, TS^m THICK

-CUSHION, GAS OR
PLASTIC FOAM,
26Cym THICK

FIG. 1. Cutaway new of • typical mullnhdl
ICF largtt

OVERALL DIAMETER-1350..<-
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~IG. 2. CirbaiymeihytceltuloK focm; density =• 50 m|/cmJ; iverife utl
•ize = 2 fim.

Fio. *. Mnhylcelluloie r«m; dtiuuy » 7 m||/cm!; tv«t«|e metn free piih
diiunce between riln » 40fim.

)f 7 mg/cm3 (Fig. 4| were prepared from a water solution of
nethylccllulose.

I. THERMALLY INDUCED PHASE INVERSION
PROCESSES

The process employed by Coudeville and in our laborato-
ry falls into the general category of tiiermally induced phase
nversion processes. In these phase inversion processes, a
homogeneous polymer solution is cooled in order to force
separation of the solvent from the polymer to form a con-
tinuous polymer matrix in which is dispersed discrete cells of
solvent. Removal of the solvent droplets from the matrix
generally results m an open cell plastic foam structure where
the voids are replicas of the solvent droplets. In a thermally
induced process the solvent is selected from a class of sol-
vents which are good solvents at one temperature and poor
solvents at a lower temperature. Controlled cooling of a
polymer dissolved in this solvent can yield a polymer foam.

During the cooling step, the temperature region at which
solvent-polymer phase separation occurs may be defined as

critical miscibility zone. For polymers having a broad mo-
lecular weight range, the zone may occur over a temperature
range rather than at a single temperature.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Since dextran and the chemically modified celluloses con-
tain appreciable oxygen (an undesirable constituent in some
target designs), we have studied thermally induced phase
inversion foam generation with solutions of polymers con-
taining only carbon and hydrogen (CH). We have been able
to develop CH polymer foams with densities in the range of
SO mg/cm3 and cell sizes from 10 to 30/jm. In addition, we
have developed a process whereby these delicate foams can
be readily fabricated into desirable configurations via con-
ventional micromachining techniques.

Poly|4-methyl-l-pemenel, which is manufactured by Mit-
sui Petrochemical Co. in Japan under the trade name
"TPX," is a linear CH polymer having a density of 0.83
g/ cm3. The polymer is relatively insoluble in most common
organic solvents, and only recently have solvents been pub-
lished for TPX."

We have found that homogeneous TPX solutions can be
obtained with particular solvents by extended heating at ele-
vated temperatures. Such solutions are then cooled at a rate
and to a temperature such that nonequilibrium liquid-liquid
phase separation is initiated. As the solutions are cooied, it is
necessary that no mixing or any other form of agitation be

T\HI I. I. Solvent U'-cd in preparing TPX forms

XJir- A

FIG 3 CarboKymeihylcellula^efoam: density = 16 mg/cm'; average mean
Free path distance between ribs = 10/jcn
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The frequency dependence of a thermal radiation
field complicales the computation of radiative energy
transport in optically thin media because the spectrum
may be uncoupled from local thermodynamic con-
ditions. A model for combining the effect of the
frequency dependence into a radiation temperature
chosen to represent the temperature of both local and
nonlocal emitting regions is described. The derived
equations are much easier to solve than the frequency-
dependent equations and can be applied to a brovd
class of problems. The equations are used to invesu-
gate the response of a gas in an inertial confinement
fusion HCFi reaction chamber to target explosions.
The response is compared for ambient densities of
1.77 x 10" and 1.77 x 1O'~ atom 'cm1. The error in
using ihe brightness temperature instead of a color
temperature to evaluate the opacities is illustrated. An
analytic analysis shows the cooling wave observed
from energy releases >10" erg will not occur w an
ICF cavity. This is confirmed by the numerical cal-
culations.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a variety of models for computing
thermal radiation transport. The model that best
applies to a particular application depends on the
opacity of the transport medium. For example, if
the mean-frep-paths of emitted photons are much
smaller than he distanc; over which the temperature

chances significantly, then the radiation field is
isotropic and the frequency spectrum is determined
by the local temperature. Under these circumstances,
the dependence on angle and frequency can be
integrated out of the radiation transport equation.
However, in many applications the medium is op-
tically thin to emitted radiation, and the angle and
frequency variables must be retained.

This paper describes a method of integrating the
frequency variable out of the transport equation
when the medium contains optically thin regions.
The integration leaves a parameter called the radia-
tion temperature to represent the frequency spec-
trum, where the radiation temperature is chosen to
reflect local and nonlocal emitting regions. The model
is referred to as a two-temperature model because
both the local and radiation temperature appear in
the equations. The equations are identical in form
to those set forth by Moses and Peterson.' bu' the
demation presented here suggests a method of
evaluating the racution temperature that avoids
problems associated with the previous two-tempera-
ture model. The model derived here is particularly
well suited to a medium composed of alternately
transparent and opaque layers, bui is an economical
first estimate for any application where net energy
transport is of primary interest, and a detailed
description of the frequency spectrum is not needed.

The two-temperature equations are derived in
Sec. 11. Thermal conduction and motion of Ihe
medium are ignored in that section because neither
influences the derivation. The equations are used in
Sec. Ill to analytically study the phenomena fol-
lowing the explosion of an martial confinement
fusion (ICF) target in a eas. The trends revealed

MJCLEAR TECi'SOLOCY FUS1OS VOL.5 I9RJ
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Studies of applications of inertial confinement
fusion motivated the development of a plasma model
composed of

1. perfectly conducting fluid

2. relatively energetic ions not in thermal equi-
librium with the fluid

3. an electromagnetic field.

The fluid is modeled as a continuum, but the
trajectories of the ions are determined from integra-
tion of the equations of motion for a statistically
representative sample of simulation particles because
the ion ranges in the fluid are comparable to
characteristic dimensions of containment vessels. The
model constituer.ts interact electrodynamically. col-
lisionally, and through iomzation and recombination
processes. The model of the collisional interaction
is based on the stopping power of the fluid: it leads
to technical difficulties because of the widely differ-
ent characteristic lengths associated with collisional
interactions and with macroscopic fluid phenomena.
These difficulties are resolved with a specialty con-
structed elementary one-dimensional model of the
collisional interaction. The finite difference equations
describing the evolution of the complete ion-plasma
system are integrated numerically for an isotrooic
ion source located on the cylinder axis. The solutions
indicate different ion behaviors for low- and high-
fluid densities. The ions expand as a diffuse cloud
through low-density fluids, but aggregate into per-
pendicular-to-the-magnetic-field sheets in high-density
fluids: the discovery of these strikingly different
behaviors constitutes the main contribution of this
work.

NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY/FUSION VOL. 4 JULY 1983

I. INTRODUCTION

In the inertial confinement fusion (ICF) process,
the reaction occurs sufficiently fast (in <10"* s) to
resemble a small explosion (called a microexplosion)
that produces relatively high-energy (1- to 100-keV)
ions. Investigations of the expansion of these ions
and their interaction with an externally generated
magnetic field imbedded in a residual background
fluid led to the study of a plasma model composed of

1. an ionized fluid

2. relatively energetic ions not in thermodynarnic
equilibrium with the surrounding fluid

3. an electromagnetic field.

The assumptions implicit in this model are:

l .The background medium is collision-domi-
nated, behaves as an ideal gas with a constant ratio
of specific heats, and is ionized to a degree at which
its electrical resistivity may be neglected.

~ The discrete ions do not directly interact with
each other and are not in thirmodynamic equilibrium
with the surrounding fluid in which their ranges art
comparable to the characteristic dimensions oi inter-
est.

3. The interaction force between the ions and
the surrounding fluid is always tangent to the ion
trajectory, i.e., scattering is neglected.

4. An adequate number of sufficiently mobile
electrons are available to ensure local charge neu-
trality and to short out any electrostatic field.

5. The electric and magnetic fields are always
and everywhere perpendicular.

6. High-frequency phenomena are ignored, i.e.,
the displacement current is neglected.
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Cyclic thermal loads and stresses in two critical
components of fuiion reactors, including fusion-
fission hybrids, are modeled and calculated The
two critical components are the solid wall adjacent
to the fusion plasma ("first wall") and the fissile
fuel elements in the high-power density region of
the blanket. These two components exemplify two
limiting cases of thermal loading: The first-wall
loads are generated by predominantly shallow energy
deposition that may be approximated with a flux
across the surface and the fuel elements loads are
generated by volumetric heating.

Two approaches are used to solve the heat con-
duction equation and to calculate the resulting
stresses in terms of system parameters. The first
is expansion into Fourier series and determination
of periodic solutions: the second is analysis and
superposition of single-pulse responses weighted with
appropriate time delay and dear factors. Approx-
imate closed-form expression for temperature ex-
cursions and thermal stresses ire derived: These
expressions may be evaluated conveniently and
rapidly for comparison of different systems. The
results provide a quantitative basis for trade-off
studies and comparative assessments of different
fusion reactor systems.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

A number of potential applications of fusion
reactors have been identified and investigated: several

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent the views of the Department of
Energy.

NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY/FUSION VOL.: OCT 1982

that appear technically and economically feasible
are production of electricity, process heat, synthetic
fuels, and fissile fuels. Realization of these applica-
tions requires solution of many outstanding and
challenging scientific and engineering problems. One
of the outstanding problems for most fusion systems
is the modeling and analysis of cyclic thermal stresses
with a view toward reducing their effects on avail-
ability, reliability, and component lifetime.

From the mechanical engineering point of view,
one fundamental difference between the fusion and
fission reactors (including advanced fuel breeders)
is the t>pe of operation: Fission reactors operate
in a steady state while fusion reactors, in general,
are expected to operate cyclically. The cycle time
or period may range from tens of minutes to small
fractions of a second and the fraction of the cycle
during which fusion energy is released may range
from nearly unity to 10"6 or less. Consequently,
the characteristics of cyclic thermal and mechanical
leads m fusion reactors will span a wide range of
parameter values.

In this paper we model and analyze cyclic thermal
loais and stresses in the complete potential range
of operating conditions. W» examine two critical
components of fusion reactors (including fusion-
fission hybrids): namely, the solid wall adjacent
to the fusion piasma ('"first wall") and the fuel
eisnents located in the high-power density region
of tne blanket. These two components exemplify
two limiting cases of thermal loading: The first-
wall loads are generated by predominantly shallow
energy deposition that may be approximated with
a flux across the surface and the fuel element loads
are generated by predominantly volume energy
deposition or volumetric heating. For these two
types of loading, we derive approximate closed-form
expressions for temperature increases and thermal
stresses that may be evaluated conveniently and
rapidly for comparison of different systems.
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ke present algorithms, describe a computer prog'am, and gh-e a computational
procedure for the statistical consistency analysts of neutron errss-section j j - L "v calcula-
tions, and measured tntaim production in 14-MeV neutron-:m« integral assemblies.
Algorithms presented include i reduced matrix manipulation technique suitable for many-
group, 14-Me V neutron transport calculations. The computer program incorporates these
algorithms and is expanded and improved to facilitate analysis of such integral experiments.
Details of the computational procedure are given for a natural lithium deutende experiment
pe'for—.ed s: the Los Ala—.os Katmnal Labor::ory. Results are explained in terms of

zzpiled to the analysts of 1--Me I' neutrvr-dm er. n r n j T production mtetm

INTRODUCTION

To in.r;2se the azrur^cy of the p.eulronics ar.ai-
; s:s of ~:ss:cr, -;a::or5. physicists and sng;^;:rs have
c —p,r>ei a v».-:sty of techniques. inci-i-:r.g l.-.e
acjus:—.er.t cf —-jlngrc-? d::":"enrtiai da:a :o i.—.pro r̂
ccnsistencv with iniecral da:a. Of the various adjust-
ment strat;gi:s. a gen;ral;;ed leas!-squar:s procedure
that adjusts The combined differential and integral
ca:a can significantly improve the accuracy of ncu-

"Prtscn! adiitsi RIPCO. 535 Cordova Road. Suile -i;5,
Santi Ft.Scu. M M I C O 5 ' 5 0 I .

tror.ics calculations compared to calculations ?rr.?Io>-
ir.g only d/'ferer.tia! data. This in\est:ga::on ar.al>;es
a l-i-SieV neutror-dri\sn integral experiment. us:~g
a refined methodology and a co—rmed s:ns;t:v:>
analysis and cor.stster.cy analysis code, io :\:end the
dcrr.iin of adjustment frcm the energy range of
fission reactors to the energy range of deutenum-
tntium fusion reactors.

In the higher energy regime of the fusion reactor.
several problems in the application of consistency'
analysis can be expected. Because of the higher
energies involved, a larger number of cross-section
energy groups are used. Moreover, t" ghrr energy
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Potential commercial applications of inertial fusion include the production of electricity and
fissile and chemical fuels. In all these applications, a significant araoum of high-temperature heat
will be produced and convened to electricity. Most of the implications for fusion pellets arc
common to all applications; the emphasis in this discussion is on central station electric power
plants. The requirements and constraints on fusion pellets for power plant applications include:
survivability in hostile reaction chamber environments, the ability to withstand large acceleration
forces encountered in high-velocity injection, sufficiently large energy releases for economic
power production, and high-rate automated manufacture at costs whch are noi a large fractron of
the value of the fusion energy released.

PACS numbers: 28.5O.Re, 52.50.Jm

I. INTRODUCTION

Potential commercial applications of menial fusion include
the production of electricity and fissils and chemical fuels. In
all these applications, a significant amount of high-tempera-
ture heat will be produced and convened to electricity. Be-
cause most of the implications for fusion pellets are common
to all applications, the emphasis in this discussion is on cen-
tral station electric power plants.

In an inertia] fusion electric power plant, fusion pellets
containing deuterium and tritium (DT) wiU be injected into
one or more reaction chambers at rates of 1-10/s at high
velocity where they are intercepted, in Sight, by laser or par-
ticle beam driver pulses. The fusion fueld is compressed and
heated to conditions necessary for fusion reactions to take
place. Energy is released from the pellet as I rays, high-ener-
gy neutrons, and energetic peUet debris. The x rays and pellet
debris ions deposit iheir energy very near surfaces of inci-
dence, whereas neutron energy deposition occurs volumetn-
cally in relatively thick blanket regions surrounding the re-
action chambers. Special provisions are required to
accommodate the x-ray and pellet-debris energy deposition
without severs damage to the interior surfaces of reaction
chamben of reasonable size. Pellet energy releases are con-
vened to sensible heat in reactor structures and coolants and
are transported by a Sowing coolant to appropriate power
conversion equipment.

The requirements and constraints on fusion pellets for
power plant applications include: survivability in hostile re-
action chamber environments, the ability to withstand large
acceleration forces encountered in high-velocity injection,
sufficiently large energy releases for economic power pro-
duction, and high-rate automated manufacture at costs

•HubhtfeJ without author corrections.

which are not a large fraction of the value of the fusion ener-
gy released. These rsquirements and their dependence on the
several possible combinations of generic reactor-dnver com-
binations are discussed in this paper.

II. PELLET CONCEPTS

The basic concept for producing energy from fusion pel-
lets is illustrated in Fig. 1. Driver energy is delivered to a
fusion pellet by intense, short-pulse laser or panicle beams.
An outer layer of ihe pellet is heated very rapidly causing it
to expand with high velocity. The fusion fuel is compressed
and heated, due to the recoil impulse of the expanding mate-
rial, to high density (1000 to 10 000 times liquid density) and
temperature, with ignition occurring at 3-5 keV. The ther-
monuclear burn spreads rapidly through the compressed
fuel releasing many times the driver input energy.

At the present time, research is being conducted to estab-
lish the technical feasibility of the basic process through sm-
gje-shot physics and pellet experiments using high-energy
lasers and light-ion-beam accelerators. Comprehensive re-
views of the experimental programs are given in Refs. I and
2. Studies of conceptual designs of inerual fusion po« rr
plants are bssed on theoretical fusion pellet designs capable
of fusion gains Ifusion energy cr.put divided by driver ener-
gy input to the pelleti ranging from approximately 30 to sev-
eral hundred with driver pulse energies in the 2-10 NO
range. Although pellet designs appropriate for power plant
application have not yet been demonstrated, work to date
does permit projections to be made on design and quality
control requirements.3 Figure 2 shows the zencral features
of several generic designs of fusion pellets. In addition to ihe
designs shown, pellets having multiple fuel regions are being

1381 J. Vic. Scl. Technol.. 20(4), April 19S2 00:2-5355'82/041361-07S01.00 1982 American Vacuum Society 1381
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meric film, preferably comprising polyvinyl alcohol, is
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defines the desired shape of the foil product. A layer of
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been obtained.
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[57] ABSTRACT

A composite polymeric film and a method for its use in
forming and installing a very thin ( < 10 >im) polymeric
film are disclosed. The composite film consists of a thin
film layer and a backing layer. The backing layer u
soluble in a solvent in which the thin film layer is not
soluble. In accordance with the method, the composite
film is installed in a device in the same position in which
it is sought to finally emplace the thin film. The backing
layer is then selectively dissolved in the solvent to leave
the insoluble thin film layer as an unbacked film. The
method permits a very thin film to be successfully in-
stalled in devices where the fragility of the film would
preclude handling and installation by conventional
methods.
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[57] ABSTRACT

Very smooth polymeric eoump or ftimi graded in
aiotnic number ind demity cm readily be formed by
first preparing the costing or fll>a from the deured
monommc miteriai ind then couuenug it with i fluid
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coating can in mm be produced on the metal-loaded
film or coating by upning it to a low pressure plasma
of air, oxygen, or nitrous oxide. The process permit! •
metallic costing to be formed on a heat sensitive sub-
itrate without the use of elevated temperatures,

14 Clalaa, No Dmrioga
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[57] ABSTRACT

Coating of woven materials to (hat noi only the outer
surfaces are coated has been a problem. Now, a solution
to that problem ii the following: Woven materials arc
coated with materials, for example wiih metals or with
pyralytic carbon, which msserials are deposited in
Chemical Vapur Deposition (CVD) reaction using a
nuidiud bed so that the paraity of the woven material
is retained and so that the tiny filaments which make up
the strands which are woven (including inner as well as
outer filaments) are substantially uniformly coated
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